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Abstract

In this thesis we introduce a new application programming interface to help developers
to optimize an application with approximate computing techniques. This interface is
provided as a language extension to advise the compiler about the parts of the program
that may be optimized with approximate computing and what can be done about them.
The code transformations of the targeted regions are entirely handled by the compiler to
produce an adaptive software. The produced adaptive application allocates more com-
puting power to the locations wheremore precision is required, andmay use approxima-
tions where the precision is secondary. We automate the discovery of the optimization
parameters for the special class of stencil programs which are common in signal/image
processing and numerical simulations. Finally, we explore the possibility of compressing
the application data using the wavelet transform and we use information found in this
basis to locate the areas where more precision may be needed.

Résumé

Dans cette thèse nous proposons une interface de programmationpour aider les dévelop-
peurs dans leur tâche d’optimisation de programme par calcul approché. Cette interface
prend la forme d’extensions aux langages de programmation pour indiquer au compila-
teur quelles parties du programme peuvent utiliser ce type de calcul. Le compilateur se
charge alors de transformer les parties du programme visées pour rendre l’application
adaptative, allouant plus de ressources aux endroits où une précision importante est re-
quise et utilisant des approximations où la précision peut êtremoindre. Nous avons auto-
matisé la découverte des paramètres d’optimisation que devrait fournir l’utilisateur pour
les codes à stencil, qui sont souvent rencontrés dans des applications de traitement du
signal, traitement d’image ou simulation numérique. Nous avons exploré des techniques
de compression automatique de données pour compléter la génération de code adapta-
tif. Nous utilisons la transformée en ondelettes pour compresser les données et obtenir
d’autres informations qui peuvent être utilisées pour trouver les zones avec des besoins
en précision plus importantes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The modern definition of a computer is a machine that executes a sequence of instruc-
tions to carry out a computation. They exist inmany formats, fromsmallmicrocontrollers
that power not-really intelligent toothbrushes to many powerful processors in huge data
centers that deliver a multitude of contents. However, exploiting every bit of their power
is a challenge for the developers. Many languages, tools, compiler techniques, or libraries
have been proposed to help developers to write efficient applications. In this thesis we
propose a new abstraction to achieve performance through adaptive computing, target-
ing heavy computation only where the application requires it the most.

Early computers were mechanical, and used for example as tools for navigation, as-
tronomy or to keep track of time for calendars. An operator sets the input parameters of
the mechanical computer, runs the mechanism to carry out the computation and reads
the result on the device. Mechanical, and later electromechanical computerswere suffer-
ing of slow operating time. In the early 1940s, electronic computers supplantedmechan-
ical ones, using vacuum tubes to carry out operation at a blazing speed of 5000 additions
or subtractions per second with the machine called ENIAC. This device was operated by
women, among the first computer programmers, who had to manipulate switches and
wires to configure a program into themachine. This operation could take weeks. The ba-
sis ofmodern computerswas defined byAlan Turing [117]. He proposed amachinewhere
the program, specified as a list of instructions, is stored on tape, allowing the machine to
be easily programmable.

The advent of fast and compact computers in the 1980s opened a wide range of new
opportunities in many societal areas [123]. This escalated the need for computational
power and storage capacity to process data in multiple fields, e.g., scientific computing,
multimedia, socialmedia, finance, health care, etc. However, the demand for resources is
outgrowing the resources that can be allocated to process them. The ratio of data traffic
increase to computing power increase has been observed to be in the order of 3 in the
early 2000s [64]. Therefore, approximate computing as well as approximate data stor-
age becomes a particularly attractive solution to this ongoing phenomenon where the
demand in data processing exceeds the capacity to process it. Gains proportional to the
level of approximation can be expectedwith thorough selection of approximation strate-
gies.

In the first section of the introduction we show that a good hardware abstraction is
crucial for developers. Utilizing the full potential of today’s hardware is challenging and
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is even harderwhen the amount of data to process exceeds the capabilities of a singlema-
chine. In the second section we introduce the rational behind approximate computing
and we show that using such techniques adds another layer of complexity that program-
mers have to handle. We close this chapter by outlining our contributions in this area.

1.1 Programming Challenges
From today’s perspective, first digital computers are completely different beasts: to pro-
gram them you would drill holes in a set of punched cards or tape, representing pro-
grams that the computer would execute. The program itself wouldmost likely be written
on paper, in a “high-level language” (i.e., combining readability for developers and inde-
pendence from the target machine), before being transcribed on a punched card by an
operator using a keypunch machine. First high level languages as Fortran, C or Cobol, to
name a few, freed the developer fromhaving to program in a hardware-dependent way. A
processor has a limited set of instructions that can be executed, and a limited number of
memory locations, called registers, for the operand(s) and the result of the instructions.
Programming languages typically provide the following abstractions:

Unlimited Variable Count The storage place for operands and results can be named and
their number is virtually unlimited.

Typed Variables The variables have types defining possible values and the set of possible
operations ondata of that type, avoiding a class of problemwhere, for example, one
mistakingly try to add apples to oranges.

High-Level Data Structure An array allows to storemultiple value of the same type and
a structure allows to construct complex types from other types, for example a bas-
ket of apples and oranges.

Procedures A procedure is a named list of instructions. It can be called from other code
locations, can take parameters as input and may return a value.

A compiler is a computer program that translates programs written in one format
into another format, for example from source code in a given programming language to
processor instructions. The compiler allocates the processor’s limited resources to ex-
ecute an equivalent version of the origin program. The transformation of a program is
not unique and many semantically equivalent translation may exist. The compiler will
usually take one implementation over another based on the predicted behavior of the
processor and the memory system.

Early computers would take the punched cards storing the program, read the content
and store it inside the computer memory, use the compiler to generate the executable
and run the program until termination. The processing was inherently mono-task, one
program at a time and executed until completion. Then came the storage and terminal
revolution, going from punched card to floppy disks and from paper to program written
on a computer equipped with a screen, a keyboard and a text editor program. The task
of the compiler remaining unchanged.
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Processors with ever-increasing operation speed were built until they hit some phys-
ical limits, where the heat to dissipate and power drawn were too high to continue in
that direction. Multiple optimizations were added to processors to increase their perfor-
mance independently to their clock speed:

Cache Accesses to memory (RAM) is slow compared to the processor speed (currently
≈ 400×). Hence, a fast memory (currently ≈ 1 to 50× slower than the CPU) is
added inside the processor to compensate for the RAM accesses.

Superscalar The processor possesses multiple copies of functional units (e.g., adders,
multipliers, etc.) allowing it to execute two or more instructions at a time.

Pipelining Processor instructions can be subdivided into smaller tasks to allow instruc-
tions level parallelism. For example, if wewant tomake a smoothie, the instruction
can be divided into fruit peeling followed by the mixer. To make many smoothies:
as soon as the fruits are peeled, mix them and start peeling new fruits for the next
smoothie in parallel, repeat. Doing it sequentially, wewould alwayswait twowork-
ing cycles to have a new smoothie. Pipelined we initially wait two working cycles
for the first one, and every working cycle after that we obtain a new smoothie for
our greatest pleasure.

Out-of-Order An instruction may have to wait for the result of another one. Waiting for
the result “stalls” the instruction in the pipeline (previous point), creating waiting
cycles instead of executing instructions in parallel. Out of order processors reorder
the sequence of instructions to reduce the occurrences of pipeline stalls.

Vectorization A vector is a list of elements of a given size. A vector instruction takes a
vector and executes the same instruction to all the elements of the vector in paral-
lel. For example, doing 8 additions at the same time instead of 8 consecutive add
instructions.

Multi-Core Can execute two or more programs in parallel by duplicating the computa-
tion and control units.

Caches, pipelines and out-of-order optimizations have no visible interface in high-
level programming languages. They are architectural optimizations implemented inside
the processor to maximize its resource usage. An optimizing compiler should generate a
specialized code for each different processor architecture.

Using vectorization and multi-core processors efficiently is at the responsibility of
the programmer. Compilers can vectorize and even exploit multithreading automati-
cally, but only if the data structures and instructions are simple enough to be analyzed
by the compiler. In general, especially for multithreading, parallelizing or helping the
compiler to parallelize has to be done manually. Developing parallel programs is com-
plex and error-prone, the programmer has to take special care with parallel data access,
synchronization, deadlocks, etc.

The following list gives an overview of parallel architecture challenges: Non-uniform
memory access (NUMA), where more than one multi-core processor and accelerator
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(specialized fast computation unit) are present inside the same computer. Each proces-
sor or accelerator comes with a dedicated memory bank. The access to another proces-
sor’s memory is slower than its own memory. Programs not aware of the difference in
the memory latency run slower. Computer Clusters where multiple machines are inter-
connected with a network to provide more computing power. Dedicated programming
models with different levels of abstraction help the development of parallel programs on
clusters.

Allowing an easy access to these resources for the majority of the developers is the
goal of the programming abstractions and extensions. For example, OpenMP is an ex-
tension to the C/C++ and Fortran programming languages that provides a syntax to easily
express parallel, multithreaded regions and tasks [39, 20].

1.2 Approximate Computing
In the previous sectionwe introduced along themain programming challenges, the func-
tion of a compiler and the central role that plays a programming language to hide the
complexity of the hardware and to provide different ways of thinking about application
development. Approximate computing is a technique to exploit an application error re-
silience to gain in performance. In this section we introduce approximate computing
techniques and preconize the use of abstractions to ease the development process.

The term approximation comes from the Latin proximus, meaning close or near. Con-
sistently, in approximate computing we study functions that are close to the desired re-
sult while being simpler to define or to compute. In a nutshell, approximate computing
trades precision for performance. Approximate computing techniques arewell suited for
various kinds of applications:
Noisy input systems. Storage and analysis of noisy data necessitate a lot of resources to

extract the relevant data. Each analog sensor is prone to interferences and comes
with a specification of its capabilities and error margin. It is non-trivial to extract
the signal from the background noise. Therefore, analysis of numerous noisy data
streams is a challengewhich can be addressed by using approximation techniques.

Error-resilient applications. In some cases, e.g. computer vision or sound synthesis, the
program output quality is nearly impacted if we allow a small error margin. The
quality of the result is bounded and approximation techniques can leverage the
application full potential while sticking to an acceptable output quality.

Iterative applications. Some commonly used algorithms for scientific simulation orma-
chine learning use iterative methods in order to reduce the problem complexity.
The runtime of those programs can greatly be reduced by allowing approximate
portions of code inside each iteration.

To use approximate computing in an application, three main possibilities are avail-
able. Given that the developers are comfortable with approximation techniques, the first
option is to write the application from the start with approximation in mind. This re-
quires a high level of expertise of the application algorithms and in approximation theory.
The second method uses domain specific libraries that already implement the approxi-
mation. With the last option, the developer provides code annotations for the compiler
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and lets the framework generate the approximate version automatically. In this thesis,
we propose a new way relying on language extensions to enable a new compiler opti-
mization based on approximate techniques.

Traditionally, a compiler must comply with the semantics of the input program and
cannot alter the precision of the result on its own. Therefore, the language extensions
introduced in this thesis provide, explicitly, the ability for the compiler to generate mod-
ified precision code. This extension allows alterations of the code, to partially or even
totally replace the original computation. We only consider programs that run on a gen-
eral purpose processor and we do not take into account specialized hardware, e.g., ap-
proximate arithmetical and logical unit or memory storage which can be used to reduce
energy consumption,memory access timeandcomputation timeor resource sharing [25,
94, 130]. This specialized hardware is much less common than general purpose proces-
sors while our purpose is to provide language extensions for a wide range of problems
and target platforms.

Adaptive techniquesbelong to a family of approximate computingmethodswhichuse
approximation “intelligently” to target the computational resources in locations where it
matters. Such techniques originate from the observation that the computation’s preci-
sion can be expressed as a factor of the data that is being processed. For example, when
someone drives a car in a straight direction, the driver’s attention will mainly be directed
in front of the car andwhen located at an intersection the attention is focusedon the sides
of the vehicle. The same principle can be applied to computer programs where we can
use a precise version in important locations (i.e., important data) and approximations
otherwise to speed up the computation.

1.3 Contributions
In this thesis we introduce a new application programming interface to help developers
to optimize an application with approximate computing techniques. This interface is
provided as a language extension to advise the compiler about the parts of the program
that may be optimized with approximate computing and what can be done about them.
The code transformations of the targeted regions are entirely handled by the compiler to
produce an adaptive software. The produced adaptive application allocates more com-
puting power to the locations wheremore precision is required, andmay use approxima-
tions where the precision is secondary. We automate the discovery of the optimization
parameters for the special class of stencil programs which are common in signal/image
processing and numerical simulations. Finally, we explore the possibility of compressing
the application data using the wavelet transform and we use information found in this
basis to locate the areas where more precision may be needed.

Specifying Adaptive Information
An application’s development usually follows three phases: (1) implementation of the al-
gorithms to solve a problem, (2) validation of the result and (3) optimization of the pro-
gram to scale with problem sizes and obtain a result within a realistic time frame. Man-
aging approximate optimizations during the optimization phase usually requires the de-
veloper to rethink the data structures and tweak the algorithms accordingly. We believe
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that these optimizations should be carried out by the compiler instead of the developer.
This should increase the overall productivity and reduce the amount of bugs that could
be introduced during this phase. We introduce an extension to high-level programming
languages to provide relevant information to the compiler to generate an adaptive ver-
sion of the program [103, 100, 99]. The relevant information includes (see Chapter 3):

Alternative Code Transformations Alternatives define transformations thatmodify the
code to generate an approximate version. The compiler provides predefined trans-
formations that the developer can use. Alternatively, the users can write several
approximate versions of their code and provide them to the compiler.

DataMonitoring Tobe able to select between the different code versions at runtime, the
developer must indicate how to extract, process and interpret the data. The moni-
toring annotation tells the compiler which data structures are relevant to retrieve
meaningful information and how to process the raw values into an approximation
level metric.

Granularity Adaptive techniques apply the approximations locally (with respect to ei-
ther the data space or the computation space), where an approximate version is
good enough to achieve a computation with minimal deviation of the result. In
our case, the granularity defines a Cartesian grid over the monitored data, specify-
ing the level at which the approximations are applied. We call one element of this
grid a cell.

Strategy The strategy links the approximation level extracted by the monitoring to the
alternatives. Multiple alternatives can be linked to the same approximation level
if their composition is legal. The strategy defines the approximate code versions
which are generated by the compiler at compile time or specialized version gener-
ated during the execution of the program.

Adaptive Code Generation
Automatically generating the adaptive code requires the annotations provided by the
user (see Chapter 4) or the adaptive information extracted from a stencil (see Chapter 5).
We use the polyhedral model to abstract the kernel to optimize into a mathematical rep-
resentation and to perform our analyses and code transformations. This allows our tech-
nique to be more generally applicable as we are not bound by a specific programming
language. We also greatly benefit from existing techniques to minimize the overhead of
the generated code.

Firstly, to generate an adaptive application, the annotated kernel is transposed into
the polyhedral model. The code is analyzed to assess whether a compile time version
can be generated or not. If that is the case, the approximate versions are generated and
integrated into the executable. The data is then partitioned to generate the cells used by
the monitoring. The monitoring is finally integrated into the cells and the mechanism to
select the code version is combined to the application’s kernel.

When the dependencies forbid the generation of a compile time version, we rely on
a runtime to generate the adaptive code dynamically. The runtime monitors the appli-
cation data and generates specialized versions of the kernel using polyhedral techniques
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and just in time compilation before providing it to the application. This lowers the addi-
tional runtime costs of the approximate version selection to the minimum.

Extracting Adaptive Information
Stencil codes are a class of programs where data are updated using the values of their
neighbor according to a fixed pattern. We automated the search of the aforementioned
adaptive information, easing the work of developers for stencil kernels [101] (see Chap-
ter 5). One unique parameter remains to help the compiler by reducing the search do-
main: the threshold defining the limit when using an approximate version of the code is
considered to be acceptable. The remaining adaptive information is extracted by stencil
code analysis.

Data Compression
The annotation-based adaptive code generation alters the computation of the applica-
tion kernel. We investigated data compressionmethods to complement the approximate
computation (see Chapter 6). We rely on the wavelet transformwhich carries interesting
properties for adaptive codes [102]:

Multiscale Information The wavelet transform breaks the signal down into several lo-
calized frequencies. With this information we can localize the areas where more
precision is required, as the monitoring does for adaptive computation.

Data Compression Thewavelet transformbreaks the signal down into “approximations”
and the “details” required to reconstruct the signal. The small details, with a value
close to zero, can be nullified. Nullifying the details produces an approximation of
the signal but allows for a good compression of the data.

Interpolation The approximation generated by the wavelet transform produces values
that are nearly those of the studied function. Hence, the values generated by the
decomposition can be used as is without the need of doing the reverse the trans-
formation beforehand.

Experimental Study
We built a benchmark set from existing applications to evaluate our approach. Those
benchmarks spans from numerical simulation to data processing and are representative
of applications resilient to approximation. Our results show that, at the price of inserting
few annotations, thanks to our language extensions and our compiler approach, a devel-
oper can exploit approximations to significantly improve performance with low devia-
tion from the original result (see Chapter 7).

This thesis introduces an application programming interface to generate an adaptive ver-
sion of a program from annotations provided by the developer. Our goal is to allow ex-
perts andnon-experts in the approximate computing field to use additional optimization
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methods based on approximationwithout needing an extensive application rewriting. In
our approach, the adaptive information is inserted as optional annotations for the com-
piler. The compiler generates the adaptive program and selects the relevant approximate
versions at execution time from information gathered from the application’s data. Data
compression techniques complement the approximate code versions. The remainder of
this thesis exposes how we proceed.
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Chapter 2

Scientific Foundation and
State of the Art

In this chapter we introduce the useful background and notations for the remainder of
our work on exploiting approximation through a compiler approach. In Section 2.1 we
present how a typical numerical simulation problem is translated into a code and how
it may be optimized using approximations. Section 2.2 follows with a state of the art
of existing approximation techniques. Our compiler framework builds on the polyhe-
dral model which is introduced in Section 2.3. This model is a mathematical abstract
representation of codes, which defines the application domain that we can handle di-
rectly and provides a framework for dependency analysis, verified code transformation
and low-control-overhead code generation.

2.1 Numerical Analysis — Solving a System of Equations
With a Computer

The field of numerical analysis aims at finding an accurate approximation of solutions to
problems which are too complex to solve precisely. In this section we emphasize the ap-
plicability of our compiler assisted approximation technique on Maxwell’s equations of
electromagnetism [114, 111]. Our journey starts with the introduction of the context and
the partial differential equations (PDE), and we will work our way towards a C imple-
mentation of the 1 dimensional case. Finally, we will show a preview of our annotations
(detailed in Chapter 3) to make the application react to the simulation variations, i.e., be
adaptive.

2.1.1 FromMaxwell’s PDE to Update Equations
Maxwell’s equations (2.1, 2.2) are used to simulate physics phenomena in a wide range of
applications, for example antennas in electronicdevices, radars, fast data transfermedium
andmanymedical applications such as cancer detection or body exposure tomicrowave
radiation. The equation we are interested here in solving is the Maxwell’s curl equa-
tion in linear, isotropic, nondispersive and lossy material, i.e., materials having field-
independent, direction-independent and frequency-independent electric and magnetic
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properties and where the magnetic and electric field can lose energy while heat is gener-
ated in the material.

∂H

∂t
= − 1

µ
∇×E − 1

µ
(M source + σ∗H) (2.1)

∂E

∂t
=

1

ε
∇×H − 1

ε
(J source + σE) (2.2)

where

Symbol Physical Meaning Unit
H magnetic field ampere / meter
E electric field volt / meter
µ magnetic permeability henry / meter
ε electric permittivity farads / meter
Jsource electric source ampere / meter2
Msource magnetic source ampere / meter2
σ electric conductivity siemen / meter
σ∗ equivalent magnetic loss ohm / meter

and∇× F is the curl operator, representing infinitesimal rotation of a field F .

Equation 2.1 derives from Faraday’s law of induction and dictates how a magnetic
field interacts with an electric circuit to produce an electromotive force. This equation
reads as follows: a time varyingmagnetic field is related to a spatially varying electric field
plus magnetic sources and losses, i.e., a change over time of the magnetic field induces
a current in the medium. Similarly, Equation 2.2 derives from Ampère’s law and relates
how a time varying electric field is related to a spatially varying magnetic field.

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are partial differential equations of time and space and can-
not be implemented as a computer simulation in this form. We need to use a numer-
ical scheme that is a good approximation of the equations and choose a discrete data
representation so it can be represented inside a computer’s memory. In the following
implementation, we will use the scheme introduced by Kane Yee [129]. He proposed a
finite-difference scheme, i.e. an approximation of the derivative in the form of a differ-
ence f(x+b)−f(x+a), whereboth electric andmagnetic field are solved simultaneously.
The electric andmagnetic field representation is shown in Figure 2.1. Each discrete value
of a field is surrounded by two values of the other but the values are computed at time
steps which are ∆t

2
apart. This peculiar placement of the fields in time and space results

from the application of finite-difference in time and space.
Finite-difference is amathematical expression to approximate thederivativeof a func-

tion. To understand how this works, let us use the Tailor’s series expansion of a function
of space and time u(i, t), also denoted u|ti, for the space point i at time t for i + h

2
in

Equation 2.3 and i + h
2
, where h is a value chosen small enough to reduce the error, in
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t = 0

∆x

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6

t = ∆t
2

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

t = ∆t
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6

t = 3∆t
2

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

Figure 2.1 – Yee’s algorithm chart in one dimension. The electric field E and mag-
netic field H are physically interleaved by a distance of ∆x

2
. The electric and mag-

netic field at a time t is computed using the magnetic and electric field at the time
t− ∆t

2
, respectively.

Equation 2.4:

u

(
i+

h

2

)∣∣∣∣t = u|ti +
h

2

∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣t
i

+
(h
2
)
2

2!

∂2u

∂x2

∣∣∣∣t
i

+
(h
2
)
3

3!

∂3u

∂x3

∣∣∣∣t
i

+ · · · (2.3)

u

(
i− h

2

)∣∣∣∣t = u|ti −
h

2

∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣t
i

+
(h
2
)
2

2!

∂2u

∂x2

∣∣∣∣t
i

−
(h
2
)
3

3!

∂3u

∂x3

∣∣∣∣t
i

+ · · · (2.4)

If we subtract these two Tailor series as shown in Equation 2.5 and rearrange the terms,
weobtainEquation 2.6. This equation is knownas the central-difference formula of order
O(h2) because the added error, when ignoring the remaining terms of the Tailor series,
goes to zero in the same manner as h2. This method can also be applied to do a central-
difference on the time dimension.

u

(
i+

h

2

)∣∣∣∣t − u

(
i− h

2

)∣∣∣∣t = h
∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣t
i

+
2(h

2
)
3

3!

∂3u

∂x3

∣∣∣∣t
i

+ · · · (2.5)

∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣t
i

=

[
u
(
i+ h

2

)
− u

(
i− h

2

)
h

]t
+O

(
h2
)

(2.6)

We now have a formula to approximate the derivative of a function which only requires
nearby function values provided that we pick them close enough to where we compute
the derivative (error in O(h2)). Yee applies this central-difference formula to Maxwell’s
Equations 2.1 and 2.2. First let us rewrite these two equations in the Cartesian coordinate
system by applying the curl operator of a field ∇ × F . Equations 2.1 and 2.2 yield 2.7
and 2.8, respectively, and a, b and c are oriented in the same direction as the three basis
vectors.
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∂Hx

∂t
=

1

µ

[
∂Ey

∂z
− ∂Ez

∂y
− (M sourcex + σ∗Hx)

]
(2.7a)

∂Hy

∂t
=

1

µ

[
∂Ez

∂x
− ∂Ex

∂z
− (M sourcex + σ∗Hx)

]
(2.7b)

∂Hz

∂t
=

1

µ

[
∂Ex

∂y
− ∂Ey

∂x
− (M sourcex + σ∗Hx)

]
(2.7c)

∂Ex

∂t
=

1

ε

[
∂Hz

∂y
− ∂Hy

∂z
− (J sourcex + σEx)

]
(2.8a)

∂Ey

∂t
=

1

ε

[
∂Hx

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂x
−
(
J sourcey + σEy

) ]
(2.8b)

∂Ez

∂t
=

1

ε

[
∂Hy

∂x
− ∂Hx

∂y
− (J sourcez + σEz)

]
(2.8c)

To keep our example simple, we will continue with the lossless (σ = σ∗ = 0) one-
dimensional case, also knownasx-directed, z-polarized transverse-electromagnetic (TEM)
mode. It is defined by the two equations 2.9 and 2.10.

∂Hy

∂t
=

1

µ

[
∂Ez

∂x
−Msourcey

]
(2.9)

∂Ez

∂t
=

1

ε

[
∂Hy

∂x
− Jsourcez

]
(2.10)

Lets apply the central-difference approximations (Equation 2.6 and its time counterpart)
to the space and time derivatives on both sides of Equation 2.9:

[
Hy

(
t+ ∆t

2

)
−Hy

(
t− ∆t

2

)
∆t

]
i

=
1

µi

([
Ez

(
i+ ∆x

2

)
−Ez

(
i− ∆x

2

)
∆x

]t
−Msourcey

)

Reordering the previous equation gives us the Update Equation 2.11 and doing the same
for Equation 2.10 yields 2.12.

Hy

(
t+

∆t

2

)∣∣∣∣
i

= Hy

(
t− ∆t

2

)∣∣∣∣
i

+
∆t

µi

([
Ez

(
i+ ∆x

2

)
−Ez

(
i− ∆x

2

)
∆x

]t
−Msourcey

)
(2.11)

Ez

(
t+

∆t

2

)∣∣∣∣
i

= Ez

(
t− ∆t

2

)∣∣∣∣
i

+
∆t

εi

([
Hy

(
i+ ∆x

2

)
−Hy

(
i− ∆x

2

)
∆x

]t
− Jsourcez

)
(2.12)
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Equations 2.11 and 2.12 are what we need to implement the algorithm pictured in Fig-
ure 2.1. The first equation will be used to compute the magnetic field H at time steps
equal to t0 + (α + 1

2
)∆t and the electric fieldE at time steps equal to t0 + α∆t, α ∈ N.

We start with the initial condition for each fieldH andE, thematerials properties ε and
µ, and source functionsM and J and alternate the update equation to reach a given time
step.

2.1.2 FromUpdate Equations to Simulation Code
The Equations 2.11 and 2.12 that we constructed in Section 2.1.1 to approximateMaxwell’s
partial differential equations may serve as the basis of a simulation program. In this sec-
tion we are going to construct the following program parts: the data structure,H andE
fields update functions, the initialization function, the source function and the function
handling the domain borders.

Constraints on the values of∆t and∆xhave to be enforced for the numerical stability
of the FDTDmethod. In our implementation we use the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL)
condition [36]:

S ≡ c∆t

√
1

∆x2 +
1

∆y2
+

1

∆z2
≤ 1 (2.13)

Where c is the speedof light in free space. When∆x = ∆y = ∆z = ∆wehave c∆t
∆
≤
√
3

in 3D, c∆t
∆
≤
√
2 in 2D and c∆t

∆
≤ 1 in 1D. To run a simulation, a value of∆x is selected,

e.g., 20discretepoints for the lowestwavelength (λmin /20) andavalue for∆t is computed
from the previous formula for a given CFL. To summarize this condition: the time step
should not be too large with respect to the physical discretization or we are getting an
erroneous solution for the waves that travel further than one physical step during a time
step.

FDTDData Structure
The following data structure stores the information for the one-dimensional implemen-
tationof our exampleFDTD simulation. Theelectric andmagnetic fields are implemented
as one-dimensional arrays H and E with size size. Each field is zero-initialized. The
sources are stored in the f_source data structure arrays, having size Mnum and Jnum for
the magnetic and electric sources respectively. The physical properties of the medium
are stored in the permittivity (εi) and permeability (µi) arrays.

1 struct fdtd1D {
2 uintmax_t size, Mnum, Jnum;
3 float *E, *permittivity;
4 float *H, *permeability;
5 f_source *M_sources, *J_sources;
6 float Sc, dt, dx, t, domain_size;
7 };
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FDTD Field Update Function

The followingupdate functionsupdateH andupdateEderive fromEquations 2.11 and2.12.
The indices of the array accesses ofH andE at lines 5 and 13 follow the pattern pictured
in Figure 2.1, where the fields are interleaved in space.

1 void updateH(struct fdtd1D *fdtd) {
2 float dtdx = fdtd->dt / fdtd->dx;
3 for (uintmax_t pos = 0; pos < fdtd->size - 1; pos++) {
4 fdtd->H[pos] = fdtd->H[pos] +
5 (fdtd->E[pos + 1] - fdtd->E[pos]) * dtdx / fdtd->permeability;
6 }
7 }
8
9 void updateE(struct fdtd1D *fdtd) {
10 float dtdx = fdtd->dt / fdtd->dx;
11 for (uintmax_t pos = 1; pos < fdtd->size; pos++) {
12 fdtd->E[pos] = fdtd->E[pos] +
13 (fdtd->H[pos] - fdtd->H[pos - 1]) * dtdx / fdtd->permittivity;
14 }
15 }

FDTD Simulation Loop

The fdtd_sim function takes care of the time dimension of the simulation solver. The
central-differenceapproximation that is used to approximate the timederivative inEqua-
tions 2.11 and 2.12 requires the update functions to be interleaved. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2.1, H and E are not solved for the same time step because both equation require
values of the other field at a time t and their own field value at time t − ∆t

2
to compute

the result at time t + ∆t
2
. Hence, composing the two functions advances the simulation

by an amount of∆t, solvingH at timesmultiple of 2t+1
2

andE for timesmultiple of t+1.

1 void fdtd_sim(struct fdtd1D *fdtd, float t_end) {
2 while(fdtd->t < t_end) {
3 updateH(fdtd); addSourceH(fdtd); // t + dt / 2
4 updateE(fdtd); addSourceE(fdtd); // t + dt
5 fdtd->t += fdtd->dt;
6 }
7 }

2.1.3 ProgramOptimization and Adaptive Techniques
We finished the first part of our journey to an implementation of a solver for Maxwell’s
equations with the algorithm introduced in Section 2.1.2. Unfortunately, a solver im-
plementation can occasionally lack applicability on concrete problems due to limited
computational resources. Our solver memory and computational requirement are sum-
marized in Table 2.1. We can observe that the limiting factor comes from the simulated
physical domain size, both in memory and number of operations to perform.
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Table 2.1 – Usage requirement for the FDTD algorithm implemented in Section 2.1.2

Resource Usage Order
Memory Arrays E, H, permittivity and permeability O(ndim)

Structures M_sources and J_sources O(n)
Computation updateH and updateE (sizeX add and 2× sizeX multiply) O(ndim)

addSourceH and addSourceE O(n)

Exploiting Parallelism

A first optimization approach is to distribute the work and memory among multiple
workers whenever possible. There is no data dependency present inside the same up-
date function forH andE which allows every dimensions of the for loop to be parallel.
To update the fieldE at a position p⃗ we require a read and write operation onE at the
same position p⃗ and up to 12 reads of the neighbors of p⃗ ofH . Figure 2.2 shows an exam-
ple of sharing the computation and data between multiple workers. Using this method,
we could scale indefinitely to any problem size providing enough resources are available.
In theory, this approach scales linearly with the number of workers added.

Locating Expensive Code Regions and Becoming Adaptive

The previous optimization distributes the computation among multiple workers. The
global amount of computation remains constant but we add more computing power to
solve the same problem. Approximation techniques, on the other hand, can reduce the
amount of computation drastically while providing a result with sufficient precision.

Distribute to
4 workers

Figure 2.2 – Work-Sharing Example FDTD data H and E represented as points,
initially belongs to a single worker which does all the computation on that data,
left. The iterations of updateH and updateE loops can be shared betweenmultiple
workers because there is no dependency preventing it. Distributing thework equally
between 4 workers can be done as shown on the right, where each box corresponds
to a worker. Each worker stores the portion of the data accessed by the work they
have to do. An arrow between two workers indicates that some data communica-
tion is necessary, because the workers will access neighboring data at the borders.
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Tohave a better understanding ofwhere optimizations such as approximation should
be performed, wemust locate the expensive code portions of our program. On the Linux
operating system, the perf utility is available to profile programs [84]. Listing 2.1 shows
how to accomplish a profiling session for our FDTD program. We can observe that most
of the execution time is spent inside the two update functions updateH and updateE.
We will therefore prioritize the optimization of these parts.

$ perf record -e cycles:up --call-graph dwarf ./fdtd
$ perf report --stdio --sort comm
Samples: 15K of event 'cycles:up'

Children Self Command
........ ........ .......

100.00% 100.00% fdtd
|
--99.97%--_start

__libc_start_main
main
|
|--98.89%--fdtd_sim
| |
| |--49.63%--updateE (inlined)
| |
| --49.24%--updateH (inlined)
|
--0.88%--init_fdtd_1D_medium

Listing 2.1 – Profiling of the FDTD application using the perf utility. The first com-
mand runs the FDTD programwith the cycle hardware counter enabled. The second
command uses the generated profile to print the proportion of time spent in differ-
ent sections of the program.

Approximate computing is a broad domain where multiple strategies can be used.
We introduce the state of the art approximate computing strategies inmore depth in Sec-
tion 2.2. In this section we only consider computation skipping. Knowing which com-
putation to skip requires some domain specific knowledge. Figure 2.3 lets us visualize
the magnetic field of a 2D FDTD simulation at two time frames. We can observe that the
signal travels in space, covering previously neutral white zones and clearing the location
near the black obstacle. Thewhite zones, where the field is neutral, contain values which
are close zero while the red and blue zones have positive and negative non-null values,
respectively. A wave travels the space continuously, from discrete neighbor to neighbor
in the simulation, therefore a neutral region will not suddenly become charged in the
absence of incoming wave or source. Updating the neutral zones less frequently is the
approximation opportunity we are going to exploit in such application.

2.1.4 Generating an Adaptive Version
Our strategy consists in reducing the amount of computation in the neutral zones dy-
namically, while the simulation runs. Implementing such strategy for our application is
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straightforward and can be implemented in by adding a single line of source code before
the computation inside updateH loop:

1 if (fdtd->E[pos + 1] > Ethreshold || fdtd->E[pos + 1] < -Ethreshold ||
2 fdtd->E[pos ] > Ethreshold || fdtd->E[pos ] < -Ethreshold)

This strategy results in a reduction of the computation volume by 45%, an average devia-
tion of the result compared to the original version output by 16%and a speedup of 0.87 (a
slowdown!). We are still far from the expected goal of reduced computation time andnar-
row results. By adding the guard before the computation we slow the flow of execution,
which has to check for every value if it is going to compute the result or not. Since each
iteration of the kernel is not computation heavy, here two additions, one multiplication
and one division, we are essentially adding four tests for four arithmetic instructions. A
guard may also prevent some compiler optimization to be performed, for example, vec-
torization. Profiling the application with perf shows that half the computation time of
this kernel is shared between the actual computation and the guard.

For our optimization to be meaningful, we need to reduce the guard overhead while
keeping the number of skipped computation as close as possible to 45%, which is the
upper bound. Figure 2.4 shows a partitioning example of the simulation domain. The
domain is partitioned in square shaped cells and we apply the same approximation to
each constituent of a cell. The gray zone in this figure covers the cells where the decision
to skip the computation has been made. This corresponds to the white neutral areas
in Figure 2.3. Implementing such strategy is programmatically an order of magnitude
harder than inserting a test as we did formerly. We need to partition the data domain,
take a cell-wise decision and add a guard only when we cross a cell boundary. Further-
more, once applied, it is challenging to change the cell size or trymultiple approximation
strategies, because the original algorithm became indissociable from the optimization
portions which makes it harder for code maintenance and further optimizations.

Compiler Based Adaptive Optimization
Instead of asking the developers to implement the adaptive optimization, our goal is to
add adaptive optimization to programming languages and to rely on the compiler to per-
form the code transformations. Hence, the source code remains easy to maintain and

Step 700:

Step 1300:

Magnetic Field
- +

Figure 2.3 –Magnetic Field Intensity Propagation Example Graphical representa-
tion of the magnetic fieldH in a 2D TEM Mode FDTD simulation. The black box is
an obstacle which reflects the magnetic field.
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Step 700:

Step 1300:

Magnetic Field
- +

Figure 2.4 – Magnetic Field’s Adaptive Grid Same simulation as Figure 2.3 using a
grid to take an adaptive decision. The approximation decision is done for each cell
(a square) represented in the figure. A gray cell indicates that the computation may
be skipped for all the values present inside the square.

the developers can quickly try multiple approximation strategies without having to im-
plement them themselves. Providing an API lowers the expertise required to use ap-
proximate computing as most of the transformations will be handled automatically. We
name our transformation framework Adaptive Code Refinement (ACR). Chapter 3
presents the annotations available to the user and their semantics andChapter 4 presents
how the annotations information is used to generate an adaptive version of the program.

Listing 2.2 shows the magnetic field kernel with the ACR annotations added. For this
kernel we use the same skipping computation strategy as before. It is defined by the
zero-compute alternative at line 5. An alternative is an approximate version of
the kernel either user-provided or generated by the compiler, and the selected one skips
all the computation belonging to a cell. The monitor annotation at line 4 instructs the
compiler to monitor the electric field at runtime using the EtoStrategy function to
gather meaningful information which is used to provide adaptiveness to the kernel. In
this example the monitor gathers a value of 0 or 1 for each cell using a threshold on the

1 void updateH(struct fdtd1D *fdtd) {
2 float dtdx = fdtd->dt / fdtd->dx;
3 #pragma acr grid(15)
4 #pragma acr monitor(fdtd->E[pos], min, EtoStrategy)
5 #pragma acr alternative skip(zero-compute)
6 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, skip)
7 for (uintmax_t pos = 0; pos < fdtd->size - 1; pos++) {
8 fdtd->H[pos] =
9 fdtd->H[pos] +
10 (fdtd->E[pos + 1] - fdtd->E[pos]) * dtdx / fdtd->permeability;
11 }
12 }
13 uint8_t EtoStrategy(float Eval) {
14 if (Eval > Ethreshold || Eval < -Ethreshold)
15 return 0;
16 else
17 return 1;
18 }

Listing 2.2 – ACR Annotations Example Using the ACR API to annotate the FDTD
kernel.
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intensity of the electric field. A valueof 0 alwaysmaps to theoriginal kernel and 1 canmap
to one of the alternatives when one or more have been defined. At line 6, the strategy
annotation states that a cell with a monitored value of 1 can use the approximate version
named “skip,” the name given to the alternative line 5. Finally, the grid annotation at
line 3 defines a cell as an agglomerate of 15 electric field values. The grid constructed by
ACR is regular and multidimensional.

These annotations provide the application-specific information needed by the com-
piler to generate the adaptive program as shown in Figure 2.4. This annotated source
code is given as input to a source to source compiler which adds the necessary compo-
nents for themonitor runtime, the alternative versions and the runtime alternative selec-
tion. The kernel analysis, transformations and alternative generation are based on an
algebraic representation of code known as the polyhedral model, which is introduced in
Section 2.3. We use this representation to generate approximate version of an annotated
kernel by skipping some iterations of the loop. Approximation strategies are introduced
in Section 2.2.

2.2 Approximation Techniques as ProgramOptimization
The goal of a programoptimization is to generate amore efficient yet semantically equiv-
alent version of a program. Themost common efficiency metrics are the program execu-
tion time, the power efficiency or the number of operations executed with respect to the
non-optimized program. A programming language defines a semantics which formally
relates the textual source code to the program that will be executed by the computer.
An approximate computing transformation may break the language semantics to allow
more aggressive optimizations to be performed. Approximation may therefore induce
an alteration of the application output compared to what the source code expresses. In
this section we present a set of approximate computing techniques and the state of the
art compiler support for approximation [78].

2.2.1 Approximate Computing Strategies
Approximate computing strategies rely on relaxing the program semantics in order to
optimize for a given metric. We dissociate approximate computing strategies in two cat-
egories: the ones that use a hardware feature and the ones that rely solely on software.

Hardware-Based Approximate Computing
Approximate computing at the hardware level targets efficiency in terms of execution
time and power consumption. Specialized hardware implementation targets domain
specific functions, e.g., trigonometric functions like sin or cos, and are optimized for a
given representation of numbers, for input parameter range and output precision [65,
3]. Specialization is particularly interestingwhen the operation is extensively used in the
application or strict deadline are expected and enforced at the hardware level. Approxi-
mate hardware implementation can practically be implemented on field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) hardware [105]. Esmaeilzadeh et al. show that neural network accel-
erators can be used to approximating general purpose computation [45]. They trained
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neural networks to replace part of imperative code by an approximate version which is 2
times faster on average and reduces the energy consumption by 3×.

Approximate data storage is a good solution to reduce the power consumption dras-
tically and increase the life span of memory storage. Fang et al. work on phase change
memory (PCM), where a write is expensive. They add circuitry to skip a write when the
difference between the value to write and the one already inmemory is small. This yields
a reduction ofwrite operation tomemory cells of 34%while the approximation to the ap-
plication generated image is hardly perceptible [46]. Sampson et al. work on multilevel
cell (MLC) solid state memory suggest to implement a faster write and reduced power
draw data write that can lead to corruption of certain data bit [95]. Errors are mitigated
by packing multiple values and can be combined with error correction codes to limit the
probability for multiple errors to occur on the same value and being able to recover or
detect errors. They showed that wear-out cells can be recycled by using it exclusively for
approximate storage. Implementation of approximate memory requires extensive hard-
ware knowledge and, to the best of our knowledge, hardware providing such capabilities
is scarce.

Software-Based Approximate Computing Strategies
Approximate computing finds its root in software as transformation that relies on com-
putation approximation and dependency relaxation to generate faster programs. This
section presents a range of techniques used to achieve approximation relying exclusively
on software.

Loop perforation is a technique which optimizes loop nests, one of the most compu-
tation expensive construct in programs [106]. This optimization uses a profiling phase to
find loops that account for at least 1% of the program execution time and tries multiple
approximation strategies to approximate them. If a strategy fails, i.e., crashes the pro-
gram or generates an output with significant errors, it is discarded and another strategy
is tried. The strategies consists in changing the stride of a loop induction variable, skip-
ping chunks of iterations at the beginning or at the end of the loop, and a random policy.
The profiling phase dictates howmany iterations of the loop are to be skipped in the op-
timized application. Sculptor is an improved version of loop perforation [68]. It allows
fine grained instruction skipping instead of a complete one. The instruction are selected
based on their relative expensiveness and the level of approximation they generate when
skipped. This solution incorporates a runtime scheduler to select one perforated version
between many. The scheduler can take a decision as a function of the function call site
(using the call graph and profiling) and runtime monitoring of the error by running the
original and approximated version and comparing both to compute the error rate. Mi-
sailovic et al. use a probabilistic approach to reason about loop perforation [77]. They
recognize computational patterns where it is possible to compute the probability that
the error generated by the transformation is lower than an upper bound.

Task skipping avoids the execution of some tasks to save computation at the price of
some precision loss. This technique is similar to loop perforation but applied at a task
level [87, 52]. This technique requires the task output data type to match its input data
type, otherwise, thenext task in linewill receive an erroneous input. Task basedprogram-
ming usually tends to split a program into tasks and construct a task graph. The tasks are
represented as nodes in the graph and edges stand for the data flowbetween the tasks. Af-
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ter some graph analysis, it is possible to distribute the concurrent tasks betweenmultiple
processors or computers. Removing tasks from the graph can lead to better parallelism
and reduced resource utilization. Rinard et al. showed that the computation may con-
tinue in the event of a failed or skipped task and that a probabilistic model may be used
to predict the distortion of the result [87]. ApproxHadoop is an example of task skip-
ping for the MapReduce paradigm, where a function is applied on a big amount of data
(map) and another function summarizes the computed results (reduce) [52]. They show
that their technique is capable of speedup up to 35× with a target error bound of 1% by
skipping the map tasks.

Functionmulti-versioningmakes use of multiple approximate versions of a function.
During the execution of the program, a runtime can select one of these versions to max-
imize the program speed while minimizing the generated error. The only restriction of
this technique is that the different function’s versions must share the same prototype.
PetaBricks is a programing language and compiler which uses empirical approach to se-
lect the best kernel among a provided set of versions [4]. PetaBricks’s compiler has been
augmented to automatically generate approximate versions using a genetic algorithm
which targets a minimum deviation of the output [5].

Memoization stores pairs of parameters and results of function calls to avoid an ex-
pensive function call when the parameters have already been encountered and the result
is known. Such technique is usually found in functional languagewhere the function calls
are pure [74, 1]. A pure function always returns the same value provided identical argu-
ments and is free of side effects. Determining the number of pairs to store, the retention
policy and the data structure to store them are critical for the usage of this solution. To
be profitable, the memoized function execution time must be a magnitude higher than
the arguments matching mechanism and the stored pairs reused. Rahimi et al. intro-
ducememoization at the processor level in the context of single instructionmultiple data
(SIMD) architectures [86]. They use memoization to speed up the error recovery mecha-
nisms which are triggered by a processor timing error. Suresh et al. provide a technique
to intercept dynamically linked, pure and computationally expensive functions to make
them use memoization without modification of the source code [113]. They augmented
the technique to handle compile time linking, pointer parameter support and hardware
acceleration [112].

Memory access skipping removes data accesses in order to accelerate computation.
The non-accessed values can either be interpolated using neighboring values, speculated
/ predicted using data regression algorithms or ignored. Accessing data frommainmem-
ory may be much slower than computing a new one. Applications that process massive
amount of data may reduce the processor to RAM bus contention and distributed appli-
cations may use this technique to avoid costly network transfers. Miguel et al. show that
load approximations on cache misses, where the access to memory is evicted entirely,
can achieve up to 28% speedups and 44% energy savings [75]. Memory access skipping
is used bymost of the aforementioned approximation techniques to reduce the memory
footprint and in signal processing to compress video or image while maintaining a good
image quality [96, 122, 62]. Precimonious is a tuning assistant that discovers the float-
ing point precision needed within a target application [89]. By doing this, Precimonious
reduces the memory accesses and increases the performance of the program when the
lower precision arithmetic is selected.
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Dependence relaxation can lead to better utilization of the capacity of the hardware.
Helix-UP chooses to ignore dependencies and synchronizations to increase parallelism
in applications [24]. Byna et al. dropped dependencies of a sequential document search
algorithm to utilize the full potential of GPUs and coupled that with task skipping to
achieve better performance [23].

Framework for Approximate Computing

Using the hardware and software approximate computing presented at the beginning of
Section 2.2 requires a high level of expertise. In this section we present the frameworks
and tools to help the developer during the optimization task.

Evaluatingapproximation targets in an application is a non-trivial task. Chippa et al.
propose a framework to characterize the resilience of applications to approximate com-
puting techniques [29]. This framework can help the developers to uncover the parts of
an application where approximate techniques could be implemented.

Automatic optimizers analyze and transform the code with as minimal intervention
of the user as possible. Sage is an automatic tool to skip costly atomic operations, pack
data and relax dependencies to improve parallelism on GPUs [91]. Paraprox automati-
cally identifies computational patterns in program and uses approximation templates to
replace them [90]. The developer relies on the compiler to identify these patterns and
optimize them for the target architecture automatically. Meng et al. provide an optimizer
applied for the domains of recognition and dataminingwhere a huge amount of data has
to be processed [72].

An approximate hardware specification is proposed by Esmaeilzadeh et al. in the
form of an instruction set architecture for other framework to build upon [44]. They sup-
port individual approximate instructions, approximate storage with approximate loads
and stores. They define the interaction between the approximate and non-approximate
portions of the processor. Chisel is a framework that relies on approximate computing
hardware specification toprovide statistical guarantees for operations and functions [76].
They provide a language construct which states the maximum error for a function and
make the compiler generate approximate hardware instructions to achieve approxima-
tion.

Software-hardware whole stack optimization has been investigated by Chippa and
contributors [30]. Approximate computing is considered at each level of the execution
stack, at the software level where some computation is skipped, at the architecture level
where multiple similar operations with reduced precision are packed together for effi-
ciency and at the hardware level where approximate arithmetical operations are used.

Environment feedback to drive approximation can be used to tune the level of ap-
proximation dynamically. Hoffmann et al. incorporate a runtime that monitors system
metrics, e.g. average load or power draw, to tune running application parameters tomeet
a desired throughput [60]. The parameters are provided by the user to their framework
which subsequently initiates a search of the parameter space for good candidates that
meets an acceptable quality of service. The system can therefore react to resource short-
age by asking applications to change their level of accuracy to meet deadlines. Eon pro-
vides a language and runtime system that integrates hardware information, e.g. battery
level, to tune the quality of service depending on the environment [107].
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Programming language support allows developers to explicitly specify the approxi-
mation todoand let the compiler implement themandenforce the constraints. PetaBricks
is a programing language which supports polyalgorithms, the definition of multiple algo-
rithms computing a common output [4]. The sort algorithm is a good examplewhere the
runtime selects betweenmultiple sort implementations (e.g. quicksort or bubblesort) the
best one with respect to the data features and size. They incorporated an automatic ap-
proximate version generator in the compiler using machine learning with evolutionary
algorithm [5]. They relied on the polyalgorithm feature to select between the generated
approximate versions. The algorithm was perfected to be able to handle variations of
the input data with respect to the algorithmic choice [42]. EnerJ provides type system
annotations in order to reduce the overall system power draw with the help of approx-
imation techniques [94]. EnerJ also formalizes the semantics of a program executing
on approximate data type or code portions to isolate them from ordinary code sections.
With Green, developers supply approximate versions and specify the maximum accept-
able deviation of result for loops and procedures [7]. Their framework provides a statisti-
cal guarantee that the value computed by the applicationwill follow the quality of service
requested. Uncertain<T> provides an uncertain data type and operations to manipulate
this object [22]. This data type allows the developer to immediately identify approximate
computations to allow for better interpretation of the result. Operations on this data type
are optimized at runtimebased on statistical information of accuracy and efficiency. Rely
is a programing language that provides probabilistic reliability guarantees for programs
running on unreliable hardware[25]. The compiler takes as input a hardware reliability
specification and user-provided function constraints, for example maximum deviation
of the function result, and computes whether the program meets all the constraints on
the specified hardware or not.

2.2.2 Characterizing Approximation Quality
Whenever approximate computing is used, we also need the ability to measure the pre-
cision or quality of the output. There exists multiple qualitymetrics available in the liter-
ature. One of the most commonmetrics is the relative difference or error with respect to
a standard output, i.e. obtained without the use of approximate techniques [116]. Appli-
cation specific metrics are available, e.g. image and video processing have peak-signal-
to-noise-ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [2], physics-based
simulations use energy conservation as a metric [49] and machine learning algorithms
are validated against pre-processed datasets [19]. The developer should be able to select
the best suited metrics for the considered problem.

2.3 The Polyhedral Model
The polyhedral model is an algebraic representation of programs where instances of a
statement inside the application correspond to the points of a Z-polyhedron [47, 48].
Within this model, we can represent a wide variety of programs. The model imposes
some restrictions on loop bounds and data accesses: loop bounds, control statements
and data accesses must be affine expressions of surrounding loop variables and constant
parameters. In this work, we rely on the polyhedral model to transform and create new
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optimized versions to produce approximate versions from the original code. In the fol-
lowing section, we introduce the loop statement representation, followedbydependency
analysis and code transformation, and finish with the code generation algorithm which
translates the representation back to imperative program parts.

The polyhedral representation embodies the following information for each state-
ment:

• The iteration domain of the statement, which represents the set of the various ex-
ecutions of the statement. The domain is empty when the statement is not part of
a loop nest.

• The scheduling of the statement, which maps the statement instances to a time
domain. Hence, it represents the order in which the various statement instances
have to be executed with respect to each other.

• The array access polyhedra, which are the read and write map functions from the
iteration domain to array indices. They are used, e.g., for dependency analysis, to
assert that transformations made to the schedule are valid.

2.3.1 Iteration Domain
The iteration domain corresponds to the set of coordinates of the polyhedron’s points
corresponding to the iterator values of a given statement. This polyhedron is constructed
using a set of inequalities extracted fromcontrol statements (bounds, ifs) of the loopnest.
Polyhedral frameworks include tools to extract the iteration domain from programming
languages constructions [55, 12, 120]. In Figure 2.5 the C code at the top-left is executing
the statement S1 for each pair of value taken by induction variables (i, j) guarded by the
inequations from the loop bounds and the conditional statement at the bottom. This
union of inequations represents the iteration domain of the statement S1.

for(int i = 0; i <= N; ++i)
for(int j = 0; j <= N; ++j)
if (2 * i > N && j >= i || 2 * i < N)

A[i][j] = B[i]; // S1
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Figure2.5–PolyhedralModelRepresentationsofCodesMultiple abstract represen-
tation of a same iteration domain. The source code in the C language is represented
at the top-left. The iteration domain is represented in the polyhedral model by a
union of two sets of inequation shown at the bottom. The resulting parametrized
polyhedron is pictures at the top-right. Each point of the polyhedron represents an
instance of the statementS1 and its coordinates are the values takenby the induction
variables (i, j).
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2.3.2 Scheduling Function
The scheduling polyhedron is a function, a linear map, from the iteration domain to
a multidimensional time domain (f : D → S). The polyhedron defines a total order
between the statement instances. The original loop scheduling function, which corre-
sponds to the lexicographic ordering is the identity function. In our example, each in-
stance of (i, j) is ordered lexicographically as defined by the for loop semantics. An in-
stancehappensbefore another one, (i, j) ≺ (i′, j′), if andonly if (i < i′)∨(i = i′∧j < j′).
An identity scheduling function indicates that the instances execute in the same order
as the dimensions of the domain polyhedron. If two statementsmaps to the same logical
date, they can be executed in any order with respect to each other, or in parallel.

2.3.3 Optimization in the Polyhedral Realm
Dependency analysis is one essential cornerstone of themodel. It is used to verify trans-
formation’s legality and to assert that the new scheduling will not modify the program
semantics with respect to the original one. Dependency analysis in the polyhedralmodel
uses adependencypolyhedra to represent thedependencies between two statements [47,
48, 11]. A dependency between two statementsS andT exists if the three following prop-
erties aremet: Firstly, theremust exist an instanceS(i) andT (j) that either read orwrite
to the samememory locationM . Secondly,S(i)must happen-beforeT (j), meaning that
we have i ≺ j or i = j and S appears textually before T [104]. We call d = j − i the
distance vector of the dependence. Table 2.2 presents the four dependence types.

Table 2.2 – Dependency Types

Name Notation Definition
Flow δf When S(i)writes and T (j) reads
Anti δa When S(i) reads and T (j)writes
Input δi When both S(i) and T (j) are reading
Output δo When both S(i) and T (j) are writing

Code transformations are linear functions that are used to modify the scheduling
polyhedra of the statements. Transformations donotmodify the number of instances but
their relative order with respect to each other. Thanks to the linearity of the transforma-
tions, it is possible to compose them together to create more complex ones. The follow-
ing example illustrates the function to perform a loop interchange for a two-dimensional
loop nest with the dimensions i and j. Thematrix represents the interchange loop trans-
formation.

Interchange =
{(

i′

j′

)
=

[
0 1
1 0

](
i
j

)}
The same transformation functions are applied to the dependency polyhedron which is
formerly checked for the absence of backward dependency, i.e., a value from a statement
is used before it has been computed [127]. When there is no such backward dependency
and the number of dependency is not changed by the transformation, the transformation
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1 for (i=0;i<=floord(N-1,2);i++)
2 for (j=0;j<=N;j++)
3 a[i][j] = b[i];
4 for (i=ceild(N+1,2);i<=N;i++)
5 for (j=i;j<=N;j++)
6 a[i][j] = b[i];

(a) Lexicographical ordering schedule

1 for (j=0;j<=N;j++) {
2 for (i=0;i<=floord(N-1,2);i++)
3 a[i][j] = b[i];
4 for (i=ceild(N+1,2);i<=j;i++)
5 a[i][j] = b[i];
6 }

(b) Schedule with a loop-interchange

Listing 2.3 –Output fromaPolyhedral CodeGenerator Example of the CLooG code
generator output from the polyhedral representation of Figure 2.5. Both generated
codes are semantically equivalent to the original version. The left version follows the
same execution order as the original one but the inner ‘if ’ guard made the generator
split the outer loop in two with the appropriate bounds. In the right version the two
loops have been interchanged and therefore the inner loop is split in two.

is legal. Automatic code optimization solves Diophantine equations which are specifi-
cally crafted to optimize one or multiple goals, for example to minimize value reuse dis-
tance to allow to use the cache more efficiently, move dependencies vectors to make di-
mensions parallel or make the inner most loop parallel and enforce stride-one memory
access for vectorization [55, 21, 10].

2.3.4 From Polyhedral Representation to Imperative Code
Code generation translates the domain polyhedron and its associated schedule to a pro-
gramming language representation. The task is handled by a code generator, e.g. ClooG,
CodeGen or isl [9, 27, 119], that produces an imperative AST from the polyhedral repre-
sentation. The generated AST scans the iteration domain following the schedule gener-
ated in the optimization phase. Listing 2.3 shows the code generated by CLooG for our
example code of Figure 2.5 with two different schedules. The Listing 2.3a shows a code
following the same schedule as the original program. The dimension i has been split in
two loops at lines 1 and 4 corresponding to the left and right convex polyhedra pictured
in Figure 2.5 (top right), respectively. Applying a loop interchange to the schedule results
in the generated code in Listing 2.3b. The j loop became the outermost loop (line 1) and
the i dimension is scanned within it because of the schedule reordering.

Code generation can also optimize the control overhead by lifting, whenever possi-
ble, the control statements outside loops. The outer loop splitting in Listing 2.3a or inner
loop splitting in Listing 2.3b are examples of such optimization. Another one is the code
at the bottom-left of Figure 2.6 which is the result of a code generation pass with CLooG
on the original domain and schedule extracted from the code at the top right of the same
figure. The generated code does not include empty iterations contrary to the initial ver-
sion. New loop bounds are used to ensure the non-emptiness of the iteration domain.
The graphical representation on the right of the figure pictures the iteration domain of
the loop nest. The two lines represent the linear inequalities of the lower and upper loop
bounds. The points that are present inside the cone pointing up are the valid instances.
The generated loop only visits the points inside the cone whereas the original loop in
visits points outside and uses the if guard to prevent the statement execution.
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The code generation algorithm shifts the control statement of guarded empty itera-
tions upwards, to the upper loop dimensions whenever possible, reducing the total loop
overhead. This overhead could represent a significant part of the application’s total com-
putation time. Therefore, polyhedral code generation guarantees that the control over-
head will be small even for complex polyhedra. Our work benefits from the optimized
loop scanning generated by the code generator to produce approximate versions with
less overhead (see Section 4.4).

The polyhedral model offers great flexibility at analyzing, transforming and generat-
ing efficient programs using a robust mathematical background. We decided to rely on
this model to statically analyze the code that the developer marks for optimization.
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for (int i = 0;i <= N; i++)
for (int j = i; j <= N; j++)
if (i + j - P >= 0)
A[i][j] = B[i + j - P];

if ((N >= 0) && (2 * N >= P))
for (i = max(0, P-N); i <= N; i++)
for (j = max(i, P-i); j <= N; j++)
A[i][j] = B[i + j - P]; i

j

j ≤ i

P ≤ i+ j

S1

Empty

0
N

N

Figure 2.6 – Control Overhead from Polyhedral Code Generator The polyhedral
model can be used to reduce the control overhead of complex loops. The code at the
top-left scans the polyhedron which is represented at its right by the S1 and Empty
points. The code at the bottom-left is generated by CLooG and scans only the S1

points, minimizing the overhead of visiting and checking if a computation should
be performed.
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Chapter 3

Programming Language Abstractions for
Approximate Computing

This chapter introduces the framework interface for adaptive optimization using approx-
imate computing. We motivate our approach based on a language extension set in Sec-
tion 3.1. In Section 3.2 we provide an overview of the framework, starting with an anno-
tated code through all the steps leading to an adaptive code. Section 3.3 follows with the
semantics and grammar of our proposal: Adaptive Code Refinement (ACR) annotations.
Finally, Section 3.4 introduces an annotation specific to stencil computations which lets
the framework find the relevant parameters automatically and relies on ACR to generate
the adaptive versions.

3.1 Extending Languages to Support Approximation
A programming language specification evolves by addition or modification of the lan-
guage grammar. This specification creates a common ground that each compiler target-
ing a language has to respect. This process usually requires the adoption of the commu-
nity and can take some time. It is sometimes better not to integrate these modifications
directly in the language specification but to provide a compiler which can handle the
added constructs. It allows language developers to iterate faster on the constructs, which
may also break backwards compatibility.

Most compilers provide a way for developers to specify how to behave while process-
ing the input. These constructs, called directives or pragmas, are not part of the language
grammar and provide supplementary information that may be used if the compiler im-
plements them. Withdirectives, the compiler can issue aprogramwith amodified behav-
ior, for example parallelize portions of a C/C++/Fortran code on multicore processors
using OpenMP annotations or on accelerators with OpenACC [39, 20, 80].

Both of thesemethods require some support from the compiler, but directives are op-
tional and a compiler which does not implement them should process the source code
without error by ignoring them. On the other hand, using an in-language constructwhich
is not recognized by the compiler will inevitably lead to a parsing error. Hence, directives
aremore flexible and the source code should be compatiblewith a greater variety of com-
pilers.
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Language-Integrated Approximate Computing
In-language extensions addnewkeywords or constructions inside the language grammar.
The software developermayuse these newconstructions to provide additional semantics
to variables or code blocks. The following table shows examples of additional construc-
tions added to programming languages.

Language Construction Type Examples
Type system enhancement APPROX int a = ...

_Atomic int a = ...
Function output reliability int<0.90*R(x)> f(x){...}
Control flow keywords accuracy_metric ...

for_enough { do ... }

In the first example, the type system was enhanced with new keywords. A defined
variable can be approximated [93] or accessing the variable be atomic with respect to
the C11 extensions [34], i.e. accesses are safe between concurrent threads. The second
example specifies a function reliability metric stating that the output precision for the
functionfmust be at least as precise at 90%of its input parameter [25]. The last example
provides additional control flow constructions where the number of iterations and the
stride of a for loop are determined by the compiler, at runtime, from an accuracymetric
using information froma training dataset [5]. Relatedworks on this subject are described
in Section 2.2.

Compiler Directives and Helper Library
Optional language extensions are additions that live alongside the language grammar.
The extensions are expressed as annotations, inside a comment section or with special
construct that is ignored by the compiler when not recognized. These constructions
use a dedicated syntax and can refer to information available inside the program source
code, e.g., identifier names and values. For example, OpenMP is a language extension for
the C/C++/Fortran languages that provides parallelization and task generation exten-
sions [39, 20]. The code snippets in Listing 3.2 and 3.1 achieve a parallel addition of all
the values returned by a function and store the result in the variable a. The first version in
Listing 3.1 uses OpenMPdirectives while the second in Listing 3.2 uses a thread spawning
library to add every element of an array.

The OpenMP version is less verbose and allows for fast analysis of the main purpose
of the algorithm while the version using the library contains more implementation de-
tails due to the library interface. Internally, OpenMP may transparently use different
optimized reduction strategies. Exploiting of existing libraries is not a problemwhen an-
notations are used as the compiler can issue a code targeting them. Hence, the code in
Listing 3.1 may compile to the same code as in Listing 3.2.

Optional language extensions give flexibility to the developer. They can be ignored
by compilers that do not implement the extensions or be disabled at compile time, e.g.,
using a compilation flag. On the other hand, a missing library or unknown type / con-
struct will raise a compilation error. Specialized libraries can reduce the maintainability,
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1 float a = 0.f;
2 #pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:a)
3 for (i = 0; i < N; ++i)
4 a += f(i);

Listing 3.1 – Parallel reduction of an array using the OpenMP directives The “omp
parallel” directive states that the following loop can safely be parallelized and the
“reduction(+:a)” indicates that we want to do a reduction using the addition oper-
ator on the variable a. The final result is stored in the said variable. The code is a
valid program without the OpenMP annotation or compiler support. It will execute
sequentially in that case.

1 void reduceChunk(id, res){
2 fst = id*tNum;
3 lst = min(fst+tNum, N)
4 res[id] = 0.;
5 for(i=fst; i<lst; ++i)
6 res[id] += f(i);
7 }

8 float a = 0.f;
9 float res[ceil(N/tNum)];
10 for(id=0; id < ceil(N/tNum); ++id)
11 thread(reduceChunk, id, res);
12 waitAllThreads();
13 for(id=0; id < ceil(N/tNum); ++id)
14 a += res[i];

Listing 3.2 – Parallel reduction of an array using a thread spawning library Each
thread spawned by the code on the right is given a unique identifier id, and a chunk
of the initial array to reduce via the reduceChunk function (left). Themaster thread
waits for each spawned threads to terminate and finishes the job using the interme-
diary results.

debugging and optimization potential of complex programs, e.g., interprocedural, global
and code inlining optimizations are not possible for dynamic libraries. Language exten-
sions are less invasive because code transformation is done automatically by the com-
piler. Optional extensions may be more verbose than integrated ones, but they share a
common interface betweenmany programming languages. Therefore, optional language
extensions are the most suited abstraction for our adaptive approximation API based on
the language agnostic polyhedral representation of programs.

3.2 Static Dynamic Adaptive Strategy
No current programming language, to the best of our knowledge, does provide ways to
express adaptive computation. While approximate computing techniques are starting to
get adoption in compilers, they treat data as a black box, i.e., one entity with some pa-
rameters attached andwant tominimize the error whilemaximizing the performance or
the energy consumption (see Section 2.2.1). Our technique aims to retrofit adaptive tech-
niques inside compilers with an interface that can be used by non-expert in approximate
computing. Our proposal is the Adaptive Code Refinement framework (ACR).

An example application of ACR on a part of a fluid simulation code, i.e., a typical tar-
get for our framework, is shown in Listing 3.3 (studied in detail in Section 7.1.2). In this
code, ACR annotations tell the compiler how to exploit approximation for that specific
kernel. The adaptive opportunity for this application resides in the iterative solver shown
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in that kernel. This solver requires a number of iterations to have a converged solution.
However, this number does not need to be homogeneously high for thewhole data space.
As a consequence of inserting the ACR annotations, our systemwill dynamicallymonitor
application’s data to apply convenient approximation levels to different parts of the data
space. For instance, Figure 3.1 shows a visualization of the simulation at a given point.
The left side of the figure shows the density of the fluid. The right side of the figure shows
the view of our compiler, which partitions the data space into cells and dynamically eval-
uate the approximation level of each cell. Dark cells need a low number of iterations to
converge while brighter cells need a high number of iterations to converge. The ACR
annotations lines 12 to 19 will be explained in depth in the remainder of that chapter.

1 static inline unsigned char density_val(float a) {
2 if (a < 0.1f) return 2;
3 if (a < 2.f) return 1;
4 return 0;
5 }
6
7 void lin_solve (int M, int N,
8 float x[M][N],
9 float x0[M][N],
10 float a, float c) {
11
12 #pragma acr grid(50)
13 #pragma acr monitor(x[i][j], min, density_val)
14 #pragma acr alternative high(parameter, P = 6)
15 #pragma acr alternative medium(parameter, P = 4)
16 #pragma acr alternative low(parameter, P = 1)
17 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(0, high)
18 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, medium)
19 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(2, low)
20 for (int k=0 ; k < P ; k++ ) {
21 for (int i = 1; i < M-1; ++i)
22 for (int j = 1; j < N-1; ++j)
23 x[i][j] =
24 ( x0[i][j] +
25 a * (x[i-1][ j ] +
26 x[i+1][ j ] +
27 x[ i ][j-1] +
28 x[ i ][j+1])
29 ) / c;
30 set_bnd(M, N, x);
31 }
32 }

Listing 3.3 – Fluid Simulation Kernel A Gauss-Seidel iterative solver of linear equa-
tions. Three levels of approximation are used: low, medium and high which map to
modified number of iterations of the solver. The number of iterations of the solver
is lowered by the runtime in the cells where the density is low or medium.

The general view of our framework is depicted in Figure 3.2 and decomposed in two
sections: Firstly, we have the source to source compiler. It takes as input a source code
with ACR annotations (to be detailed in Section 3.3). This source code is parsed to extract
the information expressed using the annotations and stores them inside in an abstract
syntax tree for later use. At the same time we extract the polyhedral model representa-
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Figure 3.1 – Eulerian Fluid Simulation Simulation of a fluid flow with a source near
the center of the simulation space. The fluid is injected with a velocity pointing top.
The left image shows the density of the fluid, white being denser than black. The
right image shows the adaptive grid view of the compiler from themonitoring of the
data. The light-gray zone uses the original kernel, the dark-gray zone an approximate
version, and the black zone an even more aggressive approximation than dark-gray.

tion of the kernel, e.g., using the clan library into an OpenScop representation [12]. The
compiler generates and includes the approximate versions alongside the original version
in the source code. It also adds the necessary machinery to gather runtime information
and dynamically select the version to be used. The output file is entirely written in the
input programming language and can be compiled to machine code.

Secondly, the executable loads the ACR library which provides the helper functions
used by the compiler to create the adaptive version. The first time the kernel is reached,
the runtime for this kernel is initialized. The data structure to store the precision required
by the various parts of the data space is allocated and is transmitted to themonitor along
with the address of thedata tomonitor. In the case of dynamic compilation, the coordina-
tor thread is spawned to initiate the helper threads (to be detailed with code generation
and runtime in Section 4.4). At the end of the initialization phase, a non-approximate
kernel is executed to bootstrap the mechanismwith approximation levels. For each sub-
sequent execution of the kernel, the relevant alternative is executed and a monitoring
mechanism updates its precisionmap. A reset of a kernel runtime can be initiated by the
application with a special annotation or triggers when the program ends.

3.3 ProgrammingLanguageAnnotations forApproximate
Computing

Programming languages are the main tools to create programs. The language syntax and
external libraries provide convenient abstractions to build or optimize programs. We re-
viewed threemethods to extend an existing language to support adaptive approximation:
in-language constructs, libraries and optional language extensions. We analyzed in Sec-
tion 3.1 the advantages and drawbacks between the three approaches andmotivated our
choice for the language extension. In the following sections we present the ACR annota-
tions. Thewhole set of annotations is specified by Grammar 1. In a nutshell, they provide
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Figure 3.2 – Compilation Process for ACR The framework consists in a source to
source compiler and a runtime library. The annotated source code is given to the
compiler which extracts the annotation information and the polyhedral representa-
tion of the kernel. The compiler generates approximate versions of the kernel and
adds the necessary instructions to select a version during the execution of the pro-
gram. The generated adaptive source is compiledwith the compiler for the program-
ming language of the source file. An ACR helper library is loaded at runtime to pro-
vide common functions issued by the compiler to achieve adaptiveness.
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the compiler with the information needed to generate an adaptive version: the granular-
ity of the decision (Section 3.3.1), how to generate approximate versions (Section 3.3.2)
and how to select where to use approximations dynamically (Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1 Annotation for Adaptation Granularity
The granularity specifies the level at which approximate code versions are selected. It
corresponds to the ⟨grid-option⟩ grammar rule in Grammar 1. With this grid construct,
the data array is subdivided into cells using a “data-celling” transformation, which is the
equivalent of a tiling for the data [126, 125]. The transformation can be viewed as a func-
tion from Zn → Z2n where the first n dimensions are the cell index and the last n di-
mensions the data cells associated with that index. Hence, the technique subdivides the
initial data domain into cells which can be selected individually. The size of the cell used
for the data-celling technique is selectedwith the grid construct line 12 in Listing 3.3. The
same size in every direction, i.e., an n-dimensional cube [38]. The effect of this annota-
tion is visible in Figure 3.1 right. The white, gray and dark areas are composed of many
smaller cells, and some of them are visible at the interface with the white region at the
top left and bottom right.

A more generic meshing procedure using piecewise affine function could comple-
ment the data-celling. Piecewise affine functions allow for non-structured grids, e.g. a
rectilinear or curvilinear grid, but usually requires a grid generator algorithm [115]. For
the time being we only consider structured Cartesian grids in our API. A data-celling size
of one is used whenever data share no similarities. The decision is then made per data
basis.

3.3.2 Annotation for Code Transformation
In this section we present the language extension API to help building applications ex-
ploiting approximate computing techniques. Our API can generate various approximate
versions that can be ordered from the least approximative to the most approximative.
We present a tool called “Adaptive Code Refinement” (ACR) which uses a directive set to
generate approximate and adaptive versions of annotated computation kernels.

In ACR, the dedicated extensions to specify a collection of means to achieve approx-
imate computing is the alternative construct. Multiple approximate versions can be de-
fined for the code of interest. The alternative construct is described in Grammar 1 with
the ⟨alternative-option⟩ grammar rule. A simplified notation is:
#pragma acr alternative name(type, type specific parameter(s))
The “name” input provides a name to the alternative using C identifier notation. Other
constructs can reference this name to select a particular code alternative. This name
is used to link with the strategy selection mechanism (Section 3.3.3). The first parame-
ter, type, indicates which transformation is used to generate the approximate alternative
code. To define an alternative, the developer may choose between the five following op-
tions:

• With parameter, a constant parameter used inside the target loop nest will be re-
placedwith the value of another parameter or a constant value specified by the de-
veloper. The alternative parameter indicates a change in a parameter value. This
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Figure 3.3 – ACR Alternative Effects on the Polyhedral Representation Graphical
representation of a two-dimensional domain with several alternatives applied. The
domain consists of five cells delimited by the black-dashed line. Each cell consists of
fifteen iteration instances represented as points. An iteration is executed if the cor-
responding point is filled and not executed otherwise. With interface compute
only the instructions at the borders are kept. Zero computedisables themall. Step
modifies the step count for the first or second dimension depending on the position
of the annotation.

can result in loop perforation when the parameter is a loop bound or loop induc-
tion increment [106]. Itmay also help for task skipping, when the parameter is part
of guard statement and acting as an activation parameter. This condition can be
optimized by the polyhedral compiler.

• With code, the alternative parameter defines as an external function or code block.
The developer can implement multiple algorithms for a given problem and name
themas different alternatives. This provides the flexibility of codemulti-versioning
while leaving the compiler with the care of generating the runtime mechanism.
Memory access skipping can be implemented by replacing a memory access in-
struction with an interpolating function in the alternative code [96].

• With zero-compute, the target computation is removed and will not be executed.
There is no alternative parameter required. This construct can be used to imple-
ment loop perforation and task skipping at the cell granularity.

• With interface-compute, the points of the kernel’s iteration domain that do not in-
tersect with the cell mesh are not visited, i.e. only the iterations at the border of a
cell are visited. This allows stencil-like computation to be implemented in a more
natural fashion (example in Section 7.2.3). This alternative can take the size of the
interface as parameter.

• With step, the specified loop counter increment is modified according to the spec-
ified parameter (e.g. i++ is replaced with i+=step). This construct can be used to
implement loop perforation in a particular case of interface-compute.

Figure 3.3 shows a graphical representation of the last three aforementioned alterna-
tives. These alternatives selectively reduce the amount of iterations inside the cells, i.e.
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the number and position of the empty points. The code alternative modifies the code ex-
ecuted for the remaining colored instances of the cells. The parameter alternative applies
a modified constant parameter value for every statement in the kernel.

Each alternative except parameter can be defined on a particular statement, code
block or loop nest. The parameter alternative can only be positioned at the kernel top-
level, because parameters are constants for the kernel’s duration. By positioning the code
annotation at the right place inside the kernel, the developer can selectively apply the
alternatives. Generating the alternative from user transformation specification provides
the compiler with a set of approximate versions to adjust the intensity of computation.
This is the first step to provide adaptive capabilities to the application.

For the fluid solver application, three alternatives have been defined at lines 14–16 of
Listing 3.3. To adapt the computation we choose to lower the number of iteration of the
solver by positioning the P parameter (line 21) to values 6, 4 and 1. The names given to
the alternatives reflect the relative amount of iteration between the three of them.

3.3.3 Annotations for Adaptive DecisionMaking
The ACR optimized kernel is composed of several alternative versions of the initial ker-
nel. With the grid annotation we know at which granularity to take the decision, but not
where to extract the information from and howwe should interpret them. In this section
we introduce the ACR constructs which provide the decision mechanism.

Monitoring: Getting Approximation Level for Each Cell
How to collect information from runtime data is declared to the compiler in the form of
a multidimensional array access within the ⟨monitor-option⟩ rule. A simple example of
themonitor extension format, as seen in Figure 3.4, is:
#pragma acr monitor(data[f (⃗ı)])

The monitor’s grammar ⟨array-access⟩ in Grammar 1 declares an array where f (⃗ı) is
its data access function. Our framework constrains the dimensions of the array specifica-
tion to form an affine map between the iteration space and the data space. Hence, they
must be a linear function of the parameters, constants and iterators available inside the
optimized kernel. The data domain does not necessarily need to match the loop’s itera-
tion domain. For example, in Figure 3.4, the iteration and data domains do not match.
Our system relies on polyhedral techniques to recover the iteration space from the data
space by computing the preimage or inverse image [110]. The statement instances that
access the array A in Figure 3.4 are pictured with the same color on the data and iteration
domains.

Approximate computing techniques canbe applied at different granularity levels: the
same approximation everywhere, a different approximation for each operation or an in-
between where we consider sets of operations with different approximation. Our goal
is to provide the compiler with the information it needs to use the right approximation
at the right moment during the execution of the application. Cell-level decisions implic-
itly require the retrieval of the most conservative level of approximation from the cell
state during the program’s execution. The components of each cell are aggregated using
the ⟨folding-function⟩ attribute of themonitor construct. The folding function defines a
mapping from multiple all the data values of a cell to a natural integer (with prototype
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Grammar 1: Adaptive Code Refinement Grammar The ACR grammar declares
easy to use language extensions for approximate computing. The alternative
defines a modification of the code to express various approximate blocks or
statements. The strategy links these alternatives to a constant value for adap-
tive selection. The monitor specifies which data will be considered to take a
decision. The grid defines the granularity at which the decision is made.

⟨pragma-defininion⟩ ::= #pragma acr ⟨acr-option⟩

⟨acr-option⟩ ::= grid ⟨grid-option⟩
| monitor ⟨monitor-option⟩
| strategy ⟨strategy-option⟩
| alternative ⟨alternative-option⟩
| checker-select ( ⟨checker⟩ , sync )
| checker-select ( ⟨checker⟩ , async )

⟨grid-option⟩ ::= ( ⟨positive-integer-list⟩ ) | none

⟨monitor-option⟩ ::= ( ⟨data-domain⟩ )
| ( ⟨data-domain⟩ , ⟨folding-function⟩ , ⟨pre-processing⟩ ,
⟨post-processing⟩ )

| ( ⟨data-domain⟩ , ⟨folding-function⟩ , ⟨pre-processing⟩ ,
⟨post-processing⟩ , ⟨init-fold-val⟩ )

⟨data-domain⟩ ::= ⟨array-identifier⟩ ⟨array-dim⟩

⟨array-dim⟩ ::= [ ⟨induction-var⟩ | ⟨param-id⟩ | ⟨constant⟩ ]
| ⟨array-dim⟩ [ ⟨induction-var⟩ | ⟨param-id⟩ | ⟨constant⟩ ]

⟨folding-function⟩ ::= min | max | mean | std-deriv
| ⟨function-pointer⟩

⟨alternative-option⟩ ::= ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( parameter , ⟨identifier⟩ = ⟨const-val⟩ )
| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( parameter , ⟨identifier⟩ = ⟨identifier⟩ )
| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( code , ⟨inline-code⟩ )
| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( code , ⟨function-to-be-replaced⟩ =
⟨replacement-function⟩ )

| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( zero-compute )
| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( interface-compute , ⟨constant⟩ )
| ⟨alternative-id⟩ ( step , ⟨const-val⟩ )

⟨strategy-option⟩ ::= dynamic ( ⟨constant⟩ , ⟨alternative-id⟩ )
| dynamic ( ⟨constant⟩ , ⟨constant⟩ , ⟨alternative-id⟩ )
| static ( global , ⟨alternative-id⟩ )
| static ( ⟨area⟩ , ⟨alternative-id⟩ )

⟨checker⟩ ::= raw | versioning | stencil
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#pragma acr monitor (A[j][i])
for (size_t i=0; i<=P; i++)
for (size_t j=0; j<=Q; j++)

A[j][i] = ...

i

j

P

Q

i

j

Q

P

Cell1 Cell2

Figure 3.4 – Data Domain and Iteration Domain Example of a loop nest and its ac-
companying iteration domain (center) and data domain (right) when P < Q. The
iteration domain is defined by two nested loops with i being the outer dimension
and j the inner dimension. Hence, the polyhedral representation at the center. The
A array accesses use the iterators in the reverse order, which is equivalent to a x = y
line symmetry applied on the iteration domain, and creates the polyhedral repre-
sentation on the right. The two colors correspond to two cells resulting from the
grid annotation. The iterations of one color are accessing the data with the same
color in the data domain.

int fold(datatype, int)). This integer represents the approximation level, i.e., the
maximum level of approximation that can be used while maintaining a good quality of
result. The approximation level 0 corresponds to the original kernel and subsequent pos-
itive integers maps to increasing levels of approximation. The ⟨preprocessing-function⟩
is applied on every component of a cell before passing the value to the folding-function.
The preprocessing allows an application-specific data type to be used alongwith the ACR
predefined folding functions. If not required, the preprocessing function can be set as the
identity function. The ⟨init-fold-value⟩may be specified to initialize the value of the fold,
otherwise we use zero. This initial value allows for better flexibility with the folding func-
tion implementation and usage, e.g., use of the min folding function with an initial value
of zero will always return zero.

Strategy: Linking Data Regions or Approximation Levels to Code Versions

Adaptiveness means the capability to choose the precision dynamically at runtime de-
pending on the state of the data. Several strategies are possible and we have to select the
most convenient approximate computing alternative for each data cell. Two categories
of strategies can be used. The static category specifies non-adaptive portion of the data
thatwill unconditionally be computedusing a specified version of the code. Thedynamic
category selects a version depending on the runtime context.

With a static strategy, the compiler generates an optimized code at compile timewith
approximated computation embedded inside the kernel. The approximation remains
constant during the whole application execution. The regions to be approximated are
marked by the developer with the ⟨strategy-option⟩ static construct. The approximation
strategy can either be global, i.e., covering the entire data space, or be defined on a local-
ized area. In this case the area is specified with the set of iterator values corresponding
to the desired data domain. We rely on the widely used isl or Omega notations [119, 66,
67]. For instance, to select half the data space of an array data[i][j], where both i and
j span from 0 to N, we may specify [N]→ {[i, j] : 0 <= i <= N/2 and 0 <= j <= N}.
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Figure 3.5 – Loop Dependency Example of loop carried dependency between iter-
ation instances with two valid schedules. A point represents the execution of one
statement instance. For the dependence graph, an arrow represents a dependence:
some instances have to be executed before the target instances. For the schedules,
the arrows represent the execution order. Schedule 1 exhibits the maximum paral-
lelism at iteration level whereas schedule 2 focuses on parallelism at the cell level.
The code generated with the first schedule requiresmore cell-transition checks than
it would with the second one.

With dynamic strategies, the approximation may vary at runtime depending on the
state of the data. In this case, the approximation level is mapped to an approximate code
version: every cell with the same approximation level will be processed using the same
approximate code version. In ACR, this adaptive capability is inspired by adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) [16, 15]. AMR technique defines a multi-level dynamically changing
grid over the data domain. The deepest levels typically contain more data points than
the outer levels and are located over active regions. This allows for a finer grained grid,
i.e. more precise, only on the regions where it matters.

Example

In the fluid simulation example, themonitor construct is defined at line 13 of Listing 3.3.
The annotation states that the adaptive information has to be extracted from a 2D array
x of size parametrized by the lower and upper bounds of the induction variables i and
j. During the program execution, the monitoring provides, for each cell, an integer value
representing the approximation level allowed with information gathered from the appli-
cation data. The function density_val is used to pre-process the raw application data
to an integer with a threshold. The folding function extracts the minimum (min) from
a cell of 50 × 50 values, defined by the grid annotation line 12. The minimum selects
the most precise version from all the approximation levels of a cell. The dynamic op-
tion of the strategy annotations lines 17–19 links an approximation level with a defined
alternative. An alternative can be linked by one or more strategy provided the following
condition ismet: The code, zero-compute, interface-compute and step alternatives cannot
be nested when linked to the same strategy, because a composition between themwould
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void the semantics of individual transformation.
Thanks topolyhedral techniques, the compiler computes the affinemapping from the

data space specified by the monitoring to the iteration space together with the transfor-
mation from the data space to a cell coordinate. Hence, the compiler can instrument the
code to update the precision at the cell level whenever a modification of the monitored
cell data occurs.

ACR does not allow the compiler to break data dependencies between the remain-
ing iteration instances to limit the deviation of the results. When the loop carries a de-
pendency between iterations, the potential schedules are constrained. In the context of
ACR, this constrains the order in which the iterations are scanned. If automatic paral-
lelization is applied, further dependency relaxation could unlockmore parallelism at the
price of a larger deviation. For instance, Figure 3.5 presents a dependence graph that
shows a dependency carried between the monitored cells. In this example, we propose
two valid schedules with different properties. A close look at the first schedule and the
dependence graph reveals that the computations could be parallelized within the diag-
onals (wavefront parallelism [71]). This schedule, when diagonally parallelized depicts
the maximum parallelism for this particular dependence graph. The second schedule,
on the other hand, allows the diagonal cells to be parallelized (wavefront parallelism of
the cells). Hence, we trade a one parallelism level for nested parallelism with better data
locality. The best performing schedule depends on the computing platform properties
such as cache, pipeline, memory bandwidth and prefetching algorithms.

3.4 Adaptive Stencil Approximation
With ACR, the developer inputs approximation-related information by means of anno-
tations to let the compiler generate an adaptive program version. We studied the kind of
applications where approximate computing can be beneficial and a significant portion
of them are using stencil computation. A stencil is a type of computation where the up-
date of a value depends on its neighbors according to a fixed pattern. Figure 3.6 shows an
example of a two-dimensional stencil on a Cartesian grid. In this example, the neighbors
at distance 1, 2 or 3 are used to update the central value.

Adaptive Stencil Approximation is a specialized application programming interface
for adaptive computing targeted at stencil computation. In this section we introduce the
annotation and show how to discover the granularity and discover the data of interest.
The approximate stencil alternatives and strategies are discussed in Section 5.1.

3.4.1 Annotation for Stencil Computation
Using approximate computing either requires deep knowledge of the user in this field or,
if automated, ask the user to delegate the transformation to the compiler. Each of these
two approaches has its pros and cons. An expert developer may select and implement
the best approximation technique suitable for his problem. On the other hand, an auto-
maticmethodmay discover potential approximation targets using binary error injection,
using genetic/machine learning algorithms or using pattern matching to find a suitable
approximation strategy to be applied to the original algorithm [29, 5, 90]. The goal is to
lower the program’s computation footprintwhile keeping the program’s output deviation
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below a user-defined threshold. The deviation is defined as the l∞ norm of the difference
between two states corresponding to the same data, i.e., max(|statei − state′i|).

Grammar 2 provides the details of the ASA annotation. Using ASA only requires one
annotation with one parameter: the deviation allowed to use an approximate version.
All the other parameters are extracted automatically by the compiler. The deviation pa-
rameter is application specific and, in order to be input agnostic, it must be provided by
the developer. The developer knows how much approximation is reasonable to obtain
meaningful application results.

Grammar 2: Adaptive Stencil Approximation grammar ASA specifies an an-
notation where most of the approximation-related parameters are deduced by
the compiler. The remaining parameter defines the upper bound of the abso-
lute deviation allowed between two invocation of the annotated kernel. The
deviation is defined by the difference between the approximate and the origi-
nal kernel results.
⟨pragma-defininion⟩ ::= #pragma asa ( maximum-deviation )

In Chapter 5 we provide a new method that automatically extracts adaptive approx-
imation information from an annotated portion of a program. Our method also allows
interaction between the user and the compiler to select the best alternatives. Automatic
stencil approximation (ASA) relies on the polyhedral model to analyze the code.

Center

Distance 1

Distance 2

Distance 3

Figure 3.6 – Two-dimensional von Neumann stencil halo on a Cartesian grid.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Code Generation

An adaptive technique dynamically varies the level of precision to reduce the number of
computations in locations where approximations are beneficial. Chapter 3 introduces
the ACR programming interface to help developers to specify an adaptive version of their
programs. In this chapter we present how to raise annotated kernels to an abstract rep-
resentation including polyhedral and ACR information (Section 4.1). Then, we detail our
algorithms to apply approximation related transformations (Section 4.2), to generate an
adaptive version at compile time (Section 4.3) and using just-in-time compilation (Sec-
tion 4.4) to generate specialized kernel versions. We explain how the monitoring is im-
plemented and how the runtime-gathered information drives the approximate code se-
lection. We close the chapter with a discussion about conjoint utilization of polyhedral
code optimization and adaptive optimization (Section 4.5).

4.1 Raising Annotated Kernels
The first step of the compilation process raises the code to optimize to the polyhedral
representation (see Section 2.3). Clan and pet are state-of-the-art front-end tools that
transform a high-level language into an equivalent polyhedral representation [12, 120].
Clan is a standalone application and library and pet is a library integrated into clang, the
C/C++ LLVM compiler suite’s front end. The output format consists in information on
parameters and on every statement present in the kernel. Each statement Si ∈ S, where
S is the set of kernel statements, holds the following associated information gathered
from the input program:

• The context polyhedron, which is the information gathered about the parameters

• The iteration domain

• The scheduling

• The array access polyhedra

• The statement itself, which is stored in anAST or string format. This is the part that
will be copied back in place once the loop control has been generated.
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During the compiler front-end execution, the language extensions are included in
the program’s abstract syntax tree [35]. After the AST construction, the statements in
relation with an alternative are marked using a depth-first AST traversal. This is done
with the recursive function inAlgorithm3,whichmanages a state that contains the active
alternative set. Every time an alternative node is encountered, it is added to the state and
will be removed before the function returns. When a node representing a statement Si

is visited, it is marked with the alternatives present in the state along with the strategies,
grid and monitoring information into a data structure for future processing.

Algorithm 3: Link Alternative Annotations to Statements Mark the state-
ments with the alternatives defined as language annotations stored in the ab-
stract syntax tree. An alternative annotation applies to the block or statement
that follows. Hence, if we encounter a statement we store the alternatives, oth-
erwise we must keep track of the defined alternatives in a set and take care of
resetting the set when a block or statement is visited.
Function markStmtAlts(AST,Alts)

ACRpragmas← ∅;
switch type(AST) do

case Statement do
store_alternatives(AST,Alts);

case Alternative Annotation as alt do
newAltSet← Alts ∪ alt;
foreach Childrens of AST as chld do

ACRpragmas←
ACRpragmas ∪ markStmtAlts(chld, newAltSet);

case Non-Alternative ACR Annotation as alt do
ACRpragmas← ACRpragmas ∪ alt;

case List do
altSet← Alts;
foreach Element in List as elem do

if type(elem) is Alternative Annotation as alt then
altSet← altSet ∪ alt;

else
ACRpragmas←
ACRpragmas ∪ markStmtAlts(elem, altSet);

altSet← Alts;

case Other do
foreach Childrens of AST as chld do

ACRpragmas← ACRpragmas ∪ markStmtAlts(chld, Alts);

return ACRpragmas
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4.2 Generating Alternatives
Each statement is marked with the alternatives that define the transformations to be ap-
plied to generate the approximate version. In this section we introduce the code trans-
formation algorithm used by the compile time code generator (Section 4.3) and the just-
in-time generator (Section 4.4).

The user-defined alternatives drive the alteration of the computation kernels. Algo-
rithm 4 describes how the statements are modified according to the alternative types.
The function ApplyAlt takes a statement Si along with an alternative definition and gen-
erates a new statement corresponding to the user alternative definition. The first two
cases of the function match the parameter modification. If the user defined a constant
value, the parameter value is set to the new value inside the context polyhedron. Other-
wise, only the name of the parameter will be altered. The change of the code statement
is handled by a replacement of the original code in the compiler internal statement data
structure. For zero-compute, the iteration domain is set to an empty domain, i.e. corre-
sponding to a statement that will never be executed. For interface-compute, to generate
the grid borders, we add a new dimensionDn without any constraint and set the dimen-
sions Dj to be a multiple of each point a ∈ Dn times the GridSize. We project the
newly created dimensionDn out and what remains inDj is the multiple of the grid size.
The operation is repeated with GridSize− 1 to capture the left border of the cells. The
step is handled in the same way as interface-compute but with a multiple of the step in-
stead of the grid size. The second function, ApplyAllAlt, iterates over all alternatives
linked to a strategy and applies the alternatives in the order in which they are defined.

The following helper functions are used by the code generation algorithm. These
functions are implementations of regular search algorithms and linear algebra functions
found in the literature [104].

DimsRelatedToData takes a domain and returns the set of dimension identifier in re-
lation to the data. This is done by application of the preimage of the monitor array
access matrix.

AddDimEq takes a domainD, a dimension identifierDj and a parametric constantC . It
adds a dimensionDn toD and the constraintDj = C ×Dn toD (Zn → Zn+1).

ProjectOut takes a domain and set of dimension identifiers Did and projects these
dimensions out (Zn → Zn−|Did|).

StrategyAlts takes a strategy and returns the alternatives related to this strategy.

Algorithm 4 applies each transformation to the polyhedral representation. The zero-
compute, interface-compute and step transformations reduce (ormaymaintain) thenum-
ber of instances scanned by the loop. Hence, these transformations generate an approx-
imate version when the Step is greater than the loop stride and the grid size is bigger
than two for interface-compute. For the parameter transformation, we need more infor-
mation than what is available at compile time to prove that it generates an approxima-
tion. The analysis can be performed at runtime, once the parameters are known, to count
the number of points in the original and alternative polytopes [121, 31, 32]. The number
of points gives an indication about the amount of memory accesses and computations,
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which can be used to estimate the execution time. For these transformations, a warning
can be issued to the user if it is proved that the iteration count of the loop is not lower
than the original version, avoiding the need for debugging the adaptive program. The
code alternative can be compared with the counting method mentioned before if both
codes can be analyzed in the polyhedral model. Static complexity analysis is another
option to compare the codes, however, such analysis is complex [124]. The state of the
art in this domain can analyze Ocaml functions and output a multivariate resource poly-
nomials which are functions of size parameters that depend on Ocaml types [61]. The
last option is tomonitor the function at runtime and to issue a warning if the supposedly
approximate version takes more time to execute than the original version.

Algorithm 4: Alternative Application Algorithm Algorithm to apply the differ-
ent alternatives to a statement Si. The parameter alternatives are handled inside
the context. The statement code, which is stored as a string literal or AST, is re-
placed if needed. Zero and interface-compute alternatives do modifications on
the iteration domain for the dimensions in relation to the monitored data map
function.
Function ApplyAlt(Si,Alt)

switch Alt do
case parameter, Constant do

Set parameter value in Si context;
case parameter, Identifier do

Change parameter name in Si data structure;
case code do

Change code statement in Si data structure;
case zero-compute do

Si ← ∅;
case interface-compute do

forall Sj
i ∈ DimsRelatedToData(Si) do

Si ← AddDimEq(Si, S
j
i , GridSize);

Si ← ProjectOut(Si, LastDim);
Si ← AddDimEq(Si, S

j
i , GridSize− 1);

Si ← ProjectOut(Si, LastDim);

case step do
Similar to interface-computewith step instead ofGridSize;

return Si

Function ApplyAllAlt(Si, Strategy)
forall Alti ∈ StrategyAlts(Strategy) do

Si ← ApplyAlt(Si,Alti);
return Si
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4.3 Compile Time Adaptive ProgramGeneration
In Section 4.2 we introduced the algorithm used to transform the polyhedral represen-
tation of the kernel from a set of alternatives. In this section we use the annotations ex-
tracted from the kernel to generate an adaptive version of the program at compile time.

The generation of an adaptive version at compile time requires that a data-celling
yields a valid schedule for the iteration domain. The algorithm follows these three steps:
Firstly, the data domain is data-celled according to the grid annotation. The inverse im-
age of the celled data domain is computed to obtain the iteration domain. Finally, the
transformed iteration domain is checked for the absence of backward dependencies. If
the last check is returns an empty set of backward dependencies, the adaptive version
can be generated at compile time.

Algorithm 5 transforms the polyhedral representation of the kernel statements ac-
cording to the strategies. The algorithm can be decomposed in three phases:

The first phase iterates through the kernel statementsSi ∈ S and generates two state-
ments from each original statement. The statement S ′

i contains the static-defined strat-
egy iteration domains mapped from the data space (see Section 4.2. The statement S ′′

i

domain corresponds to the remainder of the initial statement’s domain without these
static areas. The alternatives are applied to S ′

i without adding monitoring nor selection
mechanism, locking these statement with the user selected alternative. This statement
is stored in a separate set for future use. The second statement, S ′′

i , is stored in a state-
ment set used in the second phase. It is worth noting that a statement with an empty
domain will not generate any code and can be removed at any point of this algorithm.
Figure 4.1 shows a graphical application of Algorithm 5 on an example. This first phase is
represented with the partitioning of the static and dynamic domains. The static domain
is transformed by the otherCode alternative.

The second phase handles the dynamic strategies. For the dynamic version, the goal
is to generate a kernel that scans themonitored cells one independently. This allows for a
code with low control overhead, e.g., the schedule 2 present in Figure 3.5. The first oper-
ation applies a data-celling transformation to the domainwith respect to the dimensions
used by the monitoring. A new statement is constructed from this data-celled domain
by projecting out the cell dimensions of the domain. Only one point per cell remains af-
ter the projection. This domain is used to generate a guard in front of each approximate
code version. These steps correspond to the bottom left transition in Figure 4.1. The
approximate statements are generated with Algorithm 4 and scheduled immediately af-
ter the guard statement of the corresponding alternative. The AddMonitoring function
ensures that all writes to the monitored data will be followed by a folding function call
to update the maximum approximation level. Bottom right of Figure 4.1 shows the dy-
namic alternative generation with addition of themonitoring. The initial approximation
level, zero by default or user-provided, is set by the guard statement before entering each
cell. Once all the strategy versions along with their guards have been generated, a default
guard is inserted to fall back to the unmodified statement which is executed by default.

The last phase of the algorithm deals with the static global strategies that must be
enforced for the whole duration of the program. These alternatives must be applied to
the previously generated statements, i.e. the union of the static area and the dynamic
related statements. At the end of this last phase, the statement set is composed of all
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the polyhedral representation of the static alternative, dynamic alternatives with guards,
the default code path, all with the global strategy enforced. Polyhedral code generation
finally generates the actual code to be compiled. In Figure 4.1, this phase is represented
by the merge arrow that creates the new domain top right. This domain is later provided
to the polyhedral code generator.

Figure 4.1 summarizes Algorithm 5. The static portions are separated from the dy-
namic ones at the start, creating the set S ′

i for static and S ′′
i for dynamic. The alternatives

are applied to the static set. The dynamic set is data-celled and a new statement, one per
cell, is created to select the alternative code versions. A parametric code is created for
each cell with a different strategy and the monitoring is embedded inside the cell com-
putation. Finally, the static and dynamic sections are merged to produce the adaptive
kernel.

Algorithm 5 is accompanied by the following set of helper functions:

StaticGlobal, StaticArea, Dynamic respectively return the set of static global,
area and dynamic strategies.

UniverseDomain takes a domain S ∈ Zn and returns a domain with the same number
of dimensions that has no constraint, i.e., an infinite polyhedron.

CellDimensions takes a domainD, a set of dimension identifiersDid and a cell size l
and applies a data-celling transformation on these dimensions.

GenAlternativeGuard takes a statement Si and a strategy Strati and generates the
guard statement that enters the branch if the alternative value matches the one of
the folding function of the monitoring process.

LowerCellDims takes a domainD and a set of dimension identifiersDid used for data-
celling and returns the set of dimension identifiers of the cell itself and the one it
encloses.

AddMonitoring adds the monitoring fold function to all access to the monitored array
inside the statement.

AddMonitorReset adds the code to initialize the maximum approximation value. If
not provided by the developer, defaults to lowest approximation value (original
code).
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1 #pragma acr grid(2)
2 #pragma acr monitor(B[i][j], min, foldTo1)
3 #pragma acr strategy static([i‚j] : 1 < i < 4 and 1 < j < 4, otherCode)
4 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, bigStep)
5 for (int i = 0; i < 6; ++i) {
6 #pragma acr alternative bigStep(step, 2)
7 for (int j = 0; j < 6; ++j) {
8 #pragma acr alternative otherCode(code, { A[i][j] = B[i][j]; })
9 A[i][j] = B[i][j] * C[i][j];
10 }
11 }
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Figure 4.1 – Compile Time Adaptive Code Generation An adaptive version of the
code snippet at the top is compiled. The code uses two strategies, one static defined
at line 3 with a code alternative (line 8) and one dynamic (line 4) linked to a step
alternative (line 6). The grid annotation defines cells of size 2. The bottom part of
the figure shows the compilation phases for this top. The first phase separates the
static and dynamic domains and applies the alternatives to the static part. The dy-
namic domain is data-celled according to the grid parameter (bottom center) and
the guards are created for the cells. Each guard selects one of the specialized cell
version with the information gathered by the monitoring embedded inside the cells
themselves. The static and dynamic versions are merged to generate the new adap-
tive kernel.
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Algorithm5: Compile TimeAdaptiveCodeGenerationAlgorithmGiven a set of
statements S and strategies Strats, this function returns a new set of statements
corresponding to the annotated strategy versions with alternatives applied.
Function CompileTimeGeneration(S, Strats)

StaticState← ∅;
LeftToDynamic← ∅;
/* Phase 1 */
forall Si ∈ S do

forall Strati ∈ StaticArea(Strats) do
S ′
i ← Si ∩ Area(Strati);

S ′
i ← ApplyAllAlt(S ′

i, Strati);
StaticState← StaticState ∪ S ′

i;
S′′i ← Si − S ′

i;
LeftToDynamic← LeftToDynamic ∪ S ′′

i ;
/* Phase 2 */
DynamicState← ∅;
forall Si ∈ LeftToDynamic do

Dims← DimRelatedToData(Si);
CelledDomain← CellDimensions(Si, Dims);
CellDims← LowerCellDims(Si, Dims);
OverCell← ProjectOut(CelledDomain,CellDims);
forall Strati ∈ Dynamic(Strats) do

AltGuard← GenAlternativeGuard(OverCell, Strati);
AltGuard← AddMonitorReset(AltGuard);
AltStmt← AddMonitoring(ApplyAllAlt(Si, Strati));
AltGuard← ScheduleBefore(AltGuard,AltStmt);
DynamicState← DynamicState ∪ AltGuard ∪ AltStmt;

Smon ← AddMonitoring(Si);
DefaultGuard← GenDefaultGuard(OverCell);
DefaultGuard← ScheduleBefore(DefaultGuard, Smon);
DynamicState← DynamicState ∪ DefaultGuard ∪ Smon;

/* Phase 3 */
FinalStatements← ∅;
forall Si ∈ (DynamicState ∪ StaticState) do

forall Strati ∈ StaticGlobal(Strats) do
FinalStatements← FinalStatements ∪ ApplyAllAlt(Si, Strati);

return FinalStatements
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Figure 4.2 – From the Polyhedral Representation to Code Quilleré et al. polyhe-
dral code generation algorithm applied to the union of two strategy statement do-
mains [85, 9]. The dimensions are processed one after the other recursively. The
first dimension to be generated is the outermost loop (left). Then the second loop
dimension is generated on the last two domains (center and right). The algorithm
stops when there is no remaining domain to generate.

4.4 Just-In-Time Adaptive ProgramGeneration
The compile time code generation algorithm is well suited for kernels that can be gener-
ated using the data-celling process. However, dependencies can forbid the use of a data-
celling transformation and thus generate the approximate kernel at compilation time. A
small grid size may also cause extensive control overhead such as in schedule 1 of Fig-
ure 3.5, making the static code impractical. To remedy to these problems, we designed a
dynamic method that generates a specialized approximate code at runtime. It is based
on a runtime library that exploits cell monitoring information and polyhedral code gen-
eration techniques to generate a specialized version of the code with the lowest possible
control overhead. For applications which have strongly correlated data locality, the dy-
namic approach can reduce the number of guards tremendously as cells neighbors may
more likely share the same approximation level.

The polyhedral code generation algorithm is briefly depicted in Figure 4.2. The do-
main to be translated is similar to the one in Figure 3.5 and contains four cells. In this
example, during the execution of the application, three of those cells situated on the bot-
tom and left part of the domain allow a maximum approximation corresponding to the
strategy S0 and the remaining one to the strategy S1. There is no need for extra control
overhead to be generated whenever the flow of execution goes from one cell to another
one sharing the same strategy. Hence, the iteration domains of the cells that share the
same strategy are merged and treated as the same entity. This step is done with the in-
formation gathered by monitoring the data before the code generation algorithm is exe-
cuted.

The code generation algorithm takes as argument a set of statements S in their poly-
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(a) Application Data Gradient (b) Data to Strategy Mapping (c) Strategy to Iteration Domain

Figure 4.3 – Simulation Data to Alternative Iteration Domain The data is repre-
sented as a gradient in (a). The monitor extracts the precision from the data and
selects one of the tree available strategies for each cell (b). The iteration domain for
each data domain that maps to the same strategy is computed, i.e., here each color
in (b) corresponds to data sharing a common strategy and maps to the same color
on the iteration domain (c). The three iteration domains with their respective code
are used to generate the specialized kernel.

hedral representation and outputs an AST. For dynamic code generation, each statement
potentially implements a different strategy. The iteration domain for a strategy is com-
puted as the union of the domains of all the cellsmonitoredwith the same approximation
levelDStrati =

⋃
Cell∈Strati

DCell. The loop generation algorithm acts dimension by dimension
recursively. It starts with the outermost dimension where a projection is applied. This
projection delimits the contiguous part of the domain in this dimension where the same
statements are present. The projection over the ‘i’ dimension in Figure 4.2 results in two
domains, one containing only the statement for the strategy S0 and the other which con-
tains both S0 and S1. In order to avoid a guard inside the loop nest to guard the execution
of a given strategy, the loop is split in two parts and the algorithm used recursively on the
two remaining polyhedra for the second dimension. The final result is an AST with a low
control overhead compared to an equivalent compile time generated code, as presented
in Section 4.3, which would contain many inner loop guards.

With dynamic code generation the iteration domain is split per strategy. Figure 4.3
showshowsuchpartitioning is done. The applicationdata ismapped to a strategyper cell
and this information is used to reconstruct the iteration domain for each strategy. The
code generator will interleave the iteration instances of the various strategies following
the original code’s schedule while keeping a low control overhead.

An illustration of the code generated for the compile time and runtime methods is
shown in Figure 4.4. The original version of the code (a) calls a function at each itera-
tion of a three-dimensional loop nest. Each white points of the iteration domain maps
to a triplet values (i, j, k) passed to the function. The monitoring operates on 2× 2 cells,
on a data array related to the i and j dimensions. The cells are illustrated by the square
tiling projected at the bottom of the domain. For this example we consider the follow-
ing strategies: the white cell is using the original kernel, the black cell is using the zero-
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ub = 1;
#pragma acr grid(2)
#pragma acr strategy

dynamic(1, med)
#pragma acr strategy

dynamic(2, low)
#pragma acr alternative

med(parameter, ub=0)
#pragma acr alternative

low(zero-compute)
for(k=0; k<=ub; k++)
for(i=0; i<=3; i++)
for(j=0; j<=3; j++)
computation(k,i,j)

for(k=0; k<=1; k++)
for(i=0; i<=3; i++)
for(j=0; j<=3; j++)
if(compute(k,i,j))
computation(k,i,j)

for(i=0; i<=1; i++)
for(j=0; j<=3; j++)
computation(0,i,j)

for(i=2; i<=3; i++)
for(j=2; j<=3; j++)
computation(0,i,j)

for(i=0; i<=1; i++)
for(j=2; j<=3; j++)
computation(1,i,j)

for(k=0;k<cell0k;k++)
for(i=0; i<=1; i++)
for(j=0; j<=1; j++)
computation(k,i,j)

for(k=0;k<cell1k;k++)
for(i=0; i<=1; i++)
for(j=2; j<=3; j++)
computation(k,i,j)

for(k=0;k<cell2k;k++)
for(i=2; i<=3; i++)
for(j=0; j<=1; j++)
computation(k,i,j)

for(k=0;k<cell3k;k++)
for(i=0; i<=1; i++)
for(j=2; j<=3; j++)
computation(k,i,j)

(a) Original Code (b) Guarded Code (c) JIT Generated (d) Compile Time

Figure 4.4 – Code Generation Approaches This figure presents the result of differ-
ent code generation approaches for the original situation depicted in part (a). The
top of the figure shows the code’s iteration domain, where white points are executed
while black points are not. Arrows represent the execution ordering. Under the iter-
ation domain is a representation of the grid state. The approximation strategy is the
following: in the black grid cell, no iteration is executed, in the gray grid cells, one
iteration of the k-loop is executed and on the white grid cell, two iterations of the k-
loop are executed. Parts (b), (c) and (d) show how the various approaches generate
the approximated code: with an internal guard for guarded, perfectly matching the
situation for JIT or on a grid-cell basis for the compile time generator.

compute alternative and the gray cells use the alternative parameter to set the number of
iterations of the outermost dimension to one. The guarded code version (b) is a valid im-
plementation of our extensions that, for each iteration instance, checks against the cell
maximum approximation value collected by the monitoring. In this naïve implemen-
tation the control overhead is high because of the internal guard. Each dark dot of the
domain corresponds to the execution of a test without useful computation. On the other
hand, the dynamic version (c) has the least control overhead as the runtime generated
code matches exactly the state of the program data. The last version (d) is the statically
generated code for whom the cells are entirely visited in series. This version only requires
four checks, here represented by the k dimension upper bound, to select the number of
iterations to do in the outermost loop from zero to one. Because the iteration ordering in
the statically generated version is different from the original code, it is not always possible
because of data dependencies.

The dynamicmethod requires a just-in-time compiler to be able to generate a special-
ized version of the code during the execution of the program. We choose to implement
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Figure 4.5 – Adaptive Code Refinement JIT Dynamic runtime used to generate op-
timized adaptive code.

the runtime as a shared library that can be loaded whenever the program encounters a
dynamic optimized section. At compile time, the compiler adds a call back to the library
functions responsible for the compilation management. In Figure 4.5 we disclose the
implemented architecture. The runtime is separated in four distinct functional units:

Themonitoring thread checks the state of the data after a kernel execution to select
the most appropriate approximation strategy for each cell. Once a kernel has been fully
executed, it provides the list of all the states (i.e. the suggested approximation level for
each cell) to the coordinator thread.

The polyhedral code generation thread generates on demand an AST from the poly-
hedral representation given by the coordinator thread. Each generated statement corre-
sponds to a strategy. The generated code has the following properties: (1) it has no costly
internal tests to decide about the optimization strategy, (2) it makes more computation
only where it is necessary and (3) the remaining computations are done with respect to
the initial ordering to preserve validity and accuracy.

Thecompilation thread is responsible for generating anexecutable fromtheAST that
has been generated from the polyhedral code generation unit. We choose to implement a
compilation with two separate parallel paths. A fast lane using Tiny C Compiler [14] that
has a fast JIT but has low code optimization capabilities and a second lane with the GCC
compilerwhich is an order of 10-50 times slower but applies efficient code optimizations.

The coordinator thread is the central part which orchestrates the other threads. It
has the responsibility to check whether a specialized code version that is used for the
kernel is still valid from the current cell state obtained from the monitoring thread. The
validity can be expressed in three ways:

1. Raw checking: For each cell, compare the maximum approximate level, i.e. the
dynamic approximation level, used in the optimized kernel to the value obtained
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by the monitoring thread. If the two values do not match to the same strategy, the
check fails.

2. Versioning checking: The same as ‘raw’ checking but accepting monitored values
that require less precise computation than the one the kernel is using. Reject cell
values that require more precise versions than the one currently used by the ker-
nel. If the percentage of values in an over-precise state exceeds a threshold, a new
version is generated.

3. Stencil checking: The last checking is similar to ‘versioning’ but it also considers
that the neighbors of a cell can influence the precision required for a given cell. It
sets the cell approximation level to the minimum approximation strategy possible
between what the cell requires and the immediately greater approximation level
than themost precise of its neighbors, for each cell, before applying the ‘versioning’
checking algorithm.

Kernel Precision
3 1 0

Monitored Precision
3 1 1

3 1 1
Raw

2 1 1
+1 +1

3 1 0
Versioning

2 1 0
Stencil

Figure 4.6 – Coordinator Approximation Level Computation Precision computa-
tion for the raw, versioning and stencil validity checks. The domain consists of three
monitored cells. Each cell is represented by a square labeled with its precision level
(the lower, the most precise). The precision of the optimized kernel is also visible. A
vertex from one cell to another represents a value dependency. If multiple vertices
enter the same destination cell, the lowest of the parent values is chosen. The stencil
check requires an intermediate step because the neighbor values are also considered
to compute a cell precision. The value from the neighbors is incremented by one
(green dashed lines) before they enter the intermediate cell. This increment limits
the influence of the neighbors when the stencil check is used.

The coordinator threadwill use one of the three pre-defined validity checks before re-
questing a new version generation. An example of a validity check computation is shown
in Figure 4.6. If the check fails, the monitor generates the alternative statement domain
from the monitored data and sends a request to the polyhedral code generation thread.
Once the AST has been generated it is directly forwarded to the compilation thread. The
coordinatorwaits for the binary code from the compilation thread tomodify the function
pointer in the main executable to the newly optimized version instead of the previous
one.
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Thecoordinator threadmaybe configured in twomodes, synchronousor asynchronous
checking. Synchronous checking only allows the main application to ask for a new opti-
mized version whenever the version is checked. If the coordinator requested a new ver-
sion and the resulting binary code is not ready yet, themain application will be stalled in
themeantime. Thismode of operation is preferred to limit deviation of the output result.
The asynchronousmode allows the application to run in parallel, with a non-appropriate
approximation strategy, while the new optimized version is computed. If the main ap-
plication arrives at the kernel call site before the new version is fully compiled, the code
falls back to the original code version instead. Asynchronous mode may allow a less pre-
cise version to run temporarily while the monitoring and coordinator are processing the
data cells. The original version can be used whenever no optimized version is available,
allowing for the compilation to run concurrently to the slower but more precise version.
To optimize the time required to generate new specialized code versions, the coordina-
tor could speculatively generate new versions that could be called instead of the original
version for the non-‘raw’ policies. The coordinator can also maintain a buffer of previ-
ously generated versions and use least recently used replacement policy whenever the
buffer is full. Our runtime implements all these mechanisms. The user may select them
through compilation option or through the ACR’s checker-select extension depending on
theneeds (speed vs precision). Section 7.1.2 introduces an exampleusing this annotation.

The runtime is optimized in several ways to ensure a convenient optimized code is
available for the computation thread as soon as possible. Firstly, it uses threads to better
utilize modern computer architecture resources, where the number of cores are legion.
We believe that prioritizing the execution of the adaptive runtime on one core of the
machine is not disproportionate given that the runtime is most of the time in a sleeping
state, waiting for the application to finish its computation. The coordinator is awoken by
the main thread, at the beginning and at the end of the kernel and if one of its managed
thread finishes its task. Secondly, the coordinator thread requests two different com-
piled codes for the sameC input: a non-optimized onewhichmay be generated and used
quickly (we use TCC, the Tiny C Compiler for this) and a better optimized code that may
be available later and that will replace the non-optimized one (we used GCC with ag-
gressive optimization options for this). Thirdly, to improve the availability of specialized
version, the coordinator can preemptively request the generation of versions that do not
represent the current state of the application but has a higher precision in the neighbor-
hood of active regions, trying to predict the precision shift. This mitigates the case where
no specialized version is available and stalls the application until a version is ready (syn-
chronous) or falls back to the original and most expensive kernel while the compilation
of a specialized version is done in parallel (asynchronous). We can say that higher pre-
cision computation is “safe” and does at least what was specified by the domain-specific
information.

4.5 CompilationWith Polyhedral Optimizations
One of the many advantages procured by the polyhedral representation of programs is
the robustness of dependency analysis. A property of this model is to handle complete
and exact dependency information [47, 48]. Computing the dependency polyhedron
requires solving aDiophantine equation system that runs in theworst case in exponential
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Figure 4.7 – Tiling Transformation Enabled by a Skewing Transformation The de-
pendencies in (1) discard the possibility of applying a tiling transformation directly
because a tile would need the value of a tile that happens after. However, by applying
a skewing transformationon thejdimension (2) the target code canbe tiled because
the dependencies follow the tile execution order. A skewing is not the only transfor-
mation that works in this case, for example a loop reversal of the j dimension can
enable the tiling with a domain that keeps its square/rectangular shape.

time. Hence, thismethod ismostly reserved for complexdependency analysis as required
when optimizing loop nests [8].

Compilation tools have been developed to automatically optimize loop nests [47, 48,
21, 82, 81]. Those tools search for a solution to a linear programming problem. For exam-
ple, finding a scheduling which minimizes the distance of reuse of written variables, i.e.
optimizing for locality, or to push dependency on the lowest level of the loop, i.e. opti-
mizing for parallelism. Such algorithm has been implemented in tools like PLUTO [21]
or Traco [17].

These loop optimization techniques are orthogonal to ACR. They search for a differ-
ent schedule for the loopnest that exhibits certain characteristics useful for performance.
Our method focuses on slicing the input domain by alternatives and ensuring that the
appropriate alternative is used. Hence, the automatic optimization tools can be used
in a pre-processing stage to obtain the optimized schedule. Finding a scheduling that
makes the data-celling transformation legal for generating the version at compile time as
in Figure 4.7. In ACR, the original lexicographical scheduling would be replaced by the
optimized one before the adaptive code generation stage. The generated code could then
exhibit parallelism or better locality. Ongoing work aims at mixing polyhedral optimiza-
tions with our ACR optimization approach.
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Chapter 5

Automatic Adaptive Stencil

Stencil codes are a class of iterative kernel that uses nearest-neighbor computations on a
gridor graphdata structure, i.e., such that theupdateof apoint on the griddependson the
adjacent neighbor values according to a fixed pattern. Stencils are extremely commonly
found in scientific computing, machine learning and image processing applications. e.g.,
Algorithm 6 top shows a five-point stencil kernel on a 2D Cartesian grid. The compiler
can rely on a static data access analysis in order to automatically detect themost common
form of stencils. In our case, we are interested in data read and write accesses for each
statement of the kernel to detect stencil-like computations. We provide Algorithm 7 to
identify the stencils. This algorithm builds for each written data at a given iteration, the
set of read data that contributes to the computation of the written data (both inside a
statement or transitively through several statements). It considers each write statement
in the lexicographical order and selects the one with the most reads to the same array. It
outputs the set of written + contributing data, with maximum cardinality.

In the previous chapter we presented how to generate an adaptive code from a com-
putational kernel and user input approximation annotations. Thanks to ACR, the de-
veloper can focus on his/her algorithm and let our framework exploit his/her domain
specific knowledge to transform the code. In this chapter we introduce a technique to
identify automatically pertinent ACR annotations in the restricted, yet useful, class of
programs based on stencil computation. We present the automatic generation of ap-
proximate stencil versions (Section 5.1), then how to order the generated versions with
respect to their approximation level (Section 5.2). Discovering the relevant data to mon-
itor is detailed in Section 5.3 and the granularity is empirically chosen as explained in
Section 5.4. Finally, we discuss deviation of the results in Section 5.5.

5.1 Generating Stencil Alternatives
To generate multiple versions of a stencil, we propose the following adaptive alternative
policies, which reduce the stencil computation and data accesses:

Skipping Skipping some stencil computation entirely (e.g. skip it every N iteration of
the computing loop) when the precision function has monitored a low deviation.

Narrowing Reduce the size of a stencil to reduce both its calculation complexity and its
memory load.
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Algorithm 6: Example 2D stencil algorithm
def Five points stencil:

Data: Input array I[M ][N ]
Result: Output arrayO[M − 2][N − 2]
for i← 1 toM − 1 do

for j ← 1 toN − 1 do
O[i][j]← I[i][j]⊕ I[i− 1][j]⊕ I[i+ 1][j]⊕ I[i][j − 1]⊕ I[i][j + 1];

def Five points stencil with two iterations merged:
/* operation ‘·’ distributive over ‘⊕’ */
Data: Input array I[M ][N ]
Result: Output arrayO[M − 2][N − 2]
for i← 1 toM − 1 by 2 do

for j ← 1 toN − 1 do
O[i][j]← ( 5 · I[i][j] )⊕ 2 · ( I[i+ 1][j]⊕ I[i][j − 1]⊕
I[i][j + 1]⊕ I[i− 1][j − 1]⊕ I[i+ 1][j + 1]⊕ I[i− 1][j + 1]⊕
I[i− 1][j]⊕ I[i+ 1][j − 1] )⊕
I[i− 2][j]⊕ I[i+ 2][j]⊕ I[i][j − 2]⊕ I[i][j + 2];

5 points stencil

5 points stencil with
2 iterations merged

Border Activation Only activate the stencil computation at the cell borders, skipping
the computation in the center of cells while allowing information to pass through
the interfaces with their neighbors. Cells having a neighbor with an alternative
more precise than their will use border activation to capture a possible incoming
singularity.

Stencil narrowing may rely on the fusion of multiple stencil steps to grow the size
of the halo. For example, the stencil in Algorithm 6 top has a halo of distance one. It is
possible to increase the size of this stencil halo bymerging two stencil iterations, resulting
in the bottom stencil in Algorithm 6. A larger halo offers more possibilities to build an
approximate version:

Narrowing by deletion Removes one or more points of a stencil to reduce its computa-
tional footprint.
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Algorithm 7: Search for the biggest stencil in a statement set
Data: Ordered statement set S
Data: For each Si ∈ S, read access set Sread

i

Data: For each Si ∈ S, write access set Swrite
i

Result: Tuple of written and read locations of a stencil
Biggestread ← ∅;
Biggestwrite ← ∅;
n← ∥S∥;
while n > 0 do

/* Statement accesses + transitive accesses */
Nread ← Sread

n ;
repeat

Nread
prev ← Nread;

foreachNi ∈ Nread
prev do

foreachWi ∈ statementWrite(S,Ni) do
Nread ← Nread ∪W read

i ;

untilNread = Nread
prev ;

/* Check for stencil pattern for each arrays */
G← groupBy(array, Nread);
BestLocalMatch← maxCardinal(G);
if ∥Biggestread∥ < ∥BestLocalMatch∥ then

Biggestread ← BestLocalMatch;
Biggestwrite ← Swrite

n ;
n← n− 1;

return (Biggestwrite, Biggestread)
statementWrite(S, N): returns the set of statements in S which writes at the
location N.
groupeBy(P, S): returns a set of set grouped by P
maxCardinal(S): returns the largest cardinal set in S

Narrowing weight redistribution by distance to neighbors Removesoneormorepoints
of a stencil, but redistributes the deleted stencil weight among the neighbors that
are located at a maximum distance ofN .

Narrowing by weight redistribution to direct neighbors Removes one or more points
of a stencil, same as before withN = 1.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the different strategies on a von Neumann stencil with a halo of
size 2. Narrowing should be effective to reduce memory contention and stress on the
processor cache. For example in Figure 5.1, if the stencil is applied to a 2D array in a row
major language, the deletion or redistribution of the pointsw5

3 andw1
3 results in compu-

tation savings and possible memory access savings for elements that are only accessed
once. Deleting or redistributing w3

1 and w3
5 could be of lower importance memory-wise,

because the values have a high probability of being in the cache as other elements in the
line are accessed. The compiler can use different weights with respect to the Manhattan
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distance to the barycenter1 of the stencil for narrowing with redistribution. For example,
if we consider that the points closer to the barycenter are twice as important than the
ones that are further away, one can define the weights [8, 4, 2, 1], for a redistribution up
to a distance of 4. Linear or exponential functions can be used to define the weights. We
provide Algorithm 8 to normalize the distributionweights among a number of points. Its
principle is to find, for each distance with respect to the stencil point to be redistributed,
the ratio of its weight to be distributed at that distance, such that the weight is fully re-
distributed.

Algorithm 8: Normalize per Distance Redistribution Multiplier
Data: List of weight attributed to each distance Lweights
Data: List of number of points per distance receiving the weight LNpoints
denominator = 0;
foreach pair (weightLevel, numLevel) in zip(Lweights, LNpoints) do

denominator = denominator+ weightLevel× numLevel;
mulLambda = function(x)→ x

denominator ;
multiplierList = map(mulLambda, Lweights);
returnmultiplierList
zip(a, b): returns a list of pairs by combining the elements of a and b in order
map(f, a): returns a list by applying the function f to every elements of a
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Figure 5.1 – Stencil Narrowing Strategies Reducing the number of computation of a
stencil by reducing the number of points. The available strategies are: (1) deletion as
presented on the left or (2) redistribution of stencil weights through direct neighbors
(center) or up to a given distance (right).

Algorithm 9 introduces a way to generate approximate versions of a stencil. We con-
sider that there is a correlation between the precision of the stencil and the number of
points that are redistributed or deleted, because when a point of a stencil is deleted some
information is inevitably lost. For example, when the stencil encodes an equation solver
like Maxwell’s equations (Section 2.1.1), removing a point would correspond to ignoring

1The location of the barycenter of a 2D stencil with n points S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} is(∑n
i=1 xi

n ,
∑n

i=1 yi

n

)
. The formula is the same in higher dimensions, handle each dimension separately.
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the contribution of one side of one field (nullifying the derivative term). Differently, re-
distributing the point weight after merging two iterations of the kernel corresponds to
an interpolation, hence, a better approximation which does not remove completely the
contribution.

Algorithm 9 takes as input the stencil’s point coordinates, relative to the barycen-
ter, with their weights and the number of versions to be generated. The generated code
should still be considered as a stencil. Therefore, we choose to limit the deletion and
redistribution to the points further away than the direct neighbors of the barycenter.
The number of versions to be generated is bounded by the number of points outside of
this minimal stencil. The number of points to be removed in each version is computed.
Multiple strategies can be considered to compute this list: exponential, logarithmic or a
linear distribution. We opted for the simpler linear function after empirically noticing
that exponential and logarithmic integer functions are not appropriate with respect to
the limited amount of points available. The generation of the approximate stencil ver-
sion follows. Firstly, we copy the original stencil position and weights which are going
to be modified to generate a new version. Secondly, for each distance from the barycen-
ter in descending order, we get the list of points at this distance. If not all points are to
be deleted or redistributed, we select the ones that will most likely improve the appli-
cation throughput, for example, evict an access that results in less cache misses. Then
the weights are redistributed and the points deleted from the stencil. Finally, once the
number of points to be deleted is met, the new stencil is appended to the pool of new
versions.

The analysis of the data at runtime allows adaptive methods to target the expen-
sive computations in part of the domain where significant updates are expected [63, 15].
Hence, our algorithm relies on this feature to apply the previously mentioned alterna-
tives.

Stencil skippingby a factor ofN allows the compiler to generate a version that reduces
the computation intensity by a factor ofN , andmay affect the precision. Stencil narrow-
ing allows to generate a wider range of approximate versions, not available with skipping
only. For example, it is possible to remove P points of a stencil with the lowest absolute
factors to lower the computation/precision. If the number of points removed is below
what stencil skipping deletes from a levelN toN − 1, it corresponds to a fully generated
intermediate approximate versions. Stencil merging combined with these techniques al-
lows to generate enough alternatives for an adaptive purpose. In the current state of our
implementation choosing a high number of alternatives leads to a high overhead. Gen-
erating only a limited number of versions gives the best results.

5.2 Ordering the Stencil Alternatives
In our nearly automatic approach for stencils, the user has to select the stencil kernel to
optimize and to input the level of deviation under which it becomes acceptable to use
approximation. Algorithm 9 provides the compiler with a maximum of N alternatives
from the kernel. The list returned by the algorithm is ordered by construction from the
lightest approximation, i.e., the smallest number of points removed or redistributed, to
the most aggressive approximation.

Our approach tomanage adaptiveness in this context is inspired by the grid layout in
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Algorithm 9: Generate Approximate Stencil Versions
Data: The number of versions to generate: nGen
Data: The stencil point weight list: Lweights
Data: The stencil point position list: Lpos
/* Keep the minimum of points to be considered a stencil */
maxToDel← length(Lpos)− length(atDist(Lpos, 0))−
length(atDist(Lpos,minDistToBarycenter(Lpos)));

nGen← min(nGen,maxToDel);
toDelQuot← floor(maxToDel

nGen );
toDelRem← maxToDel− toDelQuot× nGen;
approxVersionList← ∅;
if toDelQuot ̸= 0 then

for currGen← nGen to 1 do
delForGen← toDelQuot× currGen;
if toDelRem > 0 then

toDelRem← toDelRem− 1;
delForGen← delForGen+ 1;

(newWeights, newPos)← (Lweights, Lpos);
for currDistance← maxDist(Lpos) tominDistToBarycenter(Lpos) do

pointAtDist← atDist(currDistance, newPos);
while length(pointAtDist) > delForGen do

pointAtDist← removePointTryOptimizeCache(pointAtDist);
if Distribute the Weight then

/* Redistribution to direct neighbors */
foreach point ∈ pointAtDist do

neighbors← getNeighbors(point, newPos, 1);
multiplier← Algo 8 with [1] and [length(neighbors)];
foreach neighbor ∈ neighbors do

setWeight(newWeights, neighbors,multiplier×
getWeight(point));

Remove pointAtDist and the associated weights from
(newWeights, newPos);

delForGen← delForGen− length(pointAtDist);
approxVersionList← approxVersionList ∪ (newWeights, newPos);

return approxVersionList

minDistToBarycenter(l): returns the minimal distance to the barycenter in l
maxDist(l): returns the maximal distance between any 2 points in l
atDist(l, a): returns the points in the list l which are at Manhattan distance of a
length(l): returns the size of the list l
setWeight(l, p, w): sets the weights of the points p in the list l to w
getNeighbors(a, l, d): returns the neighbors of a in the list l at distance d
removePointTryOptimizeCache(l): returns a list where one point has been
deleted from the list l trying optimize the cache usage (e.g., delete points which
are at minimum or maximum lexicographic position of outer dimensions first)
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adaptive mesh refinement2. The grid is graded, meaning that there cannot be more than
one level of refinement between two neighbors. Algorithm 10 implements this behav-
ior for our adaptive computation grid. The first adaptive grid state of the kernel must not
use approximation. Eachnewadaptive grid state is generated from the previous state and
the precision gathered during the execution of the kernel. A cell may only use the next
more aggressive approximation when it is “surrounded” by cells that are tagged with at
least the same level of approximation. A cell that switches back to a precise computation
will require its neighbor to use the lightest approximate version. The grid is guaranteed
to be graded only if the cells at the border of an approximate region can switch to non-
approximate. For example, if a cell with an approximation of level 3 is tagged with no
approximation, it may take several update cycle until the grid stabilizes into a graded
version. We believe that this is a good trade-off for stencil application, where the approx-
imated and precise regions are usually propagated between neighbors. One could con-
ceive an algorithm to do a grading on the regionsmarked for approximation. In that case
the grid can only be processed after the end of the kernel, once all the approximation-
friendly cells are known. The function in Algorithm 10 allows a parallel update of the
grid, provided that the writes to the new adaptive state grid can be done atomically. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows an example of adaptive grid update using this algorithm.

Algorithm 10: Stencil Graded Grid Construction
Data: Previous Adaptive Grid State: AGridprev
Data: Number of Adaptive Code Versions: Anum
initWith(Anum,AGridnext);
Function setAdaptiveLevel(measuredDeviation, coordinate)

if measuredDeviation ≤ userThreshold then
mostPreciseNeighbor← Anum;
foreach neighborCoord of coordinate) do

mostPreciseNeighbor←
min(mostPreciseNeighbor,AGridprev(neighborCoord));

AGridnext(coordinate)←
min(AGridprev(coordinate) + 1,mostPreciseNeighbor+ 1);

else
AGridnext(coordinate)← 0;
foreach neighborCoord of coordinate) do

AGridnext(neighborCoord)← min(AGridnext(neighborCoord), 1);

2Our first approach was to generate subsequent deviation values from the deviation parameter pro-
vided by the user for each approximate stencil. For this we need the range of values taken by the deviation
parameter before generating new ones. We could extract this range empirically, at the same time as the
grid size extraction. This has the advantage that the values are knownwhen the adaptive application is gen-
erated, and the compiler can optimize the adaptive selection. The drawback is that for a different dataset,
the range may change and we may miss optimization opportunities.
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Figure 5.2 – Stencil Adaptive Grading The adaptive grid approximation level is up-
dated from its configuration on the left to the configuration on the right. White cells
use no approximation and cells marked with An use an approximation of level n.
Two cells were promoted to a more aggressive approximation A2. In the previous
state they were surrounded by neighbors with an approximation level allowing the
change, and they are still eligible for approximation after the kernel execution. The
two rightmost cells of the left grid had more precise neighbors and did not change
version yet. This is due to the incremental nature of Algorithm 10 which allows a
parallel update of the next grid while the application executes the kernel.

5.3 Monitored Data Discovery
The input data of the decision function is the application’s runtime data, representing
the state of the problem. The compiler has to detect which data has the convenient char-
acteristics to generate a function to select an alternative globally or on a localized portion
of the application’s data domain. We propose a set of characteristics extracted from our
empirical study of typical applications from the field of approximate computing (more
in Chapter 7.2).

The first characteristic which usually provides relevant precision information from
the application data is the deviation between the updates. Mathematically, this charac-
teristic represents the first derivative of a function [37]. Whenever this rate is measured
to be low, it is a good sign that we can use a less precise update function in this area of the
application’s data domain. Furthermore, this effect is usually local, and in numerical sim-
ulations, singularities spread and do not appear in the middle of uniform regions, hence,
missing a significant event is unlikely. This effect is intensified by the use of stencil com-
putation, updating its state from neighbors. If the effect is localized, we consider clusters
of data as a single entity and apply the alternative to each update of this cell (more in
Section 5.4).

To discover this first characteristic the compiler has to look for the following patterns
in the source code:

Swapping arrays They are frequently used in physics simulation and image processing
where the transformation uses the data from the previous transformation as in-
put. This characteristic is statically analyzed if the program is simple enough or
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dynamically asserted by running the application on datasets and monitoring the
array addresses accessed and recognize an “n cycle” pattern.

Write-only arrays They are usually the sign of a multistage update algorithm, e.g., any
advection-diffusionequationwhichupdates thephysical variables in separate steps
or store statistic information of the application’s state. This is addressed with a
static analysis of the kernel onwritten-only data arrays. The algorithm to find these
write-only arrays from the polyhedral representation is shown in Algorithm 11.

A second characteristic, lie in the application’s own statistic gathering, e.g., multi-
media codec gathers information about previous frames to achieve a better compression
ratio, and numerical simulations may use a physical variable or error rate as a simulation
stopping condition. Statistics are usually gathered globally and have smaller size than the
application’s dataset. The application may gather the statistics in a dedicated function
which could bemarked by the user in the same fashion as the kernel to optimize. Hence,
the compiler can extract correlations between the data updated by the kernel and the
statistics gathered by the application. For practical reasons, we only consider statistics
updates located inside the kernel to optimize. Our statistics gathering follows the follow-
ing pattern:

Accumulators They canbeused to store statistic information and aremost likely usedby
the application to take algorithmic decisions. Such accumulators are of particular
interest for our method as they may store the information we are interested in.
Accumulator are many-to-one information gathering. The compiler may allocate
memory to save this information at a finer granularity if needed.

The compiler uses Algorithm 12 to find accumulators. The accumulator should not
be reused in the same kernel in another way than updating itself. This filters out many
temporary variables used for the update function itself. We only support the discovery
of accumulator using a scalar. We believe that runtime profiling may help discover ac-
cumulator which summarizes the information to an array, i.e. mathematically finding a
surjective function f : P→M, |P| > |M|.

With this information, the compiler will find the most suitable approximation level
by monitoring the discovered data at runtime3.

3It may ask the user for advice depending on the compiler option the user selected, i.e., either interac-
tive or automatic.

Algorithm 11: Discover Write Only Arrays from the Polyhedral Representation
Data: Statement set S of the kernel
Data: For each Si ∈ S, read access set Sread

i

Data: For each Si ∈ S, write access set Swrite
i

WriteOnlySet← (
⋃

Swrite
i ) \ (

⋃
Sread
i );

return filterScalar (WriteOnlySet)
filterScalar(S): returns a set without scalar accesses
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5.4 Granularity Selection

To find the granularity we suppose that the alternatives and strategies are already avail-
able (provided in Section 5.1). Hence, we have at our disposal a function to select the pre-
cision (Section 5.3) and the approximate versions and we need to find a generic method
to select the granularity. A fine grid will have a better mapping to the application’s prob-
lem but will have a higher managing overhead whereas a grid that is too coarse maymiss
approximation opportunities. In this section we present an algorithm to select a rele-
vant granularity based on an empirical study of a set of applications representative of the
approximate computing field.

State of the art adaptive techniques use modular grids, i.e., the grid shape is updated
during the execution to achieve precise computation where it is needed. A modular grid
creates special cases at the interface of two cells with different precision. These cases
need to be handled by the compiler andmakes the automatic alternative and grid gener-
ationmore complex. In this work we only consider Cartesian, static grids. We discovered
that the application’s behavior with respect to the grid size can be transposed between
distinct input problems and data sizes. Without themaximum deviation parameter pro-
vided by the user in the annotation (Section 3.4.1) the compiler would have to search
for the grid size and monitoring parameter simultaneously. However, the search space
of these two parameters would be huge, also the two parameters have an influence on
each other. Hence, we choose to ask the user for the maximum deviation parameter in
order for our algorithm to bemore robust and practical. Getting rid of this last user input
parameter is left for future work.

Figure 5.3 shows the three main recognizable patterns seen while monitoring differ-
ent applications. All of them show a local minimum but with a different distribution of
performance. Applications that show one of these three behaviors will present the same
behavior with different data sizes or problem statements (see Section 7.2). Hence, we
propose to match these patterns to categorize the application among one of these three
forms and compute the ratio between the maximum grid size and the value read at the
local minimum. Our empirical study suggests that this ratio can be reused with differ-
ent data sizes to scale the grid size accordingly. Figure 5.4 shows that such algorithm is
precise enough to approach the best value for bigger datasets based on data collection
on the small dataset. Hence, the compiler has an estimate of the best grid size for any
dataset size and the curve indicating the slope direction.

With the current static grid back end, we cannot guarantee the approximation level
of the output with respect to any input data. The guarantee we provide is that no approx-
imated version is used when the monitored deviation is greater than the one selected by
the user. The user must provide input data to the optimized application within the same
granularity scaling than the one used during profiling. The user should run a new auto-
matic profiling step for different input value scales. Ongoing work aims at removing this
requirement using dynamic grids andmathematical transformations, such as thewavelet
transform (Chapter 6).
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Algorithm 12: Discover Potential Accumulators in the Polyhedral Representa-
tion
Data: Statement set S of the kernel
Data: For each Si ∈ S, read access set Sread

i

Data: For each Si ∈ S, write access set Swrite
i

PotentialAccumulatorIds← ∅;
foreach Si ∈ S do

if toScalar(Swrite
i ) and readAlso(Sread

i , Swrite
i ) then

PotentialAccumulatorIds←
PotentialAccumulatorIds ∪ Swrite

i ;
return PotentialAccumulatorIds
toScalar(Pwrite): returns true if it reads or writes to a single scalar
readAlso(Pread, Pwrite): returns true if written scalar is present in the set
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Figure 5.3 – Grid Size Effect on Execution Time Running time of three optimized
applications as a function of the grid size. Each application is representative of a
class of programs sharing a similar behavior when increasing the grid size. In a given
class, we could observe that the behavior is the same independently of the dataset
size or initial conditions of the simulation.
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Figure 5.4 – Finding theGranularity EmpiricallyHeat solver time in function of the
grid size, execution with multiple dataset sizes. The grid size that performs the best
can be interpolated using a linear regression.

5.5 Discussion on Output Deviation
Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 5.1, generate an adaptive version of a kernel tagged for approxima-
tion. Developers using approximate computing may want to know, to a certain extent,
the effect of an approximate computing transformation on the result of a program.

For the general ACR case, how to find the information without achieving the pre-
cise computation is still an open question. It depends on the strategies, the monitoring
function provided by the user and the data from where the monitoring extracts its infor-
mation. However, we can provide an informative upper bound of what to expect in the
following cases:

ThresholdMonitoring Themonitor uses a thresholdTh and the range of the application
values is known to be [Low,Big]. Not updating or ignoring a value could generate
an error of |Th − Low| or |High− Th| that can be multiplied or added depending
on the operation considered.

Update Deviation A threshold Th is placed on the derivative of the update function. If
the derivative is continuous in the approximated location, one can bind the devia-
tion of the output per update to (1 + α)Th where α is the maximum second order
derivative of the update function.

Domain Specific Information Some application can provide domain specific informa-
tion that can be utilized for adaptive decision. For example, the k-means clustering
adaptive kernel is based on a study of the convergence of the algorithm (see Sec-
tion 7.1.6).
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The stencil approximation belongs to the second category, where a threshold is used
on thederivative of theupdate function. Wealso knowwhich transformationsweremade
to the kernel by Algorithm 9. Hence, our intuition is that an upper bound can be com-
puted from the user defined deviation and the relative percentage of deleted or redis-
tributed weight compared to the total weights. For example, if we consider that skipping
the stencil entirely yields an error ofE, deleting or distributing 50%of theweights should
generate an error of E

2
.

Unfortunately, these theories havenot yet been thoroughly investigatedand lackmath-
ematical foundation. Nonetheless, we believe that our approach creates a sound basis
for frameworks utilizing the specificities of applications to extract the maximum perfor-
mance with automatic adaptive transformation.
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Chapter 6

Automatic Data Compression

Partial differential equation (PDE) solvers are a class of applications that may require a
large amount of memory for large scale simulations. The usual discrete implementation
of such solvers requires huge multidimensional domain representing the physical prop-
erties of interest. The simplest but most memory-consuming data structure implemen-
tation of the domain is a multidimensional array representing a regular n-dimensional
mesh. For example, Figure 6.1 shows the Kármán vortex street, a fluid simulation where
2D arrays are used to store the data. The fluid flows around a circular object, which in-
duces a perturbation behind the object. To reduce the memory requirements, meshing
techniques on a non-regular grid have been developed, but come at the price of a more
complicateddatamanagement. For amaximumefficiency (inprecision, time and space),
theymay be adaptive, allowing the non-regular grid to evolve during the execution of the
simulation, refining the grid where the irregularities are located and coarsening it where
the solution is smoother. Keeping track of these concepts and combining them requires
a significant expertise. Moreover, implementing them is a time-consuming and error-
prone development effort. We propose an abstraction allowing the developer to think
about the data domain as a potentially infinite regular n-dimensional array that will be
transformed by the compiler as a compressed tree data structure.

In this chapter we propose a preliminarywork on an abstractionwhich aims at allow-
ing thedeveloper to think about its domain as a potentially infinite regular n-dimensional
array that will be transformed by the compiler as a compressed tree data structure. The
tree data structure exploits the wavelet transformation (see Section 6.1) to extract mul-
tiresolution information and to compress data. We show that this transformation allows
us to analyze the data features at multiple scales, leading to further optimization oppor-
tunities like automatic adaptive transformation. We motivate our choice of wavelets be-
cause of their properties for our application domain. We study a proof of conceptwavelet
compression program tomotivate the usability of such transformationwhen data are too
voluminous to fit in the computer memory (Section 6.2). Lastly, we present complemen-
tary optimization to compression, e.g., using the tree structure efficiently or automatic
adaptive code generation (see Section 6.3).
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Figure 6.1 – Kármán vortex street The fluid flows from left to right and is disturbed
by a circular object. The fluid accelerates to circle the object and an instability ap-
pears behind it. We can observe many homogeneous regions, where the fluid speed
is constant. Being able to store these regions in a compressed representation saves
memory for the application.

Domain of Interest

Writing application dealing with a huge amount of data is not an easy task. For example,
simulating physics experiments with large domain size in a reasonable amount of time
usually requires a cluster of computers. The simulation data is scattered among all the
computers and the simulation is solved locally by each node. Writing such applications is
complex, hencewepropose an abstraction allowing developers towrite easy-to-maintain
codes while still being able to leverage the hardware capacity at their disposal.

Our method resembles helper libraries by providing abstraction which simplifies the
developers work. In these libraries, data structures and internode communications are
usually not visible to the programmer, which has only access to the higher level view
exposed by the library interface. In our method we transform an application that uses
multidimensional array data structures to use a more appropriate sparse representation
implemented internally as a tree. Sparsity is an important characteristic because it allows
bigger datasets to be processed on a single node without requiring access to slow storage
areas or allocating more nodes.

Another aspect of the transformation is related to adaptive techniques, i.e., targeting
precise computation where it matters. We rely on the wavelet transformation to get rele-
vant information about the shape of the data at multiple scales (see Section 6.1). We aim
at using this information to generate an adaptive grid automatically.

Our goal is to provide a convenient way to think about the data, with simple multidi-
mensional arrays and let the compiler achieve the transformation to a sparse representa-
tion to be able to use this program in a situation where dense data arrays cannot be used,
e.g., the data is too voluminous for the available memory or it is too expensive to do all
the computation at this fine scale. The compiler will replace the array access by the new
structure access. It may also modify the execution order of the compute intensive ker-
nel accessing the tree data structure to extract better performance from the underlying
hardware.
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Figure 6.2 – Fourier, Gabor andWavelet transformation time-frequency correlation

6.1 Data Compression andMultiscale Information
6.1.1 TheWavelet Basis
The wavelet transform is a routine tool for image and signal processing. Contrary to the
Fourier transform [43] or Gabor transform [50], the wavelet transform provides both fre-
quency and localization information at multiple scales. Figure 6.2 shows the frequency-
time correspondence of the three transforms. The Fourier transform (Figure 6.2a) pro-
vides information about the frequency components of a signal but no time locality. Ga-
bor introduced signal decompositionoverdictionaries (set of functions) of time-frequency
atoms (functions well localized in time and frequency). Figure 6.2b shows the Gabor
transform of a signal where a window is translated in time and modulated in frequency,
constructing the dictionary of time-frequency atoms, which are represented by rectan-
gles in the figure. Each atomhas aminimumsurface area and theHeisenberg uncertainty
principle links the temporal and frequency variance of the atom. This imposes limits
which forbids the construction of an atomwith conjoint narrow time and frequency reso-
lution. Hence, the size of the sliding window is a trade-off between the lowest observable
frequency and the time precision. More than oneGabor transform is required to conduct
a multi-scale analysis of the same data.

The wavelet transform is another way of constructing dictionaries. It is constructed
from amother wavelet Ψ which is scaled and translated to construct the dictionary [69,
41, 56]. Figure 6.2c shows the time-frequency relation of these atoms for the wavelet
transform. The wavelet transform provides a good trade-off for the analysis of signal at
multiple scales while retaining good time locality. In only one transformation we ob-
tain the multiresolution data, removing the need for redundant Gabor transforms. This
multi-scale analysis property may be exploited to achieve precise computation only on
the relevant parts of the function.

6.1.2 Wavelet Construction Properties
A multiresolution analysis with convenient properties is crucial to extract useful infor-
mation from a signal. Our goal is to achieve a good compression ratio, i.e. a good approx-
imation in the wavelet basis, in order to allow programs with a high memory footprint
Fmem to be able to store its data on machines with a lower amount of physical memory
Pmem < Fmem. Recent studies provide wavelets with various properties to apply in dif-
ferent scenarios [59, 40, 73, 13, 33, 79].
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We choose the coiflet [40, 26] for its properties which are well suited for partial dif-
ferential equations while providing a good compression ratio. It is defined by a scaling
functionΦwhich carries the approximationof a signal at a given resolution, and amother
waveletΨwhich carries thedetails necessary to increase the resolutionof a signal approx-
imation. The two functions have been crafted to yield the following properties:

Mother wavelet and scaling function form orthogonal basis This allows the separation
of informationatmultiple scales. In addition, removingdetails doesnot change the
total mass of the signal. It only decreases its energy. This is especially important in
many physical applications.

Themother wavelet has N vanishing moments The first N terms of the Taylor’s expan-
sion of the signal do not contribute in the wavelet basis, i.e., functions that can
be approximated by a polynomial up to the degree N will have vanishing wavelet
coefficients. This allows for good compression of the data.

The scaling function has N vanishing moments This creates a function which is almost
interpolating. In other words, the corresponding wavelet coefficients are almost
local samples of the signal.

The scaling function is near symmetric Symmetry allows an easier application of the
discrete wavelet transform on edge of discrete domains (e.g. images), where the
data on the edge may be symmetrically replicated to avoid compression or distor-
tion problems.

The scaling function has near linear phase Linear phase means that the wavelet trans-
form will behave similarly at all frequency range.

TheWavelet Transform
The wavelet transform projects the signal to be analyzed on the wavelets basis. The
wavelets are constructed by scaling and translating themother wavelet and scaling func-
tion. In order to have an efficient transformation, the scaling function can be defined
using a discrete filter called conjugatemirror filter. This definition of the scaling function
is

Φ(t) =
√
2

p−1∑
n=−p

h[n]Φ(2t− n)

where h is a discrete filter of size 2p. The wavelet function Ψ can also be defined in the
same way and we can prove that its filter is then g[n] = (−1)1−nh[1 − n] for ensuring
orthogonality. These filters allow for a practical implementation of thewavelet transform
with a complexity ofO(n) for data of size n.

The fast orthogonal wavelet transform consists in consecutive application of the fil-
ters h and g defining the scaling function and the mother wavelet [88, 70]. This trans-
formation is depicted in Figure 6.3. The g filter creates the local details, while the h filter
creates a local approximation of the function free of the details. This step is repeated on
the approximation generated by h to continue the analysis on a larger scale. The reverse
wavelet transformworks from top to bottom, recombining details and approximations to
reconstruct the function.
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s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15

h0 g0 h0 g0h1 g1 h1 g1

a1_0 d1_0 a1_1 d1_1 a1_2 d1_2 a1_3 d1_3 a1_4 d1_4 a1_5 d1_5 a1_6 d1_6 a1_7 d1_7

Repeat by translating the
filters by multiple of two

…

Reorder aj_k and dj_k

a1_0 a1_1 a1_2 a1_3 a1_4 a1_5 a1_6 a1_7 d1_0 d1_1 d1_2 d1_3 d1_4 d1_5 d1_6 d1_7

Recursively apply the two previous steps on the coarser approximation aj_k

a4_0 d4_0 d3_0 d3_1 d2_0 d2_1 d2_2 d2_3 d1_0 d1_1 d1_2 d1_3 d1_4 d1_5 d1_6 d1_7

Figure 6.3 – Discrete Wavelet Transform The wavelet decomposition of an evenly
sampled signal (si) with filters of size 2. The algorithm consists of an application of
filters h and g which respectively compute a coarser approximation (aj_k) and the
details lost by applying h (dj_k) at the level j and a translation of 2k. This step is usu-
ally followed by packing the coarser approximation and details together. These two
steps are applied recursively until the number of remaining coarse approximation
(aj_k) is lower than the size of a filter.

1 #define N 2048
2 #pragma sparsify<coif> foo bar
3 float foo[N], bar[N];
4 for (size_t i = 0; i < N; ++i)
5 foo[i] += bar[i];

The annotation at line 2 instructs the com-
piler to change the data representation of the
arrays foo and bar to use the Coiflet. The
data structure allocation, accesses and auto-
matic compression are handled by the com-
piler.

Listing 6.1 – Example of code annotation to perform the data layout transformation

6.2 Using theWavelet Transform for Data Compression
We propose a data layout transformation based on the wavelet transformation to store
a dense dataset in a sparse data structure. This transformation yields a good compres-
sion ratio if the data is smooth enough. Mathematically, the transformation is limited to
functions inL2(R), i.e., squared integrable functions

∫
|f(x)|2dx <∞, hencewe restrict

ourselves to floating point arithmetic without infinite values.
From a programmer point of view, the approach works as follows. The developer

writes the application using a simple dense data representation, i.e., an n-dimensional
array, but instructs the compiler to use the sparse wavelet representation instead. List-
ing 6.1 sketches the implementation of such transformation. The user places an annota-
tion inside the source code to use the capabilities of our data structure. For this example
transformation, no other transformation than the data layout is applied. Taking full ad-
vantage of the new layout may require a new computation ordering. This and further
optimization opportunities are discussed in Section 6.3.
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6.3 Evaluation
We implemented a prototype to evaluate the potential compression ratio achievable on
1-dimensional data arrays. We implemented the coiflet wavelet transform using filters
of size 6. Figure 6.4 shows the decomposition of a signal composed of a sine and expo-
nential into a graded tree representation. We can achieve a 97% space savings of this
test signal with a maximum error of 0.2% and mean error of 0.002% when comparing
the approximated and the original function values. The destructive compression occurs
when a detail which is really close to zero is actually set to zero to yield more compres-
sion because we don’t store the details anymore. A sharp portion of the function, at each
scale, has a color closer to blue and smooth ones closer to yellow. We can see from this
representation that large portions of the tree can be compressed and that its shape gives
us information about the function at multiple resolutions.

One observes in generalmuch larger compression rates in higher dimension. In prac-
tice, if the compression rate is r in 1D it becomes rD for a D-dimensional array [83]. This
justifies our preliminary evaluation of the method only in 1D. We expect an increased
efficiency in 2D or 3D.

Figure 6.4 – Wavelet Transtorm Tree Representation Tree representation of the
wavelet details from the signal present at the bottom. The edges of the tree is col-
ored in a scale ranging from light yellow to dark blue corresponding respectively to
low and high detail coefficients. Each level of the tree corresponds to a frequency
level. The high frequencies are present near the leaves and the low frequencies closer
to the root. The detail coefficient at a given scale has a high value if the signal is sharp
or low if it is smooth.

Early Overhead Evaluation

We used our prototype (see Section 6.3) to measure a 7× slowdown between the time
to access all the elements of the initial array, and the time to compress the whole array
plus the time to access all its elements including decompression. This slowdown remains
constant, disrespectfully of the array size. We consider it as quite encouraging since no
specific optimization has been performed and considering the high potential compres-
sion ratio.
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LeveragingWavelet Sparse Information and Representation
Using a sparse representation based on the wavelet transform provides multiresolution
information and a compact representation for the data. However, exploiting this rep-
resentation efficiently and extracting algorithmic optimization is a real challenge. The
automatic translation from dense to sparse representation (see Section 6.2) is the first
step towards efficient automation of the data transformation.

We are in the process of evaluating this abstraction on a fluid dynamic simulation
using the Lattice Boltzmann method [28]. This application is written in C using regular
arrayswith annotation instructing the compiler to use our special data structure (see Sec-
tion 6.2). The computation is done at the finest scale (same as the dense arrays) while the
data structure transparently compresses the data. Our goal is to evaluate the following
optimization opportunities:

Loop ordering optimization A tree data structure is well suited to represent thewavelet
transform. However the data traversal in the original loop is not likely to corre-
spond to the new tree data layout, resulting in a bad data locality. This may be
improved by applying loop tiling with appropriate tile sizes and tile ordering along
with the data layout transformation.

Multiscale optimization Use the information provided by the wavelet transformation
to generate a code that will do the computation at the scale where the details are
high enough. An example algorithm to use the wavelet tree efficiently would be to
firstly refine the tree to avoid losing details, solely achieve the computation for the
tree leaves and finally compress the tree to erase the leaves with low details.

Overhead, error and compression ratio evaluation The overhead of managing the tree
with thementioned techniqueshas tobe evaluatedalongwith techniques tobound
or predict the error coming from the algorithmusedduring the compressionphase.
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Chapter 7

Benchmarks and Evaluation

“It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t matter how smart you are. If
it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.” Richard Feynman, theoretical physicist.
In computer science just like in other sciences we need to empirically demonstrate or
formally prove that our ideas help to improve the state of the art. In this thesis we pro-
vide application programming interfaces for adaptive computing. Hence, in this section
we are going to evaluate the expressiveness of our interfaces on application codes, mea-
sure the difference in performance compared to the unoptimized program and measure
the deviation induced by the approximations for both ACR (Section 7.1) and ASA (Sec-
tion 7.2).

7.1 Using Adaptive Code Refinement
In this chapter, we use the ACR annotations introduced in Chapter 3 to optimize a set of
applications. We rely onaprototype compiler [97] that takes as input anACRannotatedC
source code and outputs an instrumentedC file ready for adaptive computation as shown
in Figure 3.2.

7.1.1 LetItBench Benchmark Set and Their ACR Annotations
In order to evaluate our adaptive technique, we searched for applications that are re-
silient to approximation. We investigated the possibility of using benchmarks introduced
by other approximate compiler techniques, e.g., AxBench [128, 6], ApproxBench [92] or
PARSEC [18]. Many applications of these benchmarks process the data in one pass. How-
ever, our adaptive technique needs to gather information before being able to adapt the
computation. Some applications are great candidates for adaptive computing, for exam-
ple x264 from the Parsec benchmark suite which implements a decoder for the H.264
video format. However, some of these applications use algorithms that are complex to
analyze by a compiler, and sometimes by even humans. For theH.264 example, the algo-
rithm is specified by an 812-page document [118]. To help evaluation of works like ours,
we propose a set of meaningful applications with an iterative kernel, that is not too com-
plex for automatic analysis and can be analyzed by polyhedral tools. The benchmark
set called LetItBench (Lenient to Errors, Transformations, Irregularities and Turbulence
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Benchmarks) [98] is composed of standalone applications written in C, introduced be-
low, and a benchmark runner based on CMake1.

The benchmark runner uses a per-benchmark configuration file where the following
information is defined:

• The source code location to download the benchmark project

• A set of “run” commands that define the parameters to be passed to the application
to execute a benchmark

• The format for a space-separated CSV benchmark result file and the commands to
gather these data after the benchmark execution

• Optional compiler or linker options

The runner provides the ability to run the benchmarks several times and gather all
the run data in one location. We provide a script to print the data as bar graphs with
error bars for visualization purpose. Figure 7.1 shows an example of generated plot.

7.1.2 Eulerian Fluid Simulation
We first evaluate ACR on a fluid simulation solving the Navier-Stokes equations [108]. It
uses a non-conservative algorithm presented by Stam for the video-game industry [109].
Figure 3.1 shows a visual representation of the fluid density during the execution of this
simulation. Stam proposes an iterative solver to reproduce smoke or flames in real time
for scenes rendering. Thus, the solver must be as fast and lightweight as possible. The
quality of the output should also be accurate enough as too much approximation would
lower the perceived resolution. We empirically observed that less than five percent of
deviation of the result is not visually perceptible. Important portions of the simulation
are empty of fluid until an advanced time in the simulation. A convenient approximation
strategy is to monitor the values of the density and to reduce the number of iterations of
the solver in parts of the simulation where the density is close to zero.

In this simulation, only two variables are used, the fluid density ρ and the fluid ve-
locity v. The algorithm is divided in two phases. The first phase, the density movement,
updates the grid fluid density ρ to the next time step depending on the density present
in neighboring cells, computing the diffusion. The second phase, the streaming, moves
the density and computes the velocity in the next time step with respect to the velocity
vector. Using runtime analysis of the application, we discovered that approximately 60%
of the runtime is spent in the first phase and the remaining in the second phase. Inside
these two phases, there is one function where most of the computation time of the ap-
plication is spent. This function is sketched in Listing 7.1. It is a numerical solver using
Gauss-Seidel relaxation iterative method to solve a linear equation.

Observation of the simulation data reveals that, for many scenarios, the smoke forms
a funnel shape with a mushroom-like form at the top. These scenarios coincide with a
source of fluid having a force applied at the base to simulate burning objects or particles

1We choose CMake because, as a build system, it can track the modifications of source files and issue
an automatic recompilation when changes occur. Hence, we can modify the source ACR annotations and
CMake will automatically recompile our code before the benchmark is executed.
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Figure 7.1 – LetItBench Generated Plot Plot generated from LetItBench space-
separated CSV data. In this example, some computation of the heatsolve application
(Section 7.1.3) are skipped randomly with a probability expressed in percentage and
appended to the name of the benchmark run. Five executions of each run have been
executed to generate this plot with error bars. The speedup can optionally be com-
puted by the script, here we selected the Time data with the base value rand-012.
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movingwith the airflow (Figure 3.1 left). The solver is used in the diffusion and streaming
steps of the algorithm. Inside the collision, the parameter ‘a’ of the function is set to
the diffusion value of the fluid and inside the streaming step, ‘a’ is set as the viscosity
of the fluid. Therefore, if the updated value and its neighbors are roughly the same, the
tolerance factor of the iterative solver should be reached faster. Hence, the number of
iterations of the solver can in this case be lowered. The initial number of iterations is
set to a value that is big enough for any kind of simulation. This high value reduces the
overall speed of the simulation and can be improved without a significant deviation of
the result.

Following our strategy to reduce the number of iterations of the iterative solver, the
first extensions to specify are the code alternatives. The lines 14 to 16 of Listing 7.1 de-
fine the alternatives that set the number of iterations of the solver to 1, 4 or 6, which is
used whenever there is a really low, medium or a high density of fluid respectively. The
next implementation step of the ACR extensions is to declare in which case the alterna-
tives are used. We define three dynamic strategies lines 17 to 19 that orders the alterna-
tives relatively to their level of approximation, fewer iterations of the solver is equivalent
to a less precise solver. To select the convenient strategy at runtime, the monitor con-
struct should point to the relevant problem-specific data, here the density ‘x’ line 11. The
density is defined on a 2D plane with respect to the loop dimensions i and j. The func-
tion density_val is a mapping from the density values to the strategies values in the
range [0, 1, 2] and is used as the pre-processing for themonitoring. Inside a cell, themin-
imum possible strategy value is kept using the ‘min’ folding function. Lastly, the runtime
enforces those alternatives on cells whose size is defined by the grid directive line 12.
Figure 3.1 right shows a graphical representation of the dynamic monitor grid. We can
observe that the regions of precise computations map to the same locations as the high
density fluid on the left side representation.

An interesting aspect of this simulation is that it is not possible to generate the com-
pile time tiled version due to the dependencies between iterations of the solver. A value
at iteration k of the solver uses the neighbor values at the iteration k− 1. Hence, it is not
possible to use the data-celling transformation as it would break the dependencies be-
tween the iterations of k. Therefore, the optimized code is generated using the dynamic
runtime.

These alternatives reduce the number of times that the statement code line 32 has
to be executed between 70% and 30%, after 100 and 2000 time steps respectively. The
observed kernel speedup relative to these two time steps are 6.19 and 2.1. The mean de-
viation of the result stayed below our set limit of 5%. However, a maximum deviation
of 5̃0% can be observed for values close to zero but when taken proportionally to the
density values range, the change represents a fraction of 1

10000
, which is not significant.

TheACR extensions lead to a lowered utilization of resourceswithoutmodification of
the original algorithm. Specializing this kernel without ACRwould require the developer
towrite themonitoring and the just-in-time generation of the optimized kernelmanually.
Such task is not trivial andmay require multiple days of development on its own. On the
other hand, with ACR, it takes a maximum of few minutes to compile and test various
alternatives.

This first example demonstrates the simplicity of use of the ACR extension set. The
sole addition of nine lines of language extensions was sufficient to add adaptiveness to
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1 static inline unsigned char density_val(float a) {
2 if (a < 0.1f) return 2;
3 if (a < 2.f) return 1;
4 return 0;
5 }
6
7 void lin_solve (int M, int N,
8 float x[M][N],
9 float x0[M][N],
10 float a, float c) {
11
12 #pragma acr grid(50)
13 #pragma acr monitor(x[i][j], min, density_val)
14 #pragma acr alternative high(parameter, P = 6)
15 #pragma acr alternative medium(parameter, P = 4)
16 #pragma acr alternative low(parameter, P = 1)
17 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(0, high)
18 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, medium)
19 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(2, low)
20 #pragma acr checker-select(versioning,async)
21 for (int k=0 ; k < P ; k++ ) {
22 for (int i = 1; i < M-1; ++i)
23 for (int j = 1; j < N-1; ++j)
24 x[i][j] =
25 ( x0[i][j] +
26 a * (x[i-1][ j ] +
27 x[i+1][ j ] +
28 x[ i ][j-1] +
29 x[ i ][j+1])
30 ) / c;
31 set_bnd(M, N, x);
32 }
33 }

Listing 7.1 – Fluid Simulation Kernel A Gauss-Seidel iterative solver of linear equa-
tions. Three levels of approximation are used: low, medium and high which map to
modified number of iterations of the solver. The number of iterations of the solver
is lowered by the runtime in the cells where the density is low or medium.

this application with the help of the compiler to generate low overhead optimized code
at runtime.

7.1.3 Heat Equation
This application solves the steady state heat equation. It consists of a 2D discrete grid
where each point interacts with its neighbors to spread the temperature in the material.
The temperature values of the edges of the domain are set to a constant temperature
and the simulation runs until the individual updates are below a user-defined threshold.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the heat distribution at the end of a simulation.

This is the main equation solved in this application:

α∇2T = 0 (7.1)

α =
k

Cpρ
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where:

α is the thermal diffusivity (m2/s),

k is the thermal conductivity (W/m · K),

Cp is the specific heat capacity (J/kg · K),

ρ is the density (kg/m3).

The main algorithm of this application consists in a single iterative linear solver that
stops when the temperature updates during an iteration of the solver is lower than a
threshold, i.e., has converged (Equation 7.1). The application implements the Jacobi,
Gauss-Seidel and successive over-relaxation (SOR) iterative solver methods [53]. Each
of them is available with a sequential, a vectorized (omitting Gauss-Seidel), a parallel
and parallel-tiled kernels. The solver kernels have affine array accesses and a four-point
stencil pattern which can easily be analyzed by a compiler. The simulation data consists
in a two-dimensional temperature array which can be monitored to apply the adaptive
techniques.

The optimization opportunities in this application lie in the iterative solver and the
convergence of the solution. For this application we use adaptive techniques to reduce
the precision in locations where the solution already reached the convergence threshold.
The instructions at lines 19–21 in Listing 7.2 compute the simulation deviation between
two steps and compare the maximum value to the convergence threshold as a stopping
point (line 25). We add the monitor annotation at line 10 to use this already available in-
formation instead of computing it from the heat data. When the solution locally reaches
stability, parameterized by stop_criteria, we will stop updating the solution in these
zones. Hence, the monitor compares the delta to the stop_criteria and returns 1 if it
is safe to use an approximation and 0 otherwise. We define a zero-compute alternative
and links it to a dynamic strategy with a monitored value of 1.

The adaptive version reduces the number of executed updates by 77% and an ob-
served speedup of 1.76 on a grid of one million elements. In this application we measure
a deviation that is below the solver stop_criteria threshold. This is within the solver
specification for a relatively good performance gain.

7.1.4 Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD)
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is used in computational fluid dynamics to solve
Maxwell-Faraday differential electrodynamics equations [114, 129]. The software imple-
ments a solver which updates the magnetic integral of the equation as a first step and
then updates the electric field at the same instant using the magnetic field.

Listing 7.3 includes the functionwhichupdates the electric field in a two-dimensional
(x, y) space. The magnetic field is orthogonal to the electric field and resides in the z di-
mension, orthogonal to the (x,y) plane. Figure 2.3 showsa representationof themagnetic
field over the 2D space of the simulation. The simulation consists in a wave starting at
the left of the domain and traveling to the right. When the wave encounters the imper-
meable block at the middle, part of it is reflected back and the remainder continues as
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Figure 7.2 –Heat Solver Simulation In this simulation the border conditions are set
to a constant temperature and the heat spreads by condution to fill the space.

1 static inline error_threshold(double val) {
2 return val < stop_criteria;
3 }
4 unsigned solveJacobi(size_t sizeX, size_t sizeY, double stop_criteria,
5 double t[sizeX][sizeY], double tNext[sizeX][sizeY]) {
6 double max_delta = 0.;
7 unsigned num_iter = 0;
8 do {
9 #pragma acr grid(30)
10 #pragma acr monitor(delta, min, error_threshold)
11 #pragma acr alternative low(zero-compute)
12 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, low)
13 for (size_t i = 1; i < sizeX - 1; ++i) {
14 for (size_t j = 1; j < sizeY - 1; ++j) {
15 tNext[i][j] = 0.25 *
16 (t[i - 1][j] + t[i + 1][j] +
17 t[i][j - 1] + t[i][j + 1]);
18 double delta = t[i][j] - tNext[i][j];
19 delta *= delta;
20 max_delta = delta > max_delta ? delta : max_delta;
21 }
22 }
23 max_delta = sqrt(max_delta);
24 num_iter++;
25 } while (max_delta > stop_criteria);
26 return num_iter;
27 }

Listing 7.2 –Heat conduction solver using the JacobimethodThe solver is executed
repeatedly until the simulation settles, which happenswhenever themaximum tem-
perature delta is less than a given threshold, e.g., in this example the maximum dif-
ference is less than 10−4 degrees Kelvin.
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seen on the top figure at step 700. Later in the simulation, i.e. the bottom part of the fig-
ure at step 1300, the waves on the right of the block did not reach the right wall yet while
the ones on the left have already bounced back. However, it is clearly visible that many
parts of the simulation retain a null magnetic field, i.e. that there is no current flowing in
those parts. Therefore, for this application we consider the removal of the electric field
computation where the magnetic field is null.

To nullify the computation inside a zone, the implementation uses the zero-compute
ACR extension line 11 of Listing 7.3. The data of importance is the magnetic field Hz,
which is set to be monitored at line 10. The strategy annotation line 12 adds a dynamic
strategywhichmaps the zero-compute alternative to a valueof 1. Thepre-processing func-
tion ‘hz_to_monitor’ returns one whenever the magnetic field is close enough to zero.
The low alternative is active for cells filled with ones but a single zero triggers the orig-
inal computation instead. The grid value is set to one fifth of the y dimension size and
is drawn as overlay of the domain in Figure 2.4. The static strategy line 13 disables the
computation for the portion of the simulation where impermeable object resides.

For this application the code uses dynamic code generation for maximum perfor-
mance of the generated versions. The maximum observed deviation from the original
output was 0.99% and a speedup of 1.35 after 5000 steps of the simulation. The ACR
extensions allow reasonable speedup at the expense of very low deviation of the output.
It is worth noting that after 4500 simulation steps with our initial setup, this technique
does not help anymore because themagnetic field does not reach zero in a complete cell
anymore. If all portions of the simulation require precise computations, adaptive meth-
ods are of no use. However, this technique can be helpful to quick start the simulation
and once the precise state is met, the runtime can be disabled and the original kernel
would finish the computation.

This application was optimized using ACR extensions to generate an adaptive code
which is specialized at runtime. Writing adaptive and just-in-time code would be time-
consuming and hard to debugwithout these extensions. For this application, we encoun-
tered a limitation of the adaptive methods where the runtime does not use approximate
versions anymore. After that simulation point, theACR runtime canbe disabled to reduce
the overhead.

7.1.5 Game of Life
Game of life (GOL) is a cellular automaton invented by the British mathematician John
Horton Conway. The automaton is constructed using a set of rules describing the evolu-
tion of a grid of cells from one state to another. The said rules are very simple and can be
used to model complex behaviors:

• A cell becomes alive if there are at least three alive cells in its direct surrounding at
the time step before.

• A cell stays alive if it had two or three alive neighbors at the previous time step.

• Otherwise a cell is considered dead at the next step.

The implementation uses a 2D grid which represents the cell domain and an update
function. At each time step the state of all the cells is updated using the previous step
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1 unsigned char hz_to_monitor(double hzval) {
2 return hzval > 0.1 && hzval < -0.1;
3 }
4
5 #pragma acr grid(J/5)
6 #pragma acr monitor(Hz[i][j], min, hz_to_monitor)
7 #pragma acr alternative low(zero-compute)
8 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, low)
9 #pragma acr strategy static([S,J] -> {[i,j] : \
10 S+J/4 >= i >= S-J/4 and \
11 3J/4 >= j >= J/4}, low)
12 #pragma acr checker-select(versioning,async)
13 for (int i = 0; i < I-1; ++i) {
14 for (int j = 0; j < J-1; ++j) {
15 if (j == 0) // Borders
16 Ey[i+1][0] += -alpha_Ey *
17 (Hz[i+1][0] - Hz[i][0]);
18 if (i == 0 && j > 1) // Borders
19 Ex[0][j] += alpha_Ex *
20 (Hz[0][j] - Hz[0][j-1]);
21
22 Ex[i+1][j+1] += alpha_Ex *
23 (Hz[i+1][j+1] - Hz[i+1][j]);
24 Ey[i+1][j+1] += -alpha_Ey *
25 (Hz[i+1][j+1] - Hz[i][j+1]);
26 }
27 }

Listing 7.3 – FDTDKernelKernel updating the electric field in a 2D space of a FDTD
simulation. The kernel is annotatedwithACR compiler directives to disable the elec-
tric field computation whenever the magnetic field is close to null for all the values
inside an ACR cell.
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values. The update algorithm is shown in Listing 7.4. Advanced algorithms use the par-
ticularity that life automatons have many recurring cell patterns. They use macro-cells
and a hash table to store and access the pre-computed results for these patterns [54]. We
reused the macro-cell approach with our framework as it matches our proposed ACR-
cells almost perfectly.

This application’s optimization uses the ACR-cells as macro-cell to determine when-
ever the macro-cells are updated or not. The life rules state that a cell can only become
alive if it has exactly three alive neighboring cells. Therefore, if an ACR-cell contains zero
alive cell, the only possible cells that can rise from the dead are the ones on the borders
with an alive neighboring ACR-cell. The computation of the ACR-cell is enabled if there
is at least one cell alive inside of it.

The zero-compute and interface-compute alternatives are defined lines 8 and 9 of the
GOLkernel Listing 7.4. These alternatives are linked to strategies in their order of approxi-
mation on lines 10 and 11. The ACR-cell grid is generated over the cell grid and represents
the macro-cells. The monitoring sets an ACR-cell to use the zero-compute alternative
whenever no cells are alive using the user defined cell_to_precision and the ‘min’
folding function line 6. The implementation uses the particularity of the ‘stencil check-
ing’ to activate the border computation of neighbor cells if they are not active. Therefore,
with ‘stencil checking,’ a non-active ACR-cell of alternative value 2 is set to the alterna-
tive value 1 if it has an active neighbor. This policy results from the definition of ‘stencil’
which computes the alternative value as min(2, 0 + 1), where 2 is the cell raw value, 0 is
the cell value of one of its neighbors and 1 is added according to the stencil definition.
The resulting program only computes the new state for active ACR-cells and for the sur-
roundings of these, it only computes the borders with interface-compute if they are not
active.

Figure 7.3 – Game of Life Clock Automaton This automaton simulates a 24h digital
clock display. The logic at the far top is responsible for the number selection and the
logic on top of the numbers triggers the digit segments.
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1 unsigned char cell_to_precision(cell i) {
2 return is_cell_alive(i) ? 0 : 2;
3 }
4
5 #pragma acr grid(macroCellSize)
6 #pragma acr monitor(previous_step_grid[i][j], \
7 min, cell_to_precision)
8 #pragma acr alternative low(zero-compute)
9 #pragma acr alternative medium(interface-compute, 1)
10 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, medium)
11 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(2, low)
12 #pragma acr checker-select(stencil,sync)
13 for (int i = 0; i < nb_row; ++i) {
14 for (int j = 0; j < nb_col; ++j) {
15 current_grid[i][j] =
16 compute_new_value_of_cell(
17 i, j, nb_row, nb_col,
18 previous_step_grid);
19 }
20 }
21 SWAP(current_grid, previous_step_grid)

Listing 7.4 – Game of Life Kernel The algorithm updates the state of the cell grid
from one generation to the next one. The part of the cell grid where there is no living
cell is not computed. The active ACR-cells are surrounded by cells that update the
border of the ACR-cell and not their center because the GOL rules do not allow cell
creation. This strategy both simplifies the computation that is needed and allows for
a non-approximate GOL update algorithm.

The equivalent of the ‘stencil checking’ is not yet available with the static code gen-
eration version of our ACR implementation. Therefore, we used the dynamic version
in synchronous mode. The cellular automaton state cannot be approximated, but the
synchronous mode does not allow to compute a new state before the specialized code
version is ready. Hence, there is no possibility for an ACR-cell state to be approximated.
This method has been tested against an automaton simulating a digital clock and leads
to a speedup between 1.4 and 2 after 20 and 160 generations respectively. With the help
of ACR extensions we were able to quickly narrow the computations of the automaton
in place where it matters, and to obtain respectable performance gains compared to the
original code.

7.1.6 K-Means Clustering
K-Means is a partitioning algorithmwhich distributesn observations into k sets. The par-
titioning algorithm has the particularity tominimize the variance within clusters. Obser-
vations that are “related” or “closer” to each other have a greater chance to end up in the
same cluster. The algorithm inside Listing 7.5 is actually a heuristic implementation of
the NP-hard general problem. The algorithm has use cases in signal processing, cluster
analysis and machine learning [72]. Most of them try to characterize noisy data using
this algorithm. For example, in Figure 7.4

The implementation uses an iterative algorithm. At the start, it chooses k points from
the observations as the center of the clusters. Then at each iteration, each observation
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is attached to the center of the cluster that is at the lowest “distance.” The “distance” is
a function that takes two observations and returns lower values when the observations
are closely related and bigger ones when they are less related. Once all the observations
have been attributed to a cluster, the center of all the clusters are set at the barycenter of
all the observations belonging to them. The algorithm loops unless the clusters stabilize,
i.e., when points do not migrate between clusters, or when the ratio of unstable points is
lower than a threshold (typically 5%).

Behavioral analysis of the algorithm shows that the cluster’s center tends to migrate
rapidly during a few iterations at the start of the algorithm, before staying approximately
in the same position with fewer observation migrations [72]. Our ACR implementation
can take advantage of this behavior by managing two versions of the cluster affectation.
Whenever an observation has already been part of a cluster formany iterations, the prob-
ability that it will migrate to another cluster becomes very low. Unfortunately, the origi-
nal algorithm has no such information available and the code needs to be slightly mod-
ified to add the “settling” time of an observation inside a cluster. The additional code
is straightforward and sets the counter to zero whenever the observation switches from
cluster and increments the value otherwise.

The ‘complex_compute’ function is the original algorithm which computes the dis-
tance between a given observation to every center and assigns the observation to the
cluster which yields to the lowest distance. If the observation migrates to another clus-
ter, it sets the convergence to false and the settle value of this observation to zero. Oth-
erwise, the observation is not moved and its settle value is incremented. The alternative
‘converged_compute’ is less compute intensive than the original algorithm. It only affects
the observation to its previous cluster. The alternative is used whenever the number of
iterations that the observation has settled within the same cluster exceeds a threshold.
The alternative is defined line 13 of Listing 7.5. It changes the function calledwhen linked
to the strategy of value one. The monitoring oversees the settle information and selects
the alternative 1 whenever an observation has settled formore than seven iterations. The

Figure 7.4 – K-Means Image Segmentation On the left is the original picture to be
segmented and on the right is the result after segmentation. The segmentation has
mapped the red, green and blue 256 colors components of each pixel into one value
in the range [0− 3]. The right image is a grayscale reconstruction with the segmen-
tation value multiplied by 255

3
. The zones sharing the same color in the right image

had color coding that are similar in the original image.
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1 void complex_compute(...);
2 void converged_compute(...);
3 unsigned char settleStrat(size_t a) {
4 return a > 7 ? 1 : 0;
5 }
6
7 do {
8 memset(centroids_point_num,0,k*sizeof(size_t));
9 has_converged = true; // Assume convergence
10 #pragma acr grid(1)
11 #pragma acr monitor(time_settled[pos], min, \
12 settleStrat)
13 #pragma acr alternative low(code, \
14 complex_compute = converged_compute)
15 #pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, low)
16 for (int pos = 0; pos < pointsss; ++pos) {
17 complex_compute(dimension, k, pos, centroids,
18 centroids_temp, data, centroids_point_num,
19 time_settled, &has_converged);
20 }
21
22 for (size_t centro = 0; centro < k; ++centro) {
23 for (size_t dim = 0; dim < dimension; ++dim)
24 centroids[centro][dim] =
25 centroids_temp[centro][dim] / total_points;
26 }
27 } while(!has_converged);

Listing 7.5 – K-Means Kernel The core algorithm where the observation points are
placed into the clusters and the center of the cluster is updated. The application
skips the cluster assignment complex function whenever an observation has settled
for more than seven iterations within the same cluster. In that case, it is assigned to
the same cluster it was at the previous iteration.
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approximation is done per observation as defined line 10 with a grid of only one element.
The application was evaluated on linearized 2D images of animals and fruits of vari-

ous resolutions. ACR is used with the static code generation technique. The maximum
deviation of the result is 4.29%. It was observed for the biggest dataset of the bench-
mark which leads to a speedup of 1.54. The approximation tends to work better for larger
datasets as the number of settled observations grows in correlation with the problem
size. However, to use this approximation technique, we needed additional information
and to construct a new structure to hold it. With the ACR extensions, we successfully
leveraged this information to generate a specialized version with a low computational
kernel version to achieve a valuable performance gain.

7.1.7 Overall Performance and Overhead
In this section we provide detailed benchmark results, the deviation caused by the ap-
proximation and the overhead characterization of ACR’s runtime. In the first part, we
focus on the application wall clock times and speedups with respect to the deviation
of the results, then in the second part, we provide the methodology used to measure the
overhead of the runtime. The experimental setup consists of a dodeca-core Intel Xeon
E5-2620 v3 with 16 GB of ECC RAM. The compilers and flags used are GCC v7.1 (-O3
-march=native) and the Tiny C Compiler v0.9.26 for fast just in time compila-
tion of kernels. Our ACR extension implementation is Open Source [97].

Table 7.1 shows the averaged results obtained from runs on multiple input problems
and data sizes. Our technique achieves significant speedup while keeping the deviation
of the result relatively low. The proportion of cells per alternative remained equal for
smaller and bigger datasets, while runs on big datasets tend to have a better response to
ACR’s adaptive methods. We believe that this difference comes from cache and memory
latency effects. Different problem statements do not react equally to the same set of alter-
native parameters. An auto-tuner that explores the parameter space to better guide the
developer in this task belong to future work. ACR’s extensions allowed the compiler to
generate the adaptive code automatically without modification to the original algorithm
with little investment from the developer.

Application Wall Time (s) Speedup Deviation
Original Optimized Mean Max

Heat Solver 160.7 92.45 1.73 < 0.1% < 0.1%
FDTD 24.53 18.67 1.31 0.29% 0.99%
GOL 170.47 93.58 1.82 None None

Fluid Simulation 108.67 82.47 1.32 0.11% 4.64%
K-Means 15.73 11.37 1.38 1.7% 4.9%

Table 7.1 – Performance of optimized kernel versions against the original code ver-
sion. The deviation of the results present both the average and the maximum value
measured.

In order tomeasure the overhead induced by the runtime and code instrumentation,
we saved the application parameters, the optimized kernels along with their utilization
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timeline while the application was running. Then, programs are run a second time with
the sameparameters butwith theACR runtime replacedby the saved versions in the same
order. This simulates the ideal scenario, i.e. where an “oracle” knows ahead of timewhich
version to run. The monitoring and compilation time are thus eliminated.

Table 7.2 shows the overhead for the FDTD application. It is the application that ex-
hibits the highest overhead because of the high number of generated kernels. The mea-
sured overhead increases with the complexity of the generated kernels, because the code
generation and compilation take more time for complex polyhedra. Complex polyhedra
are typically generated where there are local perturbations. We ran the simulations with
the application’s CPU affinity mask set on one or three CPU cores to identify the compila-
tion andmonitoring overheads. On one core, the application and runtime are competing
for the CPU resources leading to a slowdown. On three cores, the runtime and the appli-
cation can run concurrently with performance close to the optimal configuration. The
overhead for three cores compared to the optimal is due to thread synchronizations and
the asynchronous monitoring of the values. ACR takes advantage of modern multi-core
architecture and shows low overhead on such systems.

The runtime takes advantage of multiple execution threads to overlap the compu-
tation with the monitoring and compilation of new kernels. While the compilation is
sporadically called when a new version is requested, themonitoring threadmust be fired
at each termination of the kernel to verify the version. This generates an overhead that
is visible when the runtime and the application have been pinned to the same CPU core.
Otherwise the application falls back to the original kernel while the compilation is exe-
cuted.

Iterations Application time(s) Overhead / Optimal
ACR 1 core ACR 3 cores Optimal 1 core 3 cores

500 15.47 12.47 12.20 27% 2.2%
1500 23.22 14.72 14.13 64% 4.2%
3000 36.69 19.31 18.42 99% 4.8%
5000 57.09 28.18 26.88 112% 4.8%

Table 7.2 – Overhead for the FDTD application at different steps of the simulation on
one core, three cores against the optimal “oracle” version.

7.2 Using Adaptive Stencil Approximation
7.2.1 Heat Solver
This application, introduced in Section 7.1.3, is a solver for the steady state heat equation.
It is used for material applications and physics simulation [51]. Themain computational
kernel of this application is shown in Listing 7.2.

This application is a good candidate for optimization using approximate computing
techniques. By profiling the application, a developer may discover that the kernel is the
biggest contention part of the program. Hence, this developer may add the following
annotation in place of the ACR annotations in Listing 7.2:
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#pragma asa(stop_criteria). This annotation states that the following kernel can be
optimized by the compiler to take advantage of adaptive techniques. In the following
of this section, we explain the compiler process to extract the information necessary to
generate the approximate computing version.

Heat Equation Precision Level Discovery The compiler generates then executes an
instrumented version of the program on a small user-provided dataset to gather infor-
mation about the array accesses at runtime. In this program, it happens that the kernel’s
written array switches between two addresses.2 The compiler can automatically generate
the comparison function as there are two arrays to compare, resulting in a function that
is equivalent to line 18 of Listing 7.2. The developers already expressed their intention to
allow approximation when deviation is below 10−4. Therefore, the compiler generates
the following ACR annotation to select the precision level:
#pragma acr monitor(tNext[i][j], min, diffT)
Where the min function selects the inside cell alternative of themost precise version and
diffT is the pre-processing function that embodies the computation of the deviation be-
tween the value of arrays tNext and t. The monitor compares the deviation to 10−4 and
returns 0 if the original code has to be executed or 1 if the approximation is considered
as acceptable, allowing for one alternative along the original code.

Heat Equation Alternative Generation Algorithm 7 detects the stencil pattern. This
stencil being too narrow for further optimization, the compiler modifies the kernel to
merge two consecutive stencil computations to increase thewidth of the stencil, creating
a loopwhere the iteration count is defined by a new variable kernel_iter, initialized to
the value 2 which corresponds to the original kernel. A stencil-skipping alternative can
be created by modifying the number of iterations of the kernel:
#pragma acr alternative oneIter(parameter, kernel_iter=1)
ACR requires an additional annotation to link the alternatives to the value obtained by
the monitoring. Therefore, the following annotation links the monitoring folded value
one to the early-terminated number of kernel iterations and themonitoring folded value
zero is implicitly bound by ACR to the original computation:
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, oneIter)

HeatEquationGrid SelectionThe compiler tests the generated alternative on a small
user-provided dataset to assess the viability of this alternative, here three. The compiler
requires ametric to evaluate the deviation level of the alternative’s output. The preferred
metric for ACR is the relative difference or error with respect to the original application’s
output [116]. The compiler uses this metric to compare the result of the alternative ver-
sion against the original application and requires that the difference be less than five
percent in total. The application is evaluated w.r.t. multiple grid sizes to obtain the data
plotted in Figure 7.5 left. Using this curve, it is possible to assess the ratio corresponding
to the local minimum that will be used for other datasets, here 24

500
which will be multi-

plied to the maximum between sizeX and sizeY to compute the new grid size.
HeatEquationAutomaticMethodEvaluationTable 7.3 shows the speedup obtained

with our algorithm and the best value obtained by a search over all possible grid values.
Results showboth the benefits to exploit adaptive technique for this benchmark and that
the automated process achieves a performance close to the best hand tuned version (see

2The corresponding statement is flagged using a specific annotation in our compiler prototype, but it
may be discovered automatically as this is a well-known pattern in such codes.
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Figure 7.5 – Grid Size Influence on Heat Solver

Section 7.2.6). This application suffers from very low output deviation between the opti-
mized and non-optimized application is really low as seen in Figure 7.5 right.

7.2.2 Eulerian Fluid Simulation
This application, introduced in Section 7.1.2, solves the Navier-Stokes equation using an
iterative solver. This solver must be fast and the precision accurate enough to be human
imperceptible as it is targeted for real-time video applications or games.

To optimize this application with ASA, the user has to replace the ACR annotation
lines 12–20 in Listing 7.1 with the following annotation: #pragma asa(1e-2). For this
application, a deviation of 10−2 is selected with respect to the application parameters to
ignore waves that are insignificant for the simulation.

Fluid Simulation Precision Level Discovery In this kernel, the compiler has assessed
that the arrays x and x0 are swapped between each call to the kernel. Hence, it generates
a function that will compare the two arrays to compute the update function derivative:
#pragma acr monitor(x[i][j], min, diffX)

Fluid Simulation Alternative Generation The compiler recognizes a stencil in the
two inner dimensions of the kernel. This stencil repeats P times during the execution.
Therefore, the compiler does not have towiden the stencil size but only has to reduce the
number of stencil computation to generate an alternative:
#pragma acr alternative alt0(parameter, k=P)
#pragma acr alternative alt1(parameter, k=1)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(0, alt0)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, alt1)

Fluid Simulation Grid Selection Figure 7.6 left shows the application’s behavior to
the grid size. The best ratio extracted from the curve is 60

500
× max(M,N). The deviation

of the output shown in Figure 7.6 is correlated to the gain in performance. Themaximum
deviation is measured in the local minima near a grid of size 45, where the optimization
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Figure 7.6 – Grid Size Influence on Eulerian Fluid Simulation

performs the best. We can see the presence of sweet spots, for example near a grid of size
100, where the deviation is low and the performance is respectable. Eventually, the auto-
matically selected grid size matches the simulation accurately, creating a low deviation
output.

7.2.3 Game of Life
Game of life is cellular automaton, introduced in Section 7.1.5.

This automaton has recurring patterns and empty areas that creates potential for op-
timization [54]. It is possible to create an adaptive version that does little computation
in the empty zones. To optimize the main kernel of our benchmark implementation, we
replace the annotation line 5–12 in Listing 7.4 with #pragma asa(0). The value 0means
that we can use approximate computing techniques only if there is no deviation of the
result.

CellularAutomatonPrecisionLevelDiscovery The compiler detects that thewritten
array is switching between two addresses and will use it to compute the derivative:
#pragma acr monitor(current_grid[i][j], min, diff)

Cellular Automaton Alternative Generation To generate a non-approximate sten-
cil version which allows the simulation cell states to spread while disabling the empty
regions, the user decides to add the interface-compute alternative which activates the
neighboring ACR cells in the locations where the simulation cells are active. The user can
help the compiler to select an alternative by adding a back-end annotation, here the fol-
lowing ACR annotations:
#pragma acr alternative altInterface(interface-compute, 1)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, altInterface)
The compiler can then generate the link between the monitoring and the alternative:
#pragma acr alternative altZero(zero-compute)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(2, altZero)
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Figure 7.7 – Grid Size Influence on Game of Life

Cellular Automaton Grid Selection This application follows the same pattern as the
heat solver Figure 7.7. The best grid ratio over data size is 275

8000×max(nb_row, nb_col). The
output of the application remained unchanged after the addition of adaptive computa-
tions.

7.2.4 Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
Finite-difference time-domain implements a solver for the Maxwell-Faraday equations
of electrodynamics differential equations [114, 129]. The application, introduced in Sec-
tion 7.1.4, presented the kernel that updates the value of the electric planeE as a function
of the magnetic fieldH . This application’s singularity resides in its two-phase algorithm,
the electric field update followed by the magnetic field update.

To useASA, the developer can replace the annotations at lines 5–12with the following
one: #pragma asa(1e-3), which specifies a minimum update deviation of 10−3 before
using approximations.

FDTDPrecision Level Discovery This kernel updates two arrays at the same time, Ex
and Ey. The array pointers are not modified during the execution of the program. The
compiler arbitrarily chose to monitor Ex (in such a case, it is likely that the two updates
are correlated,minimizing the impact of that choice: there is actually a correlationwhich
can be statically analyzed in this benchmark). The ACR annotation generated is:
#pragma acr monitor(Ex[i][j], min, diff)

FDTD Alternative Generation For this application, the stencil merging technique
could not help because the arrays are not swapped and the array Hz is not written inside
the kernel. Hence, the only remaining possible alternative optimizations are stencil skip-
ping and narrowing:
#pragma acr alternative alt1(zero-compute)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, alt1)
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Figure 7.8 – Grid Size Influence on FDTD

FDTD Grid Selection Figure 7.8 left shows the application’s runtime with respect to
the grid size. For this application, the maximum grid size is 3000 and the best grid size
is located in the plateau between 200 and 300 with 240

3000
× max(I, J). The deviation is

almost constant, with the exception of an outlier that happens to peak at 4% deviation
on an execution of the program. It is the onlymonitored casewhere the adaptive runtime
behaved quite differently between runs.

7.2.5 K-Means Clustering
K-means is used for data characterization, e.g., image processing, and machine learn-
ing [72]. Its purpose is to place N observations into B buckets where the observations
being the closestwill appear in the samebucket or centroid. Themain kernel of the appli-
cation has been introduced in Section 7.1.6 in Listing 7.5. Firstly, the algorithm places the
observations into the closest bucket using a comparison function. Secondly, the barycen-
ter of the bucket is updated with the observations belonging to it. The algorithm caries
on until all the observations settle.

To use ASA the following annotation can be added in place of the ACR annotations
lines 8–15 in Listing 7.5: #pragma asa(0) because we want to apply approximation on
the points that do not move.

K-means Precision Level Discovery The only available array to monitor is
point_centr_map:
#pragma acr monitor(point_centr_map[pos], min, diff)

K-means Alternative GenerationHaving access to the whole loop, the compiler uses
the stencil merging technique to reduce the iteration count by half in the approximated
regions by applying stencil skipping:
#pragma acr alternative oneIter(parameter, kernel_iter=1)
#pragma acr strategy dynamic(1, oneIter)

K-means Grid Selection We used the K-mean algorithm to characterize images of
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Figure 7.9 – Grid Size Influence on K-Means

different sizes, ranging from 640 × 425 to 4288 × 2848. The best ratio extracted for this
application is 90

272000
× points. The output deviation of this application follows a inverse

logarithmic curve with respect to the grid size. The execution time looks like a logarith-
mic curve where the plateau is the base program runtime if there was no overhead. We
think that this has to do with the step at which the points are not being computed. A
small grid cell is more likely to use the approximation faster making the points stay in
the same cluster. This creates a situation where other cells stabilize faster, creating a
cascading effect towards a more approximate solution.

7.2.6 Performance Evaluation
In this section we compare the application’s performance against the original code ver-
sion and a hand-tuned version using the ACR annotations. Table 7.3 shows the perfor-
mance and deviation of the output results of our method against user search of the pa-
rameters. We can see that, while the performance of ASA is lower than what a specialist
can extractwith theACR annotations, our technique achieves sensible performance gains
often close to hand-tuned versions. The deviation of the output is similar and sometimes
better with the hand optimized versions and well below five percent, except one over-
optimizationwithK-meanswhere the automaticmethod reachednine percent deviation
while the hand-tuned version was selected with a bigger grid size which allowed for less
approximation.

ACR uses a multithreaded infrastructure to generate and compile the adaptive ver-
sions in parallel to the program execution. This requires resources which may not be
exploited due to Amdahl’s law [57]. Furthermore, adaptive methods are complementary
to parallelization techniques, and information from the adaptive grid may be used for a
better resource scattering.
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Table 7.3 –ASA andhand tunedACR versionperformance anddeviationof theoutput
results. The heat solver and K-Means applications are run with increasing problem
sizes. The FDTD simulation is terminated at a different time stamp, with the same
parameters. The fluid simulation is executed with increasing problem sizes and dif-
ferent simulation setups.

Application ASA Hand ACR
Speedup Deviation Speedup Deviation

Heat 1.25 < 0.001% Training set
Heat medium 1.68 < 0.001% 1.76 < 0.001%

Heat big 1.81 < 0.001% 2.03 < 0.001%
Fluid 1.1 0% Training set

Fluid flame 1.17 0.8% 1.27 1.4%
Fluid vortex 1.16 0.01% 1.19 0.01%
FDTD 500 1.12 0% Training set
FDTD 1500 1.16 0% 1.22 0%
FDTD 3000 1.24 0.1% 1.4 0.5%

GOL 1.44 0% Training set
GOL big 2.09 0% 2.2 0%
K-means 2.14 3.58% Training set

K-means medium 1.51 0.7% 2.50 2.62%
K-means big 2.18 9.03% 1.57 4.48%
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Perspectives

Highperformance computingdevelopers areusually expected tobeknowledgeable about
the optimization opportunities provided by the hardware in order to write efficient pro-
grams. This thesis, along with other work pushes new programming models to allow
non-specialists to exploit the maximum performance from their machines. For exam-
ple, a domain specific language (DSL) provides abstractions for better productivity and
performance. However, each DSL has a narrow application field, in terms of supported
architectures and types of problems that it helps solving. From our perspective, a pro-
gramming language with extensions provides more convenience to solve a wider range
of problems. This thesis explores a new language extension set to exploit approximate
computing opportunities in applications that are resilient to errors.

Our language extension set is based on optional annotations to provide relevant ap-
proximation information to the compiler. With these annotations the programmer can
specify the location of compute intensive portions of the application and let the compiler
optimize them with approximate computing techniques. We believe that our method
provides developers with a good understanding of which approximate transformations
are being applied. Furthermore, the annotation location helps them identify the scope of
the approximations compared to previouswork on automatic approximation optimizers.

Our approximate computing framework is inspiredbyadaptivemesh refinement tech-
niques (AMR) from the numerical analysis field, i.e., the amount of details of the solution
to a problem is denser in the locations where more precision is required and less dense
where the solution can be approximated without introducing a significant error. Our
framework extracts information from the data at runtime to apply approximate comput-
ing in an “adaptive” way. Contrarily to AMR,we do not coarsen the solution in the regions
of lesser interest to reduce the precision. Instead, we rely on computation relaxation and
program transformations to generate approximate code versions to use in these regions.
The approximate versions have a reduced computational intensity and may produce a
deviation with respect to the original program. To the best of our knowledge, no other
work before ours provides an interface or automatic methods to generate an adaptive
program from a source code.

Our framework targets a class of applications whose output may slightly be altered
without losingmeaningful information. For example, image and signal processing appli-
cations do not need to generate a perfect outputwhen the difference is barely perceptible
by a human being. Our annotations allow for fast prototyping ofmultiple approximation
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techniques, e.g., to try new ideas and see if approximate computing can be beneficial. It
can also be utilized during the optimization stage of application development, after im-
plementing and testing the program, to take advantage of approximate computing opti-
mization techniques.

Annotations for Approximate Computing The Adaptive Code Refinement (ACR)
language extension set opens up new possibilities for software developers who need to
exploit approximation to trade precision for speed. The language extension set, pre-
sented in Chapter 3, provides approximation and adaptive capabilities to existing lan-
guages through specific annotations to be exploited by both a compiler and a runtime
system. The annotations provide the following semantic information:

Granularity Adaptive approximation techniques target the computational resources
in regions where it matters. ACR allows to define the granularity at which the ap-
proximate decision takes place. It decomposes the program solution into cells,
which is our “approximation atom.” For each cell, whenever an approximation is
beneficial, it is applied to the contents of the cell.

Code Transformation Approximation techniques are achieved, e.g., with algorith-
mic tuning or removal of computations in selective conditions. Such possibilities
are offered by ACR for a new level of flexibility and productivity, through alterna-
tives defining a transformation of the source code using approximate techniques.

DataMonitoring Adaptive techniques react to changes in the solution at runtime.
Hence, ACR specifies how to extract and process the information needed to take
an adaptive decision.

Strategy Approximation transformations can be applied in different ways to create
the approximate code versions. ACR defines which version the compiler will en-
force on each cell with respect to the approximation level gathered by themonitor.

The compiler uses this informationprovided throughannotations to generate anadap-
tive version of the program (see Chapter 4). ACR builds on the polyhedral representation
of programs to generate monitoring and approximated code with low control overhead
and limited deviation of the results. Furthermore, ACR’s runtime includes several mech-
anisms for the user to control the precision (Section 4.4). The strategies can be enforced
for the duration of the program using static strategies or adaptively depending on the
dynamic state of the data. To the best of our knowledge, ACR is the first language ex-
tension set dedicated to approximation that covers such a wide range of approximation
strategies.

Adding a few lines of code, ACR allows to exploit approximate computing and to
achieve speedups in the range [1.1, 2.5] in our representative benchmarks while main-
taining a good precision. It is also important to notice that we are accelerating sequential
codes while exploiting few cores to minimize our runtime overhead.

Adaptive Stencil With one simple annotation, our method allows for the first time
developers to delegate to the compiler the time-consuming task of optimizing an appli-
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cation’s kernel using adaptive approximation techniques (see Section 3.4). We presented
three important features that the compiler has to extract from the source code to generate
a pertinent adaptive version (Chapter 5). Precision level discovery, allows the compiler to
choose a precision level from the application’s dynamic data. This information is critical
to findwhere the application needs themost precision andwheremore or less aggressive
approximation can be used. The alternative generation requires the compiler to deter-
mine what kind of computation is performed by the kernel to apply appropriate code
transformations. We used pattern matching to target stencil computation and proposed
to merge multiple stencil steps to unleash more optimization opportunities. The third
information, the granularity, looks for the best performance/precision tradeoff. With a
grid too thin, the adaptive overhead will be too high and with a grid too coarse the per-
turbation will not be captured by the adaptive grid.

We evaluated our method on a set of representative applications resilient to inexact
computations (see Chapter 7). We showed that we can extract enough information from
these kernels and their profiling to generate an adaptive optimized version automatically.
We also showed that the compiler can be instructed to use a specific alternativewhen the
user provides it. Finally, we provided experimental evidence that the generated adaptive
versions perform better than the original versions while maintaining a good quality of
the result.

Data CompressionWriting an application with abstractions allows developers to fo-
cus their efforts on the problem rather than its implementation. In Chapter 6 we pro-
posed a compiler-assisted data layout transformation which provides transparent com-
pression and multi-scale information of square integrable functions exploiting wavelet
transform. Provided the data is smooth enough, e.g., application in partial differential
equations, image and signal processing, we allow the developers to think about their data
as dense multidimensional arrays. We show that this technique may achieve high com-
pression ratio and allow the data to be stored in main memory, even when the dense
arraymay not fit. The wavelet transformation behind the data transformation provides a
multiresolution analysis which opens a wide range of optimization opportunities.

Perspectives
Adaptive Grid The static grid used by our framework may be too restrictive for some ap-
plications. There is a balance to find between the performance gain that can be obtained
from coarser cells, and the overhead due to adaptive grid management. Further investi-
gation may determine whether an adaptive grid may use the same kind of strategies as a
static grid or not.

The wavelet transform is an interesting area to explore to achieve automatic adaptive
grid generation. The result of the transformation can be stored as a k-dimensional tree
(2D example in Figure 6.4) where the depth may represent the level of refinement. The
amount of detail may be used to select the right level of refinement.

Another area worth exploring based on k-dimensional trees would be to generate
tasks from cells. A cell, here task, can split in 2k subtasks when more precision is re-
quired or otherwise be merged back to a single task when less precision is required. The
cell splitting can be forbidden after a given tree level to reduce the task runtime overhead.
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Thanks to the property of k-dimensional trees, where a unique index can be assigned to
each node of the tree, each task can communicate with the relevant task formerging and
a scheduler can smartly schedule and place the communicating tasks.

Deviation In this work, we focused on the adaptive code generation from an appli-
cation kernel. We seek to minimize the deviation induced by the approximated code
versions while exploiting its potential to gain in performance. However, we did not ex-
ploreways to provide strict guarantees for the deviation of the result. Whether thismight
be feasible or not because of the liberty given through the alternative annotation is still
an open question. Although, it might be, provided a restricted set of transformations.
Some ideas may be borrowed from the wavelet transform, which provides error bounds
when using the destructive data compression [69].

Adaptive Computing for PDE We believe that a compiler could generate the code
that handles the interface between two grid levels for partial differential equations. Re-
search in this direction has to look for the right balance between the amount of informa-
tion to put as annotation and what information can be extracted from the kernel. This
may be a kind of hybrid DSL, where the implementation is left free to the user, but the
adaptive portions are generated by the compiler.

Distributed Architecture and Optimization Our approximate computing runtime
implementation has shown respectable performance gain on a single node. The use of
complementary code optimizations, such as polyhedral code optimizations and paral-
lelization techniques [55, 21, 10], should be investigated. Future work should also eval-
uate the potential of this technique on distributed platforms. The adaptive information
maybemanagedon eachnodeor distributed, resulting in potential communicationover-
head. Communications savings may be achieved for approximated cells.

Data RepresentationWe provide some preliminary work on data layout transforma-
tion for compressionwith thewavelet transform inChapter 6. Transforming a dense data
representation as a sparse one has proved to be a promising direction. We believe that
there is also an opportunity in changing the way numbers are represented, for example
by using fixed point arithmetic [105] or posits [58].
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Annexe A

Résumé en français

Un ordinateur moderne est une machine qui exécute une séquence d’instructions pour
mener à bien un traitement. Différents formats coexistent, depuis les petits microcon-
trôleurs qui animent des brosses à dents pas si intelligentes que cela, jusqu’aux puis-
sants processeurs présents au cœur d’immenses centres de données délivrant tout type
de contenu sur l’Internet. Exploiter toutes les possibilités offertes par ces processeurs est
un défi pour les développeurs. Pour remédier à cela, une multitude de langages, outils,
techniques de compilation et bibliothèques existent pour aider les développeurs à écrire
des applications efficaces. Dans cette thèse, nous proposons une nouvelle abstraction
pour parvenir à de bonnes performances grâce à des techniques de calcul adaptatif, en
focalisant les ressources de calcul là où l’application en a le plus besoin.

Les premiers ordinateurs étaient mécaniques et s’utilisaient, par exemple, pour des
tâches denavigation, astronomie ou à fins de suivi temporel dans les calendriers. Uneper-
sonne entrait les paramètres de l’ordinateurmécanique, actionnait lemécanismepour ef-
fectuer le calcul et finissait par lire le résultat sur lamachine. Les ordinateursmécaniques,
ouplus récemment électromécaniques, prenaientun temps importantpourmener àbien
un calcul. Au début des années 1940, les ordinateurs entièrement électroniques les ont
remplacés. Ils étaient déjà capables d’effectuer 5000 additions ou soustractions par se-
conde dans le cas de l’ordinateur ENIAC. Cet ordinateur se configurait à l’aide d’interrup-
teurs et de câbles par des opératrices, parmi les premières programmeuses. Alan Turing a
spécifié le fonctionnement des ordinateurs comme d’unemachine où le programme, qui
est une suite d’instructions, est stocké sur un ruban, ce qui la rend facilement program-
mable [117].

L’introduction dans les années 1980 d’ordinateurs compactes et rapides a ouvert d’in-
nombrables nouvelles possibilités sociétales [123]. Les besoins en puissance de calcul et
stockage ont explosé dans de nombreux domaines, tels que le calcul scientifique, les ap-
plications multimédias, les réseaux sociaux, la finance, la santé, etc. Les besoins dans ces
domaines excèdent les possibilités d’approvisionnement en moyen de calcul actuel. Le
ratio de l’augmentation des données générées sur la puissance de calcul ajoutée a été
mesuré de l’ordre de 3 dans les années 2000 [64]. Les techniques de calcul et stockage
approchés fournissent des solutions intéressantes quand les données à traiter dépassent
les capacités de calcul disponibles. Ces techniques peuvent apporter des gains propor-
tionnels au niveau d’approximation, selon la stratégie d’approximation choisie.

Dans la première section de ce résumé, nous justifions qu’une abstraction dumatériel
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est importante pour une productivité optimale des développeurs. Utiliser le plein poten-
tiel du matériel est une tâche ardue, et cela le devient d’autant plus quand la quantité
de données à traiter dépasse les capacités matérielles d’une seule machine. Dans la se-
conde section, nous justifions l’utilisation du calcul approché et nous montrons que son
utilisation ajoute une couche de complexité supplémentaire dont les développeurs ont à
se soucier. Nous clôturons ce chapitre par une présentation des contributions apportées
dans cette thèse.

A.1 Défis de programmation
Les premiers ordinateurs numériques étaient très différents de ceux que nous connais-
sons aujourd’hui : le programme à exécuter prenait la forme d’encoches sur cartes perfo-
rées ou était stocké sur bande magnétique. Les sources du programme étaient probable-
ment écrites sur papier, dans un langage de programmation de haut niveau (c.-à-d., com-
binant facilités de lecture/compréhension et indépendance à un matériel spécifique).
Les premiers langages de haut niveau tels que Fortran, C ou Cobol, ont permis de dé-
colérer le programme du matériel informatique. Les aspects matériels d’un processeur
comprennent en particulier un nombre limité d’instructions pouvant être exécutés et un
nombre limité d’emplacements mémoires, appelés registres, qui stockent les opérandes
et le résultat de ces instructions. Les langages de programmation de haut niveau four-
nissent le plus souvent les abstractions suivantes :

Nombre de variables illimitées Les emplacementsmémoirespour stockerdes valeurs
sont virtuellement illimités et peuvent être nommés.

Variables typées Les variables ont un type définissant l’ensemble des valeurs pou-
vant y être stockées ainsi que les opérations sur les données de ce type. Ceci élimine
une classe entière de problèmes où par exemple un utilisateur essaiera d’addition-
ner des pommes avec des poires.

Structures de donnée de haut niveau Un tableau permet de stocker plusieurs va-
leurs d’unmême type et une structure permet de construire des types plus com-
plexes à partir de types existants, par exemple un panier de pommes et poires.

Fonctions Une fonction est un nom donné à une liste d’instructions. Cette fonction
peut être appelée dans le reste du programme. Elle peut prendre des paramètres
en entrée et produire une valeur en sortie.

Un compilateur est un programme qui traduit un programme d’un format à un autre
format, par exemple un code source écrit dans un langage de programmation vers des
instructions processeur. Le compilateur alloue les ressources limitées du processeur pour
produireuneversionéquivalenteduprogrammed’origine. La traductiond’unprogramme
n’est pas unique et plusieurs versions sémantiquement équivalentes peuvent exister. Le
compilateur va choisir une implémentation plutôt qu’une autre en se basant sur un mo-
dèle prédisant le comportement du processeur et de la mémoire pour sélectionner celle
qui lui semblera la plus performante selon ses propres critères.

Les premiers ordinateurs lisaient des cartes perforées contenant le programme et uti-
lisaient un compilateur pour générer l’exécutable qui était exécuté jusqu’à terminaison.
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Ce procédé est séquentiel par nature, un seul programme à la fois est exécuté sur la ma-
chine jusqu’à ce qu’il termine. Par la suite, le matériel de stockage et les moyens d’in-
teraction personne-machine firent tous deux un bond en avant conséquent. Les cartes
perforées ont été replacées par des disquettes et les programmes ont pu être écrits sur
un ordinateur muni d’un écran, d’un clavier et d’un programme permettant d’éditer du
texte. La tâche du compilateur est quant à elle restée inchangée.

Tantque les limitesphysiques lepermirent, les processeurs ont gagnéenvitessed’opé-
ration, jusqu’à ce que la chaleur produite et la quantité d’énergie consommée par les
processeurs ne deviennent pas trop importantes pour continuer dans cette direction.
D’autres optimisationsont été ajoutées auxprocesseurspour augmenter leurperformance
indépendamment de leur vitesse d’horloge :

Cache Les accès à la mémoire principale (RAM) sont lents en comparaison de la
vitesse à laquelle le processeur exécute ses instructions (actuellement ≈ 400×).
Une mémoire rapide (actuellement ≈ 1 à 50× plus lent que le processeur) a été
ajoutée aux processeurs pour pallier la lenteur d’accès à la RAM.

Superscalaire Le processeur contient plusieurs copies des unités fonctionnelles (p.
ex., additionneurs, multiplieurs, etc.). Il est ainsi possible d’exécuter plus d’une ins-
truction en même temps.

Pipeline Une instruction peut être subdivisée en sous-tâches. Les sous-tâches de dif-
férents types peuvent être exécutées en parallèle. Par exemple, l’instruction pour
confectionner un smoothie peut être décomposée en taches d’épluchage des fruits
suivi par leurmixage. Faire plusieurs smoothies avec unpipeline reviendrait à com-
mencer l’épluchagedu smoothie suivantpendantque lepremier arrivé se faitmixer.
Si l’on considère que le processeur exécute une sous-tâche par cycle, sans pipeline
le délai d’attente pour un smoothie serait de deux cycles, alors qu’avec un pipeline
le premier smoothie serait attendu pendant deux cycles, mais les suivants arrive-
raient après un cycle chacun seulement.

Exécution dans le désordre Une instruction peut dépendre du résultat d’une autre.
Attendre un résultat décale l’exécution des instructions dans le pipeline, créant des
cycles d’attente sans aucune sous-tâche exécutée. L’exécution dans le désordre per-
met au processeur de réordonner la séquence d’instructions du programme pour
réduire la probabilité d’apparition de ces attentes.

Vectorisation Un vecteur est une liste d’éléments ayant une taille donnée. Une ins-
truction vectorielle prend un vecteur et exécute plusieurs fois la même opération
sur chaque élément de ce vecteur en parallèle. Par exemple, exécuter 8 additions
en une seule instruction à la place de huit instructions séparées.

Processeurmulticœur Un processeur multicœur permet d’exécuter plusieurs pro-
grammes en parallèle en dupliquant les unités de calcul et de contrôle.

Les développeurs n’ont idéalementpas à se soucier du cache, dupipeline et de l’exécu-
tion dans le désordre. Ce sont des optimisations implémentées dans le processeur pour
maximiser l’utilisation de ses ressources. Cependant pour tirer le meilleur parti de ces
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mécanismes, les programmes doivent être traduits en les prenant en compte. Le compi-
lateur joue ici un rôle fondamental et doit pouvoir générer un code spécifique pour une
architecture matérielle donnée.

Le développeur est le plus souvent responsable de l’utilisation efficace des ressources
vectorielles et desmultiples cœurs de processeurs. Un compilateur peut vectoriser ou ex-
ploiter le parallélisme automatiquement s’il lui est facile d’analyser les structures de don-
nées et instructions du programme. Il est souvent complexe d’analyser un programme à
partir d’un code source qui n’aurait pas été au préalable optimisé par le développeur dans
cette optique.Développerunprogrammeparallèle est une tâche complexe et sujette àdes
erreurs. Parmi les points particulièrement difficiles, on distingue les accès concurrents à
la mémoire, des synchronisations, les interblocages, etc.

Les éléments suivants donnent un aperçu des défis de programmation parallèle : Ac-
cès à la mémoire non uniforme (NUMA) où plusieurs processeurs multicœurs et des
accélérateurs (puissantes unités pour calcul spécialisé) sont présents dans la même ma-
chine. Chaque processeur ou accélérateur a souvent sa mémoire dédiée et les accès à la
mémoire d’un autre processeur sont plus lents que ceux à sa propre mémoire. Les pro-
grammes qui ne prennent pas en charge cette spécificité seront plus lents à exécuter.
Grappe d’ordinateurs où plusieurs machines sont mises en réseau pour partager leurs
ressources. Il existe des modèles de programmation, prodiguant plusieurs niveaux d’abs-
traction, pour aider les programmeurs à développer des applications parallèles utilisant
une grappe d’ordinateurs.

L’objectif des abstractions de programmation et des extensions est de fournir un ac-
cès plus aisé à ces ressources. Par exemple, OpenMP est un ensemble d’extensions aux
langages de programmation C/C++ et Fortran qui définissent une syntaxe pour spécifier
facilement des sections parallèles et des tâches [39, 20].

A.2 Calcul approché
Dans la section précédente, nous avons introduit différents défis de programmation, le
rôle du compilateur dans l’environnement de programmation et l’importance des lan-
gages de programmation, quimasquent les spécificités dumatériel et apportent unemul-
titude d’outils aux développeurs pour construire un programme. Les techniques de calcul
approché exploitent la capacité qu’ont certaines applications à supporter des approxima-
tions pour gagner en performance. Dans cette section, nous introduisons des techniques
de calcul approché et préconisons l’utilisation d’abstractions pour fluidifier le processus
de développement des applications qui les utilisent.

Le terme approximation dérive du latin proximus, qui se traduit en « proche de ».
De la mêmemanière, le calcul approché est l’étude de fonctions qui donnent un résultat
proche de celui désiré, mais qui sont définies plus simplement ou plus faciles à calculer.
Pour résumer, le calcul approché échange de la précision pour de la performance. Les
techniques de calcul approché sont appropriées pour les applications tels que :

Signaux bruités Le stockage et le traitementde signauxbruitésnécessitentunequan-
tité importante de ressources pour en extraire les données utiles. Les capteurs ana-
logiques sont soumis à des bruits de lecture et sont distribués avec une spécifica-
tion décrivant la précision du capteur et l’environnement d’utilisation. Il n’est pas
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trivial de déceler un signal quand le bruit est important. L’utilisation de techniques
de calcul approché peut être compatible avec un traitement intensif de ce type de
flux de donnée.

Applications résilientes aux erreurs Dans le cas d’applications dans les domaines vi-
déo ou audio par exemple, l’utilisation de techniques de calcul approché peut être
imperceptible sur la qualité du signal perçu par l’utilisateur. Il y a une limite sur la
qualité d’un signal et les techniques de calcul approché apportent davantage d’op-
portunités pour optimiser les applications en maintenant une qualité raisonnable
du résultat.

Applications itératives Les simulations numériques ou d’intelligence artificielle uti-
lisent souvent des méthodes itératives pour réduire la complexité du problème.

Trois principales possibilités sont envisageables pour écrire une application utilisant
des techniques de calcul approché. Si le développeur est accoutumé à l’utilisation de ces
techniques, il peut écrire son application en utilisant ces optimisations directement. La
seconde méthode consiste à utiliser des bibliothèques spécialisées, qui implémentent
déjà les approximations. La dernière solution consiste à ajouter des annotations spécia-
lisées au code pour laisser le compilateur générer les versions utilisant les techniques de
calcul approché. Dans cette thèse, nous proposons uneméthode inédite se basant sur des
extensions aux langages de programmation pour apporter les informations nécessaires
au compilateur pour utiliser des techniques de calcul approché.

Sans indications de la part de l’utilisateur, les compilateurs doivent respecter la sé-
mantique du programme en entrée et ne peuvent pas se permettre de changer la préci-
sion du résultat. Les extensions proposées dans cette thèse accordent explicitement l’au-
torisation au compilateur pour modifier la précision du code. Le compilateur peut donc
modifier ou remplacer le calcul original. Nous considérons uniquement les programmes
s’exécutant sur un processeur polyvalent et ne prenons pas en compte les matériels spé-
cialisés. De tels matériels peuvent utiliser des unités arithmétiques et logiques ou du sto-
ckage mémoire approchés, ce qui permet de réduite l’empreinte énergétique, de réduire
les accès à la mémoire ou d’augmenter la vitesse de calcul [25, 94, 130]. Ce matériel spé-
cialisé est actuellement difficilement accessible en comparaison des processeurs polyva-
lents et notre but est de proposer des extensions qui s’adressent à une large gamme de
problèmes à destination du matériel actuel.

Les techniques adaptatives sont une famille faisant partie des méthodes de calcul ap-
proché. Elles utilisent des approximations de manières « intelligentes » pour cibler les
ressources de calcul aux endroits où l’application en a le plus besoin. Ces techniques
tirent leur origine de l’observation que la précision requise pour un calcul peut être expri-
mée en fonction des données traitées. Par exemple, le conducteur d’une voiture concen-
trera la majorité de ses sens à l’avant de la voiture en ligne droite et sur les côtés dans les
intersections. Le même principe peut être utilisé pour les programmes, où une version
précise est utilisée aux endroits importants (c.-à-d., pour traiter les données importantes)
et une version approchée utilisée dans le cas contraire pour gagner en rapidité de calcul.
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A.3 Contributions
Dans cette thèse, nous proposons une interface de programmation pour aider les déve-
loppeurs dans leur tâche d’optimisation de programme par calcul approché. Cette inter-
face prend la forme d’extensions aux langages de programmation pour indiquer au com-
pilateur quelles parties du programme peuvent utiliser ce type de calcul. Le compilateur
se charge alors de transformer les parties du programme ciblées pour rendre l’application
adaptative, allouant plus de ressources aux endroits là où une précision importante est
requise et utilisant des approximations où la précision peut-être moindre. Nous avons
automatisé la découverte des paramètres d’optimisation pour calcul approché que de-
vrait fournir l’utilisateur pour les codes à stencil, qui sont souvent rencontrés dans des
applications de traitement du signal, traitement d’image ou simulation numérique. Nous
avons exploré des techniques de compression automatique de données pour compléter
la génération de code adaptatif. Nous utilisons la transformée en ondelettes pour com-
presser les données et extraire des informations qui peuvent être utilisées pour trouver
les zones avec des besoins en précision plus importantes.

Insertion d’informations spécifiques au calcul approché
Le développement d’une application informatique se déroule souvent en trois phases :
(1) implémentation des algorithmes pour résoudre le problème, (2) test de validité du
programme et (3) optimisation du code pour obtenir un résultat dans un budget raison-
nable (de temps, ou d’espace, ou d’énergie, etc.). Implémenter des techniques de calcul
approché durant la phase d’optimisation demande au développeur des modifications al-
gorithmiques et structurelles importantes. Nous proposons de laisser le compilateur gé-
rer au maximum la tâche d’optimisation. Automatiser cette tâche permet d’apporter un
gain en productivité et de réduire la probabilité de création de bogues durant la phase
d’optimisation. Pour atteindre cet objectif, nous proposons une extension aux langages
de programmation de haut niveau pour indiquer au compilateur les modifications pou-
vant être appliquées au noyau de calcul existant pour générer un code adaptatif [103, 100,
99]. Les informations apportées par les extensions sont les suivantes (voir Chapitre 3) :

Codes alternatifs Une alternative est une version approchée du noyau de calcul à
optimiser. L’annotation alternative permet de préciser les transformations à appli-
quer au code pour créer une version approchée. Le compilateur propose des trans-
formations prédéfinies ou autorise le développeur à écrire plusieurs versions du
même noyau de calcul et d’en informer le compilateur.

Supervision Pour choisir entre la version originale du noyau et les différentes alter-
natives, il faut extraire, traiter et interpréter les informations présentes dans les
données duprogramme lors de son exécution. L’annotation de supervision (oumo-
nitorage) est présente pour indiquer au compilateur dans quelle(s) structure(s) de
données trouver ces informations et comment traiter ces données brutes pour en
extraire une information sur le niveau d’approximation pouvant être utilisé.

Granularité Les techniques adaptatives appliquent les approximations localement,
à des endroits où une version approchée est suffisante pour mener à bien le calcul,
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minimisant ainsi la déviation vis-à-vis de la solution précise. La granularité spécifie
ce niveau en définissant une grille cartésienne régulière sur les données supervi-
sées. Un élément de cette grille est appelé une cellule.

Stratégie La stratégie permet de lier les alternatives aux informations extraites lors
de l’exécution supervisée. Il est possible d’appliquer plusieurs transformations de
code pour unemême stratégie si leur composition est légale. La stratégie définit les
versions de code qui sont générées par le compilateur à la compilation ou lors de
l’exécution pour construire des versions spécialisées.

Génération de code adaptatif
La génération de code est basée sur les informations présentes dans les annotations in-
sérées par l’utilisateur (voir Chapitre 4) ou instanciées automatiquement dans le cas de
stencils (voirChapitre 5).Nousutilisons lemodèlepolyédrique, qui abstrait unprogramme
sous forme mathématique pour appliquer les transformations. Cette approche permet
de s’abstraire du langage de programmation, de gagner en généralité, et de bénéficier des
techniques existantes pour minimiser le surcoût de contrôle dans le code généré.

Le code du noyau de calcul ciblé par les annotations est d’abord transposé dans le
modèle polyédrique. Le code est ensuite analysé pour savoir si une version adaptative
peut être générée à la compilation. Si c’est le cas, les versions approchées sont générées
et stockées dans l’exécutable. Le noyau de calcul est transformé par un pavage pour dé-
finir les cellules de supervision. La supervision est intégrée à chacune des cellules et un
mécanisme de sélection de versions est inséré dans le noyau principal, pour choisir une
version en fonction des besoins lors de l’exécution.

Si les dépendances de données n’autorisent pas la génération de code à la compi-
lation, nous avons mis en place un environnement d’exécution (runtime) qui prend en
charge la supervision des données, la génération des versions spécialisées du noyau en
utilisant le modèle polyédrique et la compilation cette version à la volée avant de l’injec-
ter dans l’application. Nous réduisons ainsi au maximum les coûts supplémentaires liés
à la sélection des alternatives lors de l’exécution.

Extraction des informations pour le calcul adaptatif
Les codes à stencils font partie d’une classe de programmes où les mises à jour des don-
nées se font en utilisant les valeurs voisines selon un motif récurant. Nous avons auto-
matisé la recherche des paramètres que les utilisateurs auraient à entrer manuellement
à l’aide des extensions dans le cadre des codes à stencils [101] (voir Chapitre 5). Il reste un
paramètre unique que l’utilisateur doit encore indiquer au compilateur : le seuil à partir
duquel une version approchée peut être utilisée. Les paramètres sont extraits par analyse
du code à stencils et sont traduits sous forme d’annotations telles qu’introduites précé-
demment pour générer la version adaptative du programme.

Compression des données
La génération de code adaptatif avec les annotations est basée sur la transformation de
noyaux de calcul de l’application. Nous avons examiné des méthodes de compression
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automatiquespermettant de traiter les données enplus des calculs (voirChapitre 6). Pour
cela nous avons considéré la transformée en ondelettes pour ses propriétés intéressantes
dans le cadre des calculs adaptatifs [102] :

Informationmulti échelle La transformée en ondelettes permet d’obtenir la décom-
position du signal en fréquences localisées à plusieurs échelles. Cette information
permet de déterminer les endroits où plus de précision est nécessaire et pourrait
remplacer la supervision pour certaines applications.

Compression de données La transformée en ondelettes sépare le signal en une ap-
proximation et les détails permettant de reconstituer le signal d’origine. Les détails
qui sont proches de la valeur zéro peuvent être nullifiés, entrainant une approxi-
mation, mais autorisant une compression des données par la même occasion.

Interpolante Les approximations généréespar la transforméeenondelettes génèrent
des valeurs qui sont proches de la fonction étudiée. Cela permet l’utilisation des va-
leurs sans avoir à décompresser les données au préalable.

Étude expérimentale
Nous avons construit une suite de programmes pour évaluer notre approche. Ces pro-
grammes couvrent les disciplines allant de la simulation numérique au traitement de
données. Ils représentent le type d’applications pouvant être optimisés avec notre mé-
thode, car ils tolèrentdes approximationsde leurs résultats. Les résultats obtenusmontrent
qu’en insérant les annotations liées à nos extensions et avec l’aide d’un compilateur sup-
portant nos techniques, undéveloppeur peut utiliser les approximations pour augmenter
la vitesse de traitement de l’application en maintenant un niveau convenable de dévia-
tion comparé au résultat original (voir Chapter 7).

Dans cette thèse, nous proposons une interface de programmation permettant de gé-
nérer une version adaptative à partir d’un code annoté par un développeur. Notre ap-
proche permet à des développeurs, experts ou non dans le domaine du calcul appro-
ché, d’utiliser des optimisations supplémentaires sans avoir à modifier les algorithmes
de leur application. Les informations dédiées au calcul approché sont ajoutées sous la
forme d’extensions facultatives au langage de programmation à destination du compi-
lateur. Le compilateur se charge de générer la version adaptative du programme et un
runtime spécifique se charge de sélectionner les versions à exécuter en fonction des don-
nées collectées quand le programme s’exécute. La génération de version approchée de
code est complétée par la compression de données.

A.4 Perspectives
Grilles adaptatives La sélection de stratégies utilise une supervision des données avec
une grille à maillage fixe. Une grille adaptative peut être avantageuse pour certaines ap-
plications où le coût supplémentaire induit par la gestion de la grille est contrebalancé
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par une performance accrue de l’algorithme. De nouvelles stratégies pourraient être uti-
lisées sur des grilles dynamiques, telles que des stratégies influant sur la grille elle-même.

La transformée en ondelettes offre une piste intéressante pour générer automatique-
ment une grille adaptative. Le résultat de cette transformation peut être représenté sous
forme d’arbre à k-dimensions (la Figure 6.4 montre un exemple en 2D) où la profondeur
d’une branche correspondrait à son niveau de raffinement. Une implémentation peut
utiliser le niveau de détails pour sélectionner les parties de l’arbre à raffiner.

Utiliser des arbres k-dimensionnels permettrait de partitionner les cellules en tâches.
Chaque tâche peut se diviser en 2k sous-tâches quand une précision accrue est requise
ou fusionner quand moins de précision se fait ressentir. La division en sous-tâche peut
être proscrite après un niveau donné pour limiter le surcoût de gestion de tâche à granu-
larité trop fine. L’adressage unique des nœuds d’un arbre k-dimensionnel peut permettre
d’optimiser les communications inter tâches et d’effectuer un placement intelligent des
tâches sur plusieurs nœuds.

Déviation du résultat Dans cette thèse nous avons concentré nos efforts sur la gé-
nération de code adaptatif depuis le noyau d’une application. Nous tentons minimiser
la déviation des versions approchées tout en exploitant leurs potentiels pour gagner en
performance. Il est, pour le moment, impossible de garantir la précision du résultat pré
exécution. Un mécanisme similaire au calcul de la borne d’erreur liée à la compression
destructive de la transformée en ondelettes [69] (c.-à-d., mettre à zéro un détail) pourrait
être utilisé pour borner la déviation.

Calcul adaptatif pour EDPNous pensons qu’un compilateur doit être capable de gé-
nérer automatiquement un code interfaçant plusieurs niveaux de grille pour rendre une
équation aux dérivées partielles adaptative. Il est nécessaire d’évaluer quelles informa-
tions sont à fournir au compilateur et quelles informations peuvent être extraites du
noyau de calcul. Cela peut mener à une implémentation d’un langage dédié (DSL) hy-
bride où l’implémentation du noyau reste à la charge de l’utilisateur, mais la partie adap-
tative serait autogénérée.

Architectures distribuées et optimisationsNotre technique d’optimisation offre des
performances respectables surunemachine. Il serait intéressantd’ajouter le support d’op-
timisations complémentaires, telles que les optimisations polyédriques et la paralléli-
sation automatique [55, 21, 10]. De nouvelles stratégies cherchant à réduire le nombre
de communications doivent être envisageables pour les applications utilisant plusieurs
nœuds.

Représentation des donnéesNous avons ouvert une voie d’optimisation intéressante
avec l’introduction de la transformation de structure de donnée dans le Chapitre 6. Nous
pensons qu’il y a des opportunités similaires en utilisant une représentation alternative
des nombres, tels que le calcul à virgule fixe [105] ou les posits [58].
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Résumé
Dans cette thèse nous proposons une interface de programmation pour aider les dévelop-
peurs dans leur tâche d’optimisation de programme par calcul approché. Cette interface
prend la forme d’extensions aux langages de programmation pour indiquer au compilateur
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en ondelettes pour compresser les données et obtenir d’autres informations qui peuvent
être utilisées pour trouver les zones avec des besoins en précision plus importantes.
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